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GREETING 
ELPLESS victims, just a word of warning to some, of consola, 
tion to others, before you ascertain your fate. We find that college 
people form three classes: those who are so well on their way to 
perfection that they must be criticised lest they become proud 
and soon fall; common people, like you and I, who know they de, 
serve criticism, but are pleased if they receive praise; and those whose closeted skeletons 
are so hideous, whose cases are so helpless, that one must point out what is good in 
them in public, and only in private beseech them to mend their ways. Hence, if you 
find herein no words that imply the presence of deep,lying sins, pause and look well 
down into your heart ; if you find criticism, be grateful to us for pointing out all that 
stands between you and perfection. The fates of some are not propitious, but we have 
endeavored to make them all interesting. 
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ID11e §rqnlar 1ul1nm we resµert. 
IDIJe 111rteuh wqnm me lnue. 
IDqt.a rrflerttnn nf rnllrge Hfr is ttffertinnntrly hehirateh by tl1e 
dass nf ntnrtrett qunhrrh fnurtern. 
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.tlllliugltb arr plrunurr aw lubnr 
lJn a pirturr rurq 4tart rrrall.a. 
mtglJt in nur mumr.eurr 1uatdµunrb 
Anh trut4 w!Jirq ginr.a us ligl1t. 
ilinb ntr t4tm fnr nur brraatplntr. 
Anh tlfus .alfall wr wtu lift' .a fig.lJt. 
HE pasL year has been a series of advancements and successes fol' Lawrence College. This prosperity is 
evinced by the remarkable growLh oi the college in all depai tments. Th<' endowment has been increased over 
two hundred thousand dollars by public-spirited citizens of Wisconsin. The chapel fond has been materially 
increased, due to the effo1 ts of the Chautauqua Tours Company. The growth of any college is, to a large 
exLent, dependent upon its funds, and Lawrence has been exceptionally fortunate in this respect. 
The faculty still continues to grow. On account of the rapid development of the Department of Social 
Science, Dr. Charles Raymond ALkinson, formerly of Ursinus College, has been called to take the chair of 
Economics and Politics. 
Under the excellent managemenL of Dean Harper and his corps of efficient instructors, the School of 
Music has made material progress. This department has recently been honol'ed by the installation of a 
chapter of Mu Phi Upsilon, an honorary fraternity of high sLanding in musical circles. 
7 
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The School of Expression has been made a department 
of the College of Liberal Arts. Professor John Seaman 
Garns 1·etains his position as Dean of this school. New 
courses have been added and preparations made for new 
inst1 udors next yea!'. The dramatic club has been espe-
cially active in creating interest in this line of work. 
A new out-door amphitheate1· has been constructed on the 
lianks overlooking the Fox River. "The Bridge of the 
Cods" was t.he first play produced here, and its success 
shows the ach·anlage of such a theater in dramatic work. 
U:l1r 1914 Arirl 
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Forensics at Lawrence have maintained their usual 
high standard under the direction of Professor F. Wesley 
On. Four inter-collegiate debates have been scheduled 
for this year. Lawrence is well represented in the Stat•2 
Oratorical and Peace Contests. 
The unusual !'uccess in athletics has kept Lawrence 
at the head of Wisconsin colleges. The championships in 
football and track were retained, due to the efficient 
coaching of Mark S. Catlin, ably assisted by E. D. DeWitt 
of Harvard Unive1·sity. 
Library 
On11sby Heil/ 
Due to the efforts of Dean Carter, Lawrence has 
received unusual l'ecognition this year in being admitted 
to membership in the Association of Collegiate Alumnae. 
A chapter of Phi Beta Kappa fraternity will probably 
be established in the neal' future, as the Senate of that 
organization has recommended Lawl'ence for membership. 
Tl1e avel"age Lawrentian will ask, "Why this unusual 
advancement and progTess in the face of adve1·se legisla-
tion against minor colleges?" Them can be but one 
answer. The Lawrence Spirit has been breathing, grow-
ing, and pt•rmeating the loyal heal'ts of every true 
9 
Lawrentian. Lawrence Spirit! It lessens the sadness of 
parting from our college by holding forth the promise of 
golden days spent in her service, of future opportunities 
still undreamed of, to advance her by wo1·king out our own 
best worth. We are surn of our college, sure of her pur-
pose, sul'e of her spirit. Forever we hear the words of 
her pledge song, beautiful, uplifting, inspiring,-
"Light is oul' Lawrence watchword, 
And truth, which gives us light, 
Bind we them for our breastplate, 
And thus shall we win life's fight." 
Brokaw [fall 
3foqu <!1. fidlullru ·uo 
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SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph. D., LL. D. 
President and Paine Memorial P1·ofessor of Ethics and 
Christian Evidences. 
CHARLES WATSON TREAT, A. M. 
Dean of the College of Liberal Arts and PhileLus Sawyer 
Professor of Physics. 
EMANUEL GERECHTER, Rabbi. 
Professor of Hebrew and German. 
ELLSWORTH DAVID WRIGHT, Ph. D. 
Hiram A. Jones Professor of Latin Language and 
Literature. 
JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A. M. 
Salem David Mann Prnfessor of Philosophy. 
LEWIS ADDISON YouTZ, Ph. D. 
Robert McMillen Professor of'Chem.istry. 
EMMA KATE CORKHILL, Ph. D. 
Edward Alexander Professor of English Literature. 
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JOHN CHARLES LYMER, A. M., s. T. B. 
Child Professor of Mathematics and Director of the 
Underwood Observatory. 
WILSON S. NAYLOR, A. B., D. D. 
Edgar Martel Beach Professor of Biblical Literature. 
ALBERT AUGUSTUS TREVER, A. M., S. T . B . 
George M. Steele Professor of Greek Language and 
Literature. 
MAY ESTHER CARTER, A. M. 
Dean of Women and Associate Profcsso1· of English 
Language. -
OTHO PEARRE FAIRFIELD, A. M. 
Professor of Art and Social Aesthetics. 
JOHN GAINES VAUGHAN, Ph.D., D. D. 
Professor of Comparative Religions and Missions. 
MABEL EDDY 
Assistant Professor of Romantic Languages. 
CHARLES JOSEPH BUSHNELL, Ph. D. 
Professor of Sociology and Politics. 
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THE FACULTY 
EDWARD DEWITT, A. B. 
Dieector of Athletics. 
ADAM C. REMLEY, s. B. 
Instructor in Mathematics and En,gin<'<'ring. 
GEORGINA HACKWORTHY, A. B. 
Instructor in Latin . 
OTIS MELVIN WEIGLE, S. M. 
Instructor in Chemistry. 
,JOHN SEAMAN GARNS 
Dean of the School of Expression and Professor of 
Public Speaking. 
F. WESLEY ORR, B. L. 
Professor of Public Speaking. 
ROBERT FRY, B. 0. 
Instructor in Oral Eng·lish and Composition. 
JOSEPHINE RETZ-GARNS 
Instructor in Express·ion, Harmonic Gymnastics, and 
Voice Cu ltu :re. 
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SARA PARKES TREAT 
Instructor in Physical Education. 
DAVID RICHARD MOORE, Ph.D. 
David G. Ormsby Memorial Profossor of Hi story. 
LESTER BURTON ROGERS, A. M. 
Professo1· of Education. 
MATTHEW LYLE SPENCER, Ph. D. 
Professor of English Language. 
ROLLIN CLARKE MULLENIX, Ph. D. 
Professor of Biology. 
RUFUS MATHER BAGG, Ph. D. 
Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, nncl the Curator 
of the Museum. 
CHARLES RAYMOND ATKINSON, Ph.D. 
Professor of Economics and Politics. 
FREDERICK GEORGE RUFF, A. M., S. T. B. 
Professor of German. 
MARK SEAVEY CATLIN, Ph. B., LL. B. 
Athletic Coach. 
THE FACULTY 
WILLIAM HARPER 
Dean of the Conservatory of Music and Instructor 
in Singing·. 
EDGAR BRAZELTON 
Instructor in Pianoforte, Harmony, Counterpoint 
and Analysis. 
ARTHUR H. ARNEKE, A. G. 0. 
Instructor in Organ, Pianoforte and Hal'mony. 
GEORGE R. KURTZ 
Instructor in Organ and Pianoforte. 
RUBY CAMPBELL LEDWARD 
Instructor in Voice. 
CARL J. WATERMAN 
Instructor in Singing, Public School Methods and 
History of Music. 
MRS. EDGAR BRAZELTON
Instructol' in Pianoforte. 
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PERCY FULLINWIDER 
Instructor in Violin. 
LERA THACKERAY 
Instructor in Piano and Elementary Theory. 
ELSIE BUCK BOTTENSEK 
Instructor in Painting. 
AIMEE BAKER 
Instructor in Drawing. 
ELIZABETH CATLIN 
Instructor in Water Color and Figure Drawing. 
CLARA HUDSON FAIRFIELD 
Instrnctor in Pottery and Decorative Design. 
ZELIA ANNE SMITH, S. M. 
Librarian. 
OLIN MEAD, B. C. E., A. M. 
Registrar. 
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RALPH TIPPET 
ELLEN FAVILLE 
CLIFFORD WATERHOUSE 
EDITH BOYCE 
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BESS WILLIAMS 
Rib Lake 
Rib Lake High School; Lawrean Literary Society. 
"Sothi11g was ei•er accomplished witho11t enthusiasm." 
EDNA HUGHES 
Randolph 
Randolph Ilig-h School; Lawrean Literary Society. 
". l co111pu11io11 /hat i,; cheerf11l is worth gold." 
GRACE PARDEE 
Appleton 
State Preparatory, Boulder, Col. 
"Character is 111ade up of small dutie.s faithfully performed." 
MABEL HILL, o r t:i. 
Green Bay 
Green Bay High School; Lawrean Literary Society; 
Lawrentian, 2; Co-ed Lawrentian, 2, 3, 4; 1913 Ariel. 
",1 quiet lype of '(Jood, actii•e, earuc,;/ girlhood." 
EDITH RUTH BOYCE 
Wausau 
Wausau llig-h School; Lawrean Literary Society; Presi-
dcnl Latin' Club, 4; Associate Editor Lawrence Latinist, 3; 
Treasurer Lawrean Literary Society; Secretary Class, 3. 
"11' /rnt 8Weet delight a quiet life a.fforcls." 
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ELEANOR HARRIMAN, Ar cJ.> 
Appleton 
Appleton High School; Lawrean. 
~qt 1914 .i\ril'l 
GLADYS ANDREWS, . \ l' ,1, 
Escanaba, Mich. 
"One to drive away the clouds and call the sirnshinc iu." 
Escanaba High School; Lawrean Literary Society; 
American History Prize, 3; Co-ed Lawrentian, 3. 4. 
MARY ATHENA POTTER, 0 I ' ~ 
Lake Mills 
"A 11d still we gazed, a11d still the wonder g1'Cw, 
• That 01,e small head could ca1·ry all she knew." 
Waupun High School; Athena; Physics Club; Choral 
Club; Chemistry Club; Class Vice-President; Ariel Board; 
Editor-in-Chief Lawrentian; President State Press Asso-
JEAN WILEY, JC T 
Chicago, Ill. 
Carroll Academy; Carroll College, 1, 2. 
"A 'llten·y heart is the best of medicine." ciation. 
"The secret of success was her co11sta11cy of p11rpose." 
LORA PENDELL, . \ 11 ,1, 
Randolph 
Lawrean Literary Society; Girls' Glee Club, 1, 3, 4; Y. 
W. C. A. Cabinet, 2. 3; House Council, 2, 3; Ariel Board, 3; 
Vice-President of Class, 3. 
"An open-hearted maiden, true and pure." 
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DAISY LIEBERMAN, A A q, 
Fort Atkinson 
JULIA JACOBY 
Appleton 
Appleton High School. Theme 
Dep:wtmenL 4. 
Corrector in English 
"A light heart lives long." ·1 • .. 
Fort Atkinson High School; Vice-President Class, 1; 
Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Choral Club, 2; Lawrean Lite1·ary 
Society. 
FRANCIS THURBER 
Ellsworth 
"The daisy's for simplfoity and unaffected air." 
Ellsworth High School; Phoenix; Chemistry Club, 1, 2, 
3, 4, President, 4; B. H. G. A., 3, 4, Presidei1t, 4; Track, 3, 4; 
Assistant, Chemical Laboratory, 4. 
LUCILE BUSHEY, A A ,:r, 
Appleton 
Lawrence Academy; Latin Club; 
Class Secretary, 2; 1913 Ariel Board, 3; 
net, 4. 
Freshman Prize; 
Y. W. C. A. Cabi-
"Mnn of Action." 
"She is so free, so k:ind a disposition, 
BERNICE MARGARET CADMAN 
Appleton 
In small proportions we just beauty see." 
Waterloo High School; ·Athena Literary Society; Co-cd 
LawrenLian, 2; DclcgaLc Geneva Conference, 3; St'cretary 
of Senior Class. 
"E11th11siasm is the life of the sou l." 
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RAYMOND BOLTON,:::; 'l' :N 
Tomah 
Tomah High School; Physics Club. 
"1lu awful worke1· who gets results." 
BERNICE FISHER, .'\ !!, <I> 
Fond du Lac 
illl)r HI J 4 .l\rirl 
PHIL DICKINSON, 8 <I> 
Appleton 
Lawrence Academy; Class Basketball Team, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Basketball, 1, 2, 3, Captain, 3; Manager of Athletics, 4; 
Athletic Board, 4. 
"The glory of a firm, capcw·iov.~ mi11cl." 
Fond du Lac High School; Athena Literary Society; 
Choral Club, 1, 2. 
WILLIAM COLLINGE, :::; T N 
Brandon 
CHnton High School; Brokaw Scholarship, 1; St. 
"Of 111a11y chm·111s, to lier as natm·al as sweetness 
lo th/' flower." Olaf-Lawrence Debate Team, 4; Assistant Physics Lab-Ol'atol'y, 4 ; Phoenix; Vice-President Phoenix, 4. 
LAURA KUNKEL 
Fond du Lac 
"There is no 81tbstitute for· a lhoroiigh-'(Jo'ing, 
a,,·clent and sincere earnestness." 
Grafton Hall, 1, 2; Lewis Prize, 3; Helen Fairfield-
Naylor Scholarship, 3; Lawrean Literary Society; German 
Club; President of German Club, 4. 
''My designs ail(/ labM·s, 
Alic/ aspirati01,s Ct1'e my f1·iencls." 
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BARBARA SCHLAFER, A A q:, 
Appleton 
Appleton High School. 
"lier voice is ever soft, gentle, ancl low, 
A most excellent thing in woman." 
GEORGE RUSSELL 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Lawrence Academy; Phoenix Literary Society; Lake 
Geneva Delegate, 3; Student Senate, 2; Y. M. C. A. Cab-
inet, 2; Vice-President Phoenix, 2; Interclass Oratorical, 
2; President Lawrence Union, 4. 
"Men's thoughts are much according to lhefr inclination." 
BERT WHITEHOUSE 
Markesan 
Oshkosh Normal, 1, 2 ; Phoenix Literary Society, 3, 4, 
P1·csident, 4. 
"Who does the best his circumstance allows, 
Does well, acts ·11obly; angels co1i/cl no 'lllOre." 
ALTA POND, . \ A cJ> 
Wausau 
Wausau High School; Secretary of Class, 1; Glee Club, 
2, 3 ; Vice-President Class, 2; Y . W. C. A. Cabinet, 2, 3 ; 
Ariel Board, 3; Lawrean Literary Society. 
"For she is wise, if I ca11 j11clge of her, 
And fai?- she is, if that mine eyes be true." 
ALITA BUSSARD . 
Kaukauna 
Kaukauna High School; Lawrence $100 Prize, 1; 
Second Honors in History, 3; Lawrentian Board, 3; Editor-
in-Chief Co-ed Lawrentian, 4; Lawrean Literary Society; 
Bunoug·hs Club. 
"Smooth waters nw dee])." 
21 
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MYRTICE KITTO, A ti. <I> 
Dollar Bay, Mich. 
Dollar Bay High School; Lawrean Literary Society; 
Dramatic Club; Co-ed Lawrentian, 3. 
"A right jolly good smile has she." 
RALPH TIPPET, H ~ ~' 
Janesville High School; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4; Student 
Senate, 3; Class President, 3, 4; Ariel Board, 3; Athletic 
Board, 3, 4; Lawrentian Board, 4; President Athletic Board, 
4; Assistant Chemical Laboratory, 3; Mace, 4. 
"If he be not a fellow with the best of fellows, 
Thon shalt find him the best Tcing of good fellows." 
CLIFFORD CHARLES WATERHOUSE 
Weyauwega 
Weyauwega High School; Student Senate, 4; Treasurer 
All-College Club, 4; Class Treasurer, 3, 4; Choral Society, 
1, 2, 3, 4; Class Basketball, 4; Phoenix Literary Society; 
Chemistry Club; Assistant Chemical Laboratory, 4; Law-
ence Union, 3, 4; Dramatic Club. 
"What should a man do but be merry?" 
HENRIETTA BRIGHAM 
Appleton 
Wausau High School; Athena Literary Society; Latin 
Club; Sophomore Latin Prize; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 4; 
Student Senate, 4; House Council, 3. 
"On her e;rperie11ce all her friends relied, 
Heaven was her help and virtue was her yuiclc." 
LEILA NELSON, K 'l'.' 
Manitowoc 
Manitowoc High School; Lawrean Literary Society; 
President Equal Suffrage League. 
"It is as great to be a woman as to be a man." 
22 
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LOREN MCKINNEY 
Appleton 
Appleton High School; Phoenix; Sophomore Football 
Team; Lawrentian; Latin Department; Track Team; 
Pentathlon; Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team at Oconto Falls; 
Passed Rhodes Examination at Madison; Madison Scholar-
ship. "Silent effort moves the worlcl." 
JESSIE MYRTLE CROSSFIELD, A ~ <I> 
Fol't Atkinson 
Fort Atkinson High School; Secretary of Class, 2; 
Treasurer of Class, 3; Freshm:;i.n Lawrentian Board. 
"The greatest charm of womanhoocl is to be womanly." 
RUTH DE SWARTE 
Wauwatosa 
Wauwatosa High School; Athena; President Athena, 4; 
Social Chairman Ormsby Hall. 
"The virtiie of sincerity is power." 
EUGENE HINDERMAN 
Marinette 
Marinette High School; Philalathean, 1; Chemistry, 3; 
Pentathlon, 1, 2; Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Class Basketball, 1, 2, 
3, 4; Football, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
"A ma,n he seems of cheerfiil yestercla,us and 
confident t01norrows." 
ERWIN L. SHA VER 
Eau Claire 
Eau Claire High School; Lawrence Union, 3, 4; Phila- rence Debate Team, 1; Ministerial Association, 3; Inter-
lalhean Literary Society; President Philalathean, 4; Winner class Oratorical, 4; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 2; Pentathlon, 2; 
Freshman $100 Scholarship; Winner Pe::tbody Latin Prize,2; German Club, 1; Lalin Club, 1, 2; Social Chairman B. H. S. 
Edito1·-in-Chief Freshman La wren ti an; Freshman Declama- G. A., 3 ; Philosophy Club, 2; Treasurer Social Service 
Lory Contest; President's Prize Contest, 2; Carroll-Law- League, 4. 
''A scholcw ancl a ripe ancl goocl one." 
23 
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WYLIE CARROLL SAMPSON, ~ l 
Wausau 
Wausau High School; Football Team, 1, 2, 3, 4; All-
State Tackle, 2, 3, 4; Captain Football Team, 4; Lawrentian 
Board, 1, 3; Business Manager Lawrentian, 3; Class Vice-
President, 2; State Press Association, 3; Basketball Tour-
nament Boa1·d1 4; N. E.W. I. Board, 4; Athletic Board of 
ConLrol, 4; Student Senate, 4. 
" IIe was ever the best man in the field." 
ETHEL CLARK, , \ I!,. cJ,, )f ,1, E 
Galesville 
Galesville High School; Milwaukee Downer, 1, 2; Y. W. 
C. A. Cabinet, 3; President Lawrean, 4; Girls' Glee Club, 
3, 4; Choral Club; Equal Suffrage League; House Coun-
cil, 3. 
" Th e lullld //w I hnt h wade you fair, ha I h 11wde you good." 
ENID SAECKER, . \ ~ cJ, 
Appleton 
Appleton High School; Girls' Glee Club, 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Lawrean Literary Society; Treasurer Lawrean, 2; German 
Club, 2; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, 2, 3, 4; Lake Geneva Summer 
Conference, 2, 4; Vice-President Class, 3; 1912 Ariel Board , 
3; Student Senate, 2, 3; Lawrentian Staff, 4. 
"The fairest garden in her looks, 
A 1td in her mind the wisest books." 
HELEN BRAYTON 
Appleton 
Appleton High School; Norman Brokaw $100 Prize, 1 
Latin Club, 1, 2; Student Senate, 2, 3; Co-ed Lawrentian , 2 
Law1·entian Board, 3; Delegate to Geneva Con fcrenre, 3 
Vice-President Y. W. C. A., 4; President Athena, I. 
"Thy modrl!fy'.~ a ca11dlr to tl1u 111rrit." 
ADELINE COOKE 
Kaukauna 
Kaukauna High School; Athena Literary Society; 
Choral Club, 1, 2, 3; Secretary Equal Suffrage Leag·L1e, 4; 
Burroughs Nature Club. 
"She <lo et h all thi11,</ s well." 
Lawrence 
Tennis Club; 
NORMAN BROKAW, B ~ ,J, 
Appleton 
P1 eparatory; Chemistry Club; 
Physics Club. 
" lVork makes the man." 
LILY SWANSON 
Bayfield 
ffil1r 1914 Arid 
President 
ELLEN FA VILLE, A I' <I> 
Lake Mills 
Lake Mills High School; Lawl'ean Literary Society; 
Student Senate, 3; Secretary S. H. G. A., 2, 3; President 
S. I-I. G. A., 3, 4. 
"K ind hearts are more than coro11els ." 
Athena; Latin Club; Volunteer Band; Lawrentian ,3,4; 
Co-ed Lawrentian. 
WILLARD LOWE, T ]{ _\, Mace 
Barnum 
Boscobel High School; Lawrence-Hamline Debate Team, 
3; Lawrence-Albion Debate Team, 4; President Lawrence 
Union, 3; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, 3, 4; Vice-Presi dent Student 
Senate, 4; Pres ident Phoenix, 4. 
"Simplicity of character is the 1ict/11rnl result of 
p1·ofo1111d thou,qht." 
LEE CASSIUS RASEY, ~ 'I' N, Mace 
Marion 
Marion High Echool; Phpenix Literary Society; Secre-
tary Y. M. C. A., 2; Interclass Oratorical, 2, 3, 4; Inter-
collegiate Oratorical, 3, 4; Editor 1913 Ariel; La wren ti an 
Staff, 3; Hicks Prize, 2; Tichenor Prize, Second Place, 3; 
President B. H. G. A., 3; Student Senate, 3, 4 ; Manager 
All-College Day, 4; President Y. M. C. A., 4. 
"The ma11 who i.~ fond of boolcs is us1wlly a man of lofty 
thought crnd of elevated opinions." 
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KENNETH DICKINSON, 0 ,1, 
Appleton 
Lawrence Academy; Class Basketball, 1, 2, 3, 4; Bas-
kelball Team, 1, 2, 3. 
HARRY I. JAMES 
Gloucestershire, Eng. 
Lawrence Academy; President Volunteer Band, 2, 3; 
Secrelary Sludent Ministerial Association, 2, 3. 
"1-l faithful man and honorable." 
BENJAMIN CHARLES SIAS, A I, Mace 
Sparta 
l•:clit,11·-in-Chi<'r Freshman Lawrenlian; Inler-<'OliN,;iatt• 
C'lwirman Y. l\L C . . A.; Secretary-TreaHurer Expre,s:.;ion Cluh: 
" Pasq 11inol " in the p1ay, "The no1nancers," by Ho:.;ta n,l ; ,;Peter 
(j11 inc·e'' in "~ I icl-Humme1· Nigh l's Dream;" PreHidt•nl Sophomore 
Class; \' i<·t>- Pre81lll'n l Stale Board or Orato1·.v; l•'l rsl Place in 
Pr(•sid0n l's J>1·izp Dec.·la,nalor:v Conlt.:ii-;l; Hoanl o[ Oratory and 
I )<.'h..t tf:l , ~. :1, I; ~f'('retal'y Ph ilalalh ean J ... itf:lrary 8ocic-ly; l> E> lt·-
g·cll(-> lo L u lH" Geneva Y. 1\1. C. A. Convention: lteacl er of Glee 
Cl11h, 'Pour or 1910; Pron1otcr of "11.,oren:•iic L."; ~Pl'retary \Yi ~-
<.·011:-.i II In lerC."ollegiate Oratorical .r\ssoc ialion; Pl'esi<lent Stu-
dent c,enale; VieP-PrPsi,lent Y. M. C. A.; Presid<"nl All-C'ollegp 
C lulJ ; H Pad,•r arnl J~nterlainer on Gipe Cluh T,iur or 191~ ; l11t,0 r-
rrntp1·11ilr <•nunc.:il. 2, 3. I ; Prpsi<h ... nt l>c•lta lotn F'1·at P1·nil~·: 
1\l(•1111Jc>1· of the "Mace;" La,vrenUan f-Haff, :;; "Si r Andre,v 
AgUPt ·lwl'i<," In '"J'weHlh Night;" 1•011r-~·pa1· Hvholarsilip in 
I ><'L lu ma I iu11, Pre s i<len t "\Yisconsi n In Ler-eol legiatc Oratorical 
Association. 
2 (i 
ELLA KLUMB, 8 I' ~ 
Appleton 
Appleton High School; Lawrean Literary Society; Co-eel 
Lawrentian, 1, 3; Honorable Men lion Hicks Prize, 2; Ariel 
Board, 3; Tichenor Prize, 3; La wren ti an Board, 4; Secre-
tary All-College Club, 4; Student Senate, 4; Treasurer 
Equal Su/frnge League, 4. 
"Cheerfulnes.q i.~ an o_ij'shoot of goodness a11d wisdom." 
MAUD SIMESTER, .t I' <I> 
Fond du Lac 
Chicago High School; Student Senate, 8, 4; Vice-Presi-
dent Y. W. C. A., 2; President Y. W . C. A., 3; Lawrean 
Lil<>rary Society. 
"Ecr1· h good tho11r;ht 01· action 1110111•s !hi' d(ll'k 111111'/il 
to 1hr s 1111.'' 
iiJ~r 1914 1'.rirl 
EMMETT BROOKS, ll ~ <f> 
Omro 
Lawrence Academy; Class President, 1; Choral Society, 
1, 2, 3; Burroughs Club; Football Squad, 2, 4; Glee Club, 
3, 4; College Band, 1, 2. 
"Among -mortals second thoughts are wisest." 
. SPENCER w. WOODWORTH, e <1>, 'l' KA, Mace 
Black River Falls 
Black River Falls High School; Winner Freshman Ora-
torical Contest; Winner Garns Prize in Oratory; Class 
Treasurer, 2; Vi'inner Interclass Oratorical Contest, 2; Sec-
ond Place Staie Intercollegiate Oratorical Contest, 2; Wisc 
consin Representative to Interstate Oratorical Contest, 2; 
Played part of "Duke Orsino" in School of Expression Com-
mencement Play, 2; President Y. M. C. A., 3; Vice-Presi-
dent Student Senate, 3; President Board of Oratory and 
Debate, 3; Interclass Oratorical Contest, 3; Played part of 
"Multnomah" in School of Expression Commencement Play, 3; 
Delegate to Y. M. C. A. State Convention; Vice-President Y. 
l\f. C. A., 4; President Wisconsin State Peace Association, 4; 
Elected Class President, 4; Board of Oratory and Debate, 4. 
"Good se11se, which only is the gift of Heaven, 
And though 110 science, fairly worth the seven." 
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HELEN MARY McNAUGHTON,.\. I' <l> 
Appleton 
Lawrence Academy; 
rean Literary Society; 
Secretary Y. W. C. A., 2, 3; Law-
Secretary Lawrean, 3; President 
Lawrean, 4. 
"The force of her own merit makes her way." 
CHARLES C. WILCOX, 0 <J, 
Calumet, Mich. 
Calumet High School; Michigan Ag-ricultural College, 2; 
Lawrentian Staff, 3; Lawrence-Albion Debate, 3; Associate 
Editor Lawrentian, 4. 
"Powe1· dwells with cheerfulness." 
~lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~~ 
HE Senior class of 1913 leaves a record of un-
usual college achievements. They won the 
"All-College" field meet .for two successive 
, years. The large number of athletes in this 
class has made it possible for them to win the inter-class 
basketball championship for two years. For three suc-
cessive years they have succeeded in taking first honors 
in the inter-class oratorical contest. The class has been 
exceptionally active in religious work of the college, ha v-
ing had three Y. M. C. A. presidents and one Y. W. C. A. 
president chosen from its members. 
The worth of a class is estimated in the light in 
which it enters into the various phases of college !if e. 
incteen-Thirteen has made an enviable record, and we 
£eel that Lawrence will be proud of their future work. 
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CHARLES M. PORS 
PEARL RICHARDSON 
ROGER BLACKMUN 
PAULINE GILLESPIE 
l\Iajor: 
l\Iinor: 
EDWIN AESHLIMANN 
Eschie 
Chief f!unkie at Ormsby. 
Teleological discussions. 
Nature Club. 
FLORENCE PLANTZ 
Pickles 
Florence has studied Rex not only in Latin, 
but also in reality. 
Major: A slight tendency towards vaudeville. 
Iinor: Preserving her two wisps. 
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AMY BECKER 
Amos 
Amos, the whisller and canned music expert. She is an 
ardent lover of philosophy and the "movies." 
Major: Ordering her hot chocolate cooked cold. 
Minor: A passive spectator at the Hipp. 
Major: 
Minor: 
WALLACE VELTE
Wallie 
WILLARD FORD 
Spike 
Lost- A frat pin-in a good cause. 
Getting some one to take to frat tunts. 
Grafting. 
Watch the biplane sail down the track this year. 
Major: Eating-. 
Minor: Fussing. 
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Open 
Major: 
Minor: 
GWENDOLIN OWENS 
Giienie 
house in room 19. See Owens brothers. 
Attending committee meetings. 
Experimenting in hair dressing. 
MABEL STANCHFIELD 
J11liet 
©lie HJI4 Arirl 
Major: 
Minor: 
BEECHER SCOTT 
Scottie 
He will "Ketchem" after a while. 
Trust-busting. 
Advantages of town girls over Ormsby gi1'1s. 
STEWART WILLIAMS 
Stew 
We hope that Mabel's admiration for Romeo will not lead 
her to too close an imitation of Shakespeare's great tragedy. 
Holder of free pass, Chicago & Northwestern Railway, 
account tie inspector. 
Major: Keeping a strict observance of quiet hours at 
Ormsby. 
Major: Succeeding Debs. 
Minor: Captain Jinks, leader of Brokaw Hall. 
Minor: Tasting. 
Major: 
Minor: 
CATHERINE DANIELS 
Kittie 
She is one of those Latin grinds. 
Working hard. 
Assisting in nig·htly serenades. 
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Peg 
Ilel' eyes and her smiles arc her inscparnble chal'acicr-
islics. They make hel' a jolly good fellow with the bunch. 
"De wit" of the class. 
Major: Showing them how at the high school. 
Minor: Pink hats. 
SARAH MIELKE 
Sadie 
A careful study of Sarah has revealed 
point,- her profuse and indis~riminatc use 
lcrms. 
Major: 
l\Iinor: 
"Going lo that delestable Lab." 
(very) Fussing. 
her one weak 
of endearing 
Carrie 
A Wright disciple. Fl'om Oshkosh, lhal's all. 
Major : Keeping the wires hot to Oshkosh. 
Minor: Keeping open house. 
MONONA CHENEY 
Modonie 
To gaze into Monona's eyes one wou ld immedialely recog-
nize her restless, impatient disposition, while her bounding·, 
rabbit-like gait bespeaks unbelievable uncertainty and inde-
cision. 
Major: Assistant Dean. 
Minor: Saving· Miss Carter's soleH. 
XENA CADE 
She is a scientist of great repute and a mathematical genius. 
Major: "A" grades. 
Minor: Ditto. 
WALTER SPRATT, Expression 
Jack 
Jack is going- to run the school to suit himself as soon as 
he gets a few more followers. 
Majo1·: Over-lime work in expression. 
Mino1·: Proposing on the river bank. 
ELLA MARTIN 
Ellie 
A g-reat admirer of the basketball team, collectively. 
Major: Torturing the keys. 
l\Ii nor: Boosting the "Con." 
REGINALD CAVES 
Reggie 
He has decided to leave college for the gensing farm. 
'T is hard to leave the Lakes, Ariel Board, and Brokaw, but 
lhe simple life seems best. 
Minor: College Life. 
Major: Ex-Splinter. 
Major: 
Minor: 
THEODORA NORTH
Theo 
Our engaged girl; "nuf sed." 
Breakfasting at Van's. 
Monopolizing a secluded comer in the Library. 
PAUL WINNER 
Pink 
Pink, the boy who has lost his heart. No reward offered. 
Ma:j or: Fussing, self and others. 
Minor: Combing his h<1ir. 
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IRMA HARD, Expression 
Irma has a mild, placid disposition, absolutely lacking 
in the abno1·mal curiosity and criticism sometimes accredited 
to her. 
Ma~or: "Eternal Ego." 
Minor: Understudy of Maud Adams. 
LEIGH WOLF 
Lee 
A would-be mathematics shark who was always a perfdci 
lady in class. 
Major: Picking Cotton. 
Minor: An old hand at leading mass meetings. 
PAUL MCKINNEY 
Mac 
He is the walking encyclopedia; recog·nized by his peda-
gogical, sober appearance. 
Maj or: Country life. 
Minor: Upholding traditional theology. 
PAUL AMUNDSON 
Norski, Squak, Quiet 
You are quite astonished when you see this human. pacer 
approaching at a trot. He is a Howling Success; a nval of 
Peg's in the laughing line. 
Major: Making money. 
Minor: Private talks on Aluminum. 
RUTH MIELKE 
R11f11s 
Ruth has ac(]uired a new veneer of dignity, esperially 
whilr in ihl' dining room. 
Maj or: Keeping up the financial end of the family. 
Minor: Sat·ah's sister. 
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OSWALD PLENSKI 
This jovial Junior has added much weight to the class; 
his cornet and political activities are his chief assets. 
Major: Boosting the band. 
Minor: Running for the Student Senate. 
GERTRUDE BISHOP 
flish 
Gertrude is feminine to the extreme except in one respect, 
and lhal criticism is called out by her broad, expansive 
mouth, blazoning abroad "Whistling girls and crowing hens," 
C'lC. 
Major: 
Minor: 
Aeling 011 the advice of others. 
Ealing. 
EUGENE COLVIN
Gene 
His weaknesses are Sophomore girls and kiddish tricks. 
Major: Dozing in class. 
Minor: Jack of all trades. 
JESSIE SMITH 
Iler pa1fo1· entertainments are noted for their fllsiladc 
of plaster. 
Major: IIeml sma~hing. 
Minor: Great Scott! the ceiling fell. 
LOTTIE CALKINS, Expression 
· /,otlic 
A riuiet I ittle girl, vice-president of the prison board, 
the l\fark Twain of Lawrence. 
Major: Self depreciation. 
Minor: Masquerading and telling stories. 
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ROMEO COLBURN
Romeo 
This ambitious Junior entered our class last year with 
a mighty sp lash which he has refused to allow to subside. 
Ilis familiarity with the ladies has caused an especially 
emphatic gig-gle. 
l\Iajor: Running (after). 
Minor: Roller-skating (a la Amundson). 
ROBERT WILSON 
Bob 
The self-acknowledged man of the Sigma house. 
so homely he is cute." The busy man. Hi s problem: 
debate, rushing, where is the time for fussing? 
Major: Playing the goat for practical jokes. 
J\Iinor: Working ( ?) the Ariel Board. 
"lle'S 
Ariel, 
Major: 
Minor: 
MARJORIE STEVENSON 
Marj 
Just a daughter of fair Canad::i. 
Promoting· the interests of the tough bunch. 
An ardent lover of Ormsby. 
ADA COLBY 
Adie 
When we come to write up such a little creature we are 
simply at a loss. 
Major: Well-modulated laugh. 
Minor: Being· neighborly. 
RAYMOND KRUEGER 
He of the weary eyes; a concrete example that there is 
intemperance even in study. 
Major: Shark, Chem, Physics, and Math. 
!\liner: Whale, German. 
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ORA OOSTERHOUS 
Orie 
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By close observation a most startling bit of information 
has been reaped. Ora collects Shell ( ey) diamonds . 
Maj 01·: Looking dreamy; lonesome, too. 
Minor: "I come from a marrying family." 
ORVILLE SCANDLING 
Mike, Cutie 
Mike's in again. He has a beaten trail to the flats to 
meet the eleven-fifty. She never fails. 
Major: Church solos. 
Minor: Being teased. 
Major: 
Minor: 
EARL TIPPET
Reel 
The star of the C. R. E. W. 
Being "mary." 
Giving up pickles. 
EDNA POWELL, Exp1·ession 
The Agreeable Girl. "She will eat fat but no lean." 
Major: Talking. 
Minor: College A venue. 
IRWIN WITTHUHN 
Witt 
Appears crazy at times. Found hanging around the 
Ariel room occasionall . 
Major: El-len flirtation. 
Minor: Canoeing at Waupaca. 
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ERWIN SAIBERLICH 
Sy 
Sy is seldom seen anywhere but in the Observatory or 
Science Hall; in fact, he is not even known by any of the 
(·o-eds of the class. There is a reason . 
Major: Planning for the Happy ( ?) Life. 
l\Iinor: Science and Math. 
JOSEPHINE PECK 
Jo, Caddie 
Jo is always an amiable ambler, but she is most amiable 
when the amble is on roller skates. Her amiability is espe-
cially apparent when the Sunday morning paper is delivered. 
before breakfast. 
Major: Associating· ecliior. 
J\linor: Sleeping. 
ZELLA PELTON 
She has a winning smile for the unfair sex; and from 
her lofty height she was once heard to exclaim, "Oh, Pink, 
you have no Heart." 
Major: Imitating Irma (hard). 
Minor: Refening to Northland College. 
ALFRED UPLEGGER 
The classic kid, the friend of Ruff's (lonesome). 
Major: Gazing- northward towards Ormsby. 
Min01·: Rival of Brokaw. 
CHARLES PORS 
Deak 
A prominent forehead is a sign of wisdom. Deak can 
scarcely wear his hat because of this; however, it adds dignity 
to the position of Assistant Business Manager, Class Presi-
dent, etc. He is a hard ( ?) worker ( ?) 
Major: Deep plots for practical jokes. 
Minor: Studying pearls. 
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Majo1·: 
J\linor: 
GEORGE REYNOLOS 
Georgie 
Due North. 
Finally anived. 
SLill sojourning, and incidentally 
house decoration. 
VERA CASS 
VVearie 
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studying 
Major: 
Minor: 
PAULINE GILLESPIE 
Peter 
The Boss of Ormsby Hall. 
Counseling the house. 
Supplying Wiit. 
TOM JENKINS 
The millionaire preacher. Great are the advantages or 
being- Dr. Sammy II. 
She solved the mystery: how to get "A"s from Spence1·. Major: Minister sport. 
Minor: Light house-keeping. Major: 
Minor: 
Sprinting·. 
Beating hC'r sister's Ariel. 
CURTIS BOYCE 
Curt 
The "Big Push" of the Student Senate, in all of its 
activities. Side issue, advertising ihP AriC'l. "C",; last year 
and "A"s this year. 
Major: LetL<>r w1·iiing lo win. 
Minor: Ross L. C. 
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EUGENE VANDEHEI 
Vcmcly 
Heavy dispenser of stock foods. The dog died. Life 
wo1·k: selling stock books to miners. 
Major: Receiving Cons. 
Minor; Con-found him. 
REX BAUMAN 
Siste1· 
This young man, whose loud and vib1·ant voice cannot 
fail to call to mind the touching picture he must present as 
he sits every vacation playing with his blocks. 
Major: Vel'y fond of pickles. 
Minor: Girls. 
KRISHNABAI TULASKER 
The futurn queen of India. 
Major: Talking at missionary teas. 
Minor: Appearing satisfied. 
PEARL RICHARDSON 
"Oh clear, it never rains but it Pors. I can never lead 
the class meeting." 
Major: Locating Sparta on the map. 
Minor: 'T'rying to keep the leaves in her· Calcul us book 
straight. 
DUDLEY FOWLER 
Dud 
Although he is quiet and unassuming, he is not a snai l in 
the path of progress when the object is a lady. 
Major: Making Progress. 
Minor: Managing and being managed. 
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JENNIE DIXON, Expression 
Di:r 
Jennie has received considerable reputation staging comic 
opera during the summel'. 
Major: Keeping fat. 
Minor: Dimpling·. 
LEAH DAVIS 
H you ever see a German vocabulary sailing abroad, 
focus your attention a litLle more closely and you will soon 
diHcover Leah somewhere very near. 
Major: Visiting Kaukauna. 
l\linor: Mer Mac. 
FRANCES NAUMAN, Expression 
Franc 
Frnnces has an uphill struggle; she is always in the IIarnesH. 
Major: Bobbing about the campus. 
Minor: Stuffing Lol'ena. 
Major: 
l\finor: 
ANNA WARNOCK, Expression 
A loyal admirer of the Class of '89. 
Winning the Breakfast dash in three minutes. 
Jollying. 
CLARENCE BYSTROM 
l(i/;e 
One would think that Kike would be Y. M. president.. 
Major: Ove1·-working the Y. W. president. 
Minor: Rag-time. 
.J.2 
ROGER BLACKMUN MARY HARRIS 
Mollie This is the picture we forgot to put in. 
Despite the facl ihat her most becoming color is pink, 
she has recently taken an unaccountable leaning toward Red. 
Major: Collecting dues. 
Minor: Ringing the Bell. 
Major: t. T H. 
Minor: Giggling. 
HELEN HUMPHERY 
Her 1·eiurn 
Wesleyan. 
Honey 
to us is due to lack of social gaiety at Ohio 
Major: 
Minor: 
I-lang'ing around ihe bullrushes rescuing Moses. 
Working the official family. 
ALDEN JOHNSTON 
Nobby 
The aim of N obby has been to make the track team and 
get his gym credit easy. 
Major: Jack of all trades for Alpha Garns. 
Minor: Ex-social leader, Junior Class. 
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LAUREN TICHENOR 
Tich 
This is Pors the seeo11d. He is the kind who goes .into 
Pentaths against doctor's orders, all for the glory of the 
best-ever class. 
Major: Running. 
Minor: Breaking hearts and records. 
WILLIAM SMITH 
Sleepy Eye 
The. basketball reporter for out-of-Lown games; the 
Fi Lzsimmons of the football team. 
Major: 
Mino1·: 
Getting "A" in Lit. 
Comading. 
MAUD SPEARE 
Maudie 
A spotless record save for one hoL time; she tried to get 
into the fry and was frozen out. 
Major: Dialect selections. 
Minor: Wiggling eyes. 
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MAY CLARIDGE 
She is incurably philosophical. lle1· love [or Lawrence 
gTows hot and cold by turns. 
Major: Singing praises of her brothers. 
Minor: Talking. 
HOWARD SMITH
Curly 
We have heard of the pearly gates, we have seen pasture 
gales, but we have neither seen nor heard of a gait like 
Howard's. His is the kind that wins Pentaths, pur~ues fair 
maids and rattles the ivories. 
Majo1·: Running for the Ariel Board. 
Minor: Collecting brass (medals). 
Major: 
Minor: 
FLORENCE Ross 
Flossie 
A jolly good entertainer. 
Fond of cerise, Mell rose and Whi Le. 
Making Lawrence in five years. 
,e f/.l., ,.,,<{ b e1'_o 
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THE JUNIOR GIRL 
TVe bring a toast and ovr banners iinfitrl 
To the fairest and brightest and best; 
The queen of the campus, the jewel, the pearl, 
The pride of the college,-the Junior r1irl. 
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]r TSTEN, my children, and you shall hear I Of the mighty accomplishments, year by year, Of the valiant knights of the blue and gold 
And their ladies fair, and when it is told 
Ye all shall judge, whether near or far, 
Unaer Southern Cross or Northern Star 
There ever yet was assembled quite 
Such a noble band of wisdom and might. 
Their very first year 'mongst classic halls 
Of Lawrence, the fair, with her ivied walls, 
They met three great rivals, in bloody bout, 
At the tourney called Pentath, and put them to rout. 
In the Order of the Pigskin true 
Pull six were Knights of the Gold and Blue. 
While three with arguments quite neat 
Sent Cano II down to di re defeat. 
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The next fall a mighty war was fought 
With the Knights of the Green Caps, cru<le, untaught, 
Who were vanquished quite. And again they won 
By a margin wide, the Pentathlon. 
Not content with this, they did far surpass 
With their songs and yells every other class, 
And bore the Clure trophy in triumph away. 
Thus their second year ended, the Chroniclrs say. 
From this noble band have been chosen Knig·hts 
To command all manner of contests and fights: 
Sir Smith and Sir Vande, of track team fame, 
Sir Tippet, who captains the team in the "game," 
The All-College Club found its captain here, 
And the Board of Debate. So here's to the year 
That is ever achieving and ever true, 
Here's to the Knig·hts of the Gold and Blue. 
----
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CLASS OFFICERS 
l'l'csidc11/ . HENRY COOKE*
Vice-Pl'cl:lic/e11t DOROTHY GREGORY
Tl'casurer . JOSEPH JACK SON
Sccrela1·u . BERT F. HOCKING
*Resigned February 20lh. Succeeded by HERSCHEL NORTH. 
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, HE SOPHOMORES have settled the 
'' all-important question regarding their 
"special" company. At present they 
are chiefly concerned as to the best 
~~~ method of becoming famous. With 
few exceptions they are confident of achieving fame 
with little or no effort. In fact if we are to accept 
their statements, the most prominent characteristic 
common to the members of the class is an irresist-
able tendency to become famous. 
We have interviewed them concerning their long-
ings, and herein do truthfully exhibit the replies they 
gave. 
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ABRAHAMSON, ELMER. "A.Her 1 get through with athletics 
I'm going to go out and conquer the rest of the world ." 
ANDREASON, VALDEMAR. "Quoting scripture at professors." 
BAKER, IRWIN. "Perseverance." 
BALLARD, RENA. "I don't want to be famous; I just want to 
be good ." 
BEACH, FLORENCE. "I'm p;oing to stamp my foot and say, 
'Fame! you come right here'." 
BENYAS, HANNAH. "Brains and money. I had the brains 
and I won the money." 
BERGER, ESTELLE. "Ignorance is bliss, and Love is better 
than Fame." 
BOHRNSTEDT, LEO. "To go out with 'the girls'." 
BOUCHARD, GEORGE. "When ihe world comes 'round to my 
way of thinking· I'll be famous ." 
AUSTIN, IRA. "My b1·other's record." 
BRAUN, ALMA. (Miss Braun referred us to Professor Ruff.) 
BAUMGARTEN, IRMA. "I'm to be the Duchess of Pancrcatz." 
CHAPMAN, JESSE. "I don't know. I haven't found it out yet.'' 
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CANDLISH, ROBERT. "I'm a follower of Barney Oldfield." 
COOKE, WILLIAM. "If Dr. Cooke had proceeded toward ihe 
North Pole in the way in which I go down the dining 
room at Ormsby he would surely have beaten Peary." 
BRUCE, WILL. "My aquatic stunt at Waupaca." (Ii will if 
ii becomes generally known.) 
CONNORS, LEORA. "I'll ask Mother when I go home Friday." 
COTTON, HESTER. "Keeping the wolf at the door." 
COUMBE, CAMILLA. "My eloquent eyes." 
CRAMER, RAYMOND. "If people understood me I might 
achieve fame." ( Cheer up! The great are always mis-
understood.) 
CRUM, HARRY. "Oh, grinning, I guess." 
CRUMP, GLADYS. (We dare not slam Miss Crnmp; someone 
on the Board says she is a peach.) 
DAVIDSON, CARL. "The path to fame is lit by a Bunsen 
burner, not by the flame of Love." 
DAVIDSON, JEAN. "I'm afraid I can never be famous." (The 
Optimist fell ten stories. At each window bar he shouted 
out cheerily to his friends, "All right so far!") 
Peterson 
Lindsay Mix 
Baker 
Ewers 
Sweetman Wescott 
Hoie1· Owens 
Oosterhaus Bouchard
Ballard
Bruce 
Gay Kirby 
McGonegal Sherman A rndt
Exley 
Lake O'Connor Nigh 
Coumbe Eck Erb Cooke North Dennis 
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DAVIS, OLIVE. "How can I· get famous? My hair troubles 
me so, and besides, I've got the Movingus Picturitis." 
DAWSON, MRS. GRACE. "I may never achieve fame, but I am 
not and never will be a suffragette." 
BOASE, MILTON. "Some day I'm going to come to Economics 
class on time and that without my tooth-pick." 
EcK, WAL'l'ER. Mr. Eck is now seeking fame out in the cold , 
cold world. 
EGGLESTON, GEORGE. "I am going to leave my footprints on 
the running track in the gym." 
ERB, IRMA. "My clock of wit can't help but strike." 
EWERS, CLYDE. May his loyalty and generosity win him 
fame in life as they did in college. 
EXLEY, NORAH. "If I could only stop using slang I might 
become famous." 
FELL, FLORENCE. 
FRANKEL, FREDA. 
"I shall discover the 'Missing Link'." 
"That Mysterious Rag." 
FRAWLEY, ETHEL. "A judicious mixture of botany and mov-
ing picture shows ought to bring fame to anyone." 
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GOBLE, LELA. "I'm just a modest, unassuming little girl, and 
I really don't care if I'm ever famous or not." 
GREGORY, DOROTHY. "My independence." 
HANSEN, ALICE. We have been unable to interview Miss 
Hansen, but it is i-eported that she is very witty. 
HAUGEN, KARL. "'\-Vhy, I wear Barb's shoes." 
HOCKING, BERT. "Being bass of Alexander's Rag-Time 
Band." 
HOGG, FRANCES. "The fact that I have no parallel." 
HOMPE, BYRON. "When Debs is president, I shall be Secre-
tary of State." 
HOIER, ELSIE. "Fame will be brought to my door by a Man ly 
form." 
CHENEY, RUSSEL. "I'm Monona's brother." 
HOOLEY, HENRY. "Oh- basketball, I suppose." 
HOOPER, INEZ. "I don't need to achieve fame; I'm having a 
good time at the Annex." 
i'.l!IJe 1914 J..rtel 
Beach Tippet Ketchpaw 
· Van Dusen Connors North 
Sutcliffe Jackson Berger Eggleston 
Zekind Latimer Haugen McKay Kellner 
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Phillips Davidson 
Bohrnstedt Johnson Braun 
Porterfield 
Tuttle 
Jewett Crump 
Hocking 
O'BRIEN, STELLA. "Before I came to college I decided that 
I could never be famous." 
OSTERGREN, FRANCES. "I'm going to edit a new French book, 
'Convel'sationes <le Halle Ormsby'." 
OWENS, JAY. "I'll have to do some wo!'k before I achieve 
fame.;' (Cheer up; that's the way we all .feel about it.) 
PHILLIPS, TIFFORO. "That's Impossible." 
PORTERFIELD, HELEN. "I'm Happy as it is." 
RICHARDSON, MARION. "Just a litUe spice of wickedness." 
RODERIC, MAY. "I'm going to be a missionary to Africa." 
(The men over there are black, aren't they?) 
SCHROTTKY, OLEDA. "My new treatise on 'The Domestic 
Virtues and Failings of the Theta Phis' is now ready for 
the press. 1f I am permitted to live I shall be famous."' 
SKEWES, ARTHUR. "T'm the 'Boss of Brokaw Hall'." 
SLY, VERA. "Don't clistm·b me, please; I'm just committing 
volume ten of the new 'Brittanica' to memory." 
SHERMAN, ETHEL. "I have no heart for fame. Why conldrfl 
she stay in Flol'ida ?" 
SMITH, MARIEM. "To talk of something beside Alpha Delt:i 
Phi and the Episcopal church." 
SMITH, MIN. "I haven't time to think about that. I'm on 
the 'House Council'." 
STILES, MARY JANE. "Literary ability developed in writing 
to him." 
SUTCLIFFE, CONSTANCE. "I am going to hitch my wagon to 
a star." (Is it a Hie one?) 
[j 6 
SWEETMAN, MARJORIE. "I've got the smile that won't 
weal' off." 
THOMPSON, ALDEN. "Ask Wettengel." 
THOMPSON, EDITH. "My Gay disposition." 
GAY, HENRY. "I shall probably never be famous; 
I'm in love." 
TIPPET, WALTER. "If there is any fame left when my broth-
ers get through I'll approp1fate it." 
TRACY, ELEANOR. "Will you let me take some? I'll bring 
it right back." 
VAN DUSEN, EARL. "Being big and strong." 
WATSON, LLOYD. "I don't know, and no one else seems to 
have any ideas on the subject, either." 
WESCOTT, GEORGE. "My affinity for music." (Not your mu-
sical affin ity.) 
TUTTLE, LUCILE. "My ability as an animal trainer." lHow 
is the Donkey getting along in its studies?) 
WILKINSON, OCTAVIA. "Squelching." 
WILFORD, LLOYIJ. "Dressing up in girls' clothes." 
WILSON, WILLIAM. "Working to beat the deuee." 
WITTHUHN, ELMER. "I'm too busy taking care of Irwin to 
have time for that." 
WING, GRACE. "No fame for me save that made above the 
footlights." 
ZEKIND, ELLIOT. "I am too cute to be famous." 
ZEPP, BERTHA. "T don't know. Jack isn't here this year." 
Boase 
Richardson
Hoop er SmithRoderic
Kopplin Fell Ba umga rt en
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Thomp son 
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Goble 
Humble 
Oberdorf er 
Frankel 
Hogg
Austin 
W ilkinson 
Cotton 
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I're;;ide11t . 
Vice-Presicleut .. 
Treasurer 
Secretary . 
CLASS OFFICERS 
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ARTHUR JOH NSON 
I DA MACK l N 
CHARLES E. DAY 
H ELEN KETCHUM 
T ugendreich
Kayser Bailey Craig Boysen Morse Whiston 
Ames Canwright Cripps Cole Kline McFetridge
Coleman R ichardson Tobey Underhill Schulte Crandall
Gl 
Ogre11 
Sharpe
Wentworth 
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Jackson Gross Nichols 
Martin Judson Austin Riesenreber Marsh Germond Cochrane 
Lampert Saecker Townsend Johnston Leek Fis ke Castle 
Calkins Hudson Towne Lund W right Cragoe Johnson 
62 
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Tehl 
Van Dyke 
Swanke Lew is 
Canwright
Wieland 
Zellmer 
Skewes Bestow 
Whitmore 
Mcinnis 
Gilmore 
Hickok 
Comstock Youtz 
Sliter Bamf ord Day 
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Joslin 
Barnes
Mitchell 
Eastman 
Ringrose 
Wittman 
Jenney 
Jacobson 
Carson Hogan 
Swan 
Hayter Benyas
Partridge Franske 
urtye ig 14 J\rte1 
Taylor 
Pa1·dee 
Boardwin
Lord
Stone Younger 
W harfield P lummer Kinney Stauffer
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Lambert 
Siebolt 
H umphries
Hooper 
Johnson
Starkey Stroud
Hurley 
Silkey 
Richardson 
.. 
Gordon 
. McCourt McCray Green 
Eichman Ronneberg 
Baird Ketchum Holgren
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Webb 
Schaal Stevens 
Kurz Reade 
Streckenbach Ricker 
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Wray 
Glaser 
Ross 
Boardman
Wendt 
Johnson
O! now yon nincompoop, the Freshman green, 
Doth mar once more the beauty of the scene! 
And wildly round the campus doth he tear, 
Scratching the hay-seed from his unshorn hair; 
While pumpkin-seed in bountiful display 
Strews from his pockets all along the way. 
Behold how wierdly rural his attire 
How long his limbs! his boots how caked with mire ! 
Long did old Darwin strive in vain 
This horrid Freak of Nature to explain, 
But now the mystery is solved I think 
Twixt ape and man He is the "Missing Link." 
Copyrighted- Class o ( 1915 
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JOHN SEAMAN GARNS 
Dean of the School of Expression 
HOWARD WATSON , B :::; <l> 
Kaukauna 
Kaukauna High School; Track, 1, 2, 3, Captain, 2; 
Pentathlon, 1, 2, 3; Dramatic Club, 1, 2, 3, 4, President, 4; 
"Our Boys;" "Cricket on the Hearth;" "The Bridge of the 
Gods·" "Everyman·" Student Senate 3 · Oratory Board 
3, 4;' Athletic Board, 2; Lawrentian, 4; 1Ariel, 3. ' 
"The actions speak the man." 
G9 
MYRTICE KITTO, ., .l <1> 
Dollar Bay, Mich. 
Dollar Bay High School; Lawrean; Dramatic Club; 
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Coach; Lawrentian, 3, 4; Ormsby 
Social Committee. 
"A right good jolly smile has she." 
Tuttle 
Porterfield 
m1e 1g14 Ariel 
SOPHOMORE EXPRESSION STUDENTS 
Schrottky 
Kirby 
Hornibrook 
Spratt 
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Dawson McKay 
Wing Lindsay 
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FRESHMEN EXPRESSION STUDENTS 
Ca,stle 
Sliter Boysen 
Warmington Joslin 
Gilmore 
Keene 
Land 
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Ogren 
Barnes 
Tugendreich 
Van Dusen
Cochrane 
Multnomah 
Snoqualmie 
Tohomish 
Mishlah 
Wallulah . 
Cecil Gray 
Tia-wau-wau 
Tlesco . 
Nepahwin 
"THE BRIDGE OF THE GODS" 
AN INDIAN TRAGEDY 
JJrC11natized by Prnf. F. W. Orr and staged mu/er his directio11. 
CHARACTERS 
SPENCER WOODWORTH 
ISAAC LA GASSE 
HOWARD WATSON 
H. A. WATSON 
Miss GRACE PAYNE 
WILLARD FORD 
R. J. WILSON 
GEORGE RUSSELL 
WILLARD LOWE 
Chopponish Chief 
Wemath 
Wau-ca-cus 
Shoshone . . 
Cayuse Warrior 
Bannock Runner 
Willamette Runner 
Runner from the Bridge . 
Runner from the Sea Coast 
Other Chiefs and Warriors. 
Wallulah's Dancing Maidens. 
SYNOPSIS 
ACT I. 
C. B. SCOTT 
C. W. EWERS 
LOWEL McINTYRE 
CHARLES M. PORS 
M. SCHLYTTER 
PAUL WINNER 
MR. MCCLENNEGIIAN 
LEO BOHRNESTED 
PAUL AMUNDSON 
Scene 1. Council Grove of the Willamettes. "Sending out the Runnen;." 
Sce11e 2. "Wallulah." 
Sten£' 1. 
Sceiu, 2. 
Sce11r 3. 
Scene 1. 
Scene 2. 
Scr,11r 3. 
Scrne 1. 
Sce11e 2. 
ACT II. 
The Cayuse Camp. "The Brnken Peace Pipe." 
Wappatto Island near Multnomah's Lodge. "The Coming of thr Dawn." 
Council Grove, Wappetto Island. "The Revoll of the 'l'l'ibes." 
ACT III. 
Wappetto Island near Wallulah's Lodge. "The Triumph of Love." 
Death Island. "Questioning of the Dead." 
Council Grove. "The Hanel _of the Great Spi1·it." 
ACT IV. 
At the Cascades. 
Willamette Council. "'l'he P1opl1ecy Fulfilled." 
(One month has elapsed since Scene 1.) 
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J'llSt to Re1niud You 
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WILLIAM HARPER 
Dean of the School of Jlusic 
PEARL SIMPSON 
Seymour 
"'There is no sorrow in 1ny song." 
FRANK KRAUS 
Plymouth 
"A mtrnician is ever welcorne." 
wf1e HI 14 .Ariel 
ESTER BIENFANG 
Jefferson 
"A charmi11g 1 modest maiden, whose soul is filled 
with harmony." 
ESTER BAUMGARTEN 
Neenah 
LUCY BENEFIEL 
Milwaukee 
"]j,Jvsir· lwt h i/8 charm and so hath she." 
"Music is the universai languar,e of ma11kind." 
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HILDA EILER 
Appleton 
"M·asic -is a th·ing of the soul." 
ELLA HAR1' 
Medina 
"Refiectio11 is lite flower of the mind." 
wl1r 1914 Ariel 
ELLA MARTIN 
Milwaukee 
RAYMOND LEEK 
Beloit 
"Graced with the power of ooice." 
NINA Coni 
Stevens Point 
" Tall and .~tate /11 and full of dig11ity is this maiden." 
" Quiet, iinassnming, reserved a1td thoughtful." 
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Lofberg Neubauer 
BERTHA LOFBERG 
"The lover of the short .skirts." 
LYDIA NEUBAUER 
"The o/le lhi11g /hat mar/cs the true artist is a clear 
perception and firrn, bold hand." 
Theil 
HILDA THEIL 
Corning 
LILA CORN ING 
"J)i/ige11cr co11q11erel h all." 
FLORENCE RHODES 
Rhodes
"IV orry is rny constant cornpa11io11." 
"Who oj'te11 /ighte11s mela11choly with her merry jest.~." 
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Sten house Craig 
FLORENCE STENHOUSE 
''liow much lies in laughler." 
MAY CRAIG 
Slw did not follow in Etta's foulste])s. 
i!fl}l' 1!114 .Ariel 
Bump 
ARLINE BUMP 
Lightfoot 
NIA LIGHTFOOT 
"Graced by the vower of voice." 
ALTA AGNER 
"A musicia11 -is eue1· welcome." 
"No rest for me. Give me the Nile every time." 
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Agner 
Wenzel Kamps W oempner
JULIA WENZEL 
Ti111e conquers all, even Junior 11111.sic. 
BARBARA KAMPS 
"llnv• we lo11g to kuoiu thee, Barbara." 
LILLIAN WOEMPNER 
Kurz Goltz 
HAZEL KURZ 
"A fair maiden with the dark brown eyes." 
Gem·ge Tl. Also others. 
VERNA GOLTZ 
"011 with the cla,nce." 
"A11other of Michiga11's fair daughters. 
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First Tenor 
RAYMOND GREENE, Cons. 
CARL MCKEE, Cons. 
ARTHUR WITTMAN, '16 
A. W. ZELLMER, '16 
EARL VAN DUSEN, '16 
EMMETT BROOKS, '13 
DUANE LANGE, '15 
iill)l' 1914 ..i\rh'l 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB, 1913 
Second Tenor 
CHESTER KINNEY, '16 
ARTHUR HOLGREN, '16 
PAUL E. LEWIS, '16 
JOHN ALEXANDER, '16 
HARRY BENNETT, '16 
GEORGE REYNOLDS, '13 
First Bass 
ARTHUR JOHNSON, 16 
CHASE MIX, '15 
NOBLE SMITH, Cons. 
DON O'CONNOR, '16 
NORMAN CAWLEY, '16 
CURTIS BOYCE, '14 
RAYMOND LEEK, Cons. 
Mnsic Directors 
DEAN WILLIAM HARPER 
Accompanist 
Reader . 
CARL J. WATERMAN 
REXFORD BAUMAN 
HOWARD WATSON, '13 
STEWART DENIS, '15 Field Mana'(Jer 
MARCH-APRIL, 1913, ITINERARY 
March 7 Oshkosh March 28 
March 10 Green Bay March 29-30 
March 11 Kaukauna March 31 
March 12 Fond du Lac April 1 
March 19 Milwaukee April 2 
March 20 Milwaukee April 3 
March 21 Wauwatosa April 4 
March 22-23 Columbus April 5-6 
March 24 Cambria April 7 
March 25 Janesville April 8 
March 26 Beloit April 9 
March 27 Rockford April 10 
April 15 Home Concert 
.. 
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Second Bass 
AUSTIN CARSON, '16 
BERT HOCKING, '15 
LLOYD WATSON, '15 
ORVILLE SCANDLING, '14 
PAUL WINNER, '14 
ALLYN WRIGHT, '16 
Baraboo 
Mondovi 
Eau Claire 
Menomonie 
Chippewa Falls 
Ashland 
Ironwood 
Iron Mountain 
hon River 
Gillett 
Antigo 
Wausau 
MEN'S GLEE CLUB 
Holgren 
Smith 
Wright Zell mer
Mix
Wittman 
Lange 
McGowan 
Scandling 
Green
Boyce 
Bystrom 
Kinney 
Lewis 
Johnson O'Connor 
Watson Carson
W aterman
Harper 
Leek 
Candlish Winner
Bennett Brooks 
McKee 
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V an Dusen
Watson 
Hocking
Alexander 
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GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
ALTA AGNER 
M I LDRED BURN SIDE 
MARIE CONRAD 
ETHEL CLARK 
JENNIE ELMERGREN 
RUTHHARPER 
IRENE HUME 
HAZEL KURZ 
Acco111pani8/ 
April .J. 
April 8 
April 9 
April 10 
April 17 
April 18 
April 24 
April 2fi 
May 4 
RUBY LAKE 
DAISY LIEBERMAN 
BERTHA LOFBERG 
MABEL OWENS 
FLORENCE OBERG 
LORA PENDALL 
!RENE PETERSON 
FLORENCE RHODES 
ELLEN ROWELL
METE RADTKE
MARION RYAN 
CARRIE SHAW 
DRUSILIA SHA W 
ENID SAECKER 
RUBIE WILLIAMS 
JESSIE WILLIAMS 
RUTH INGRAHAM 
ITINERARY 
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Neenah 
Jefferson 
Fort Atkinson 
New London 
Escanaba 
Ishpemin~ 
Green Bay 
Oshkosh 
Menasha 
Oberg 
Shaw 
Rhodes
W illiams 
Rowell 
Lake
Shaw 
GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
Clark 
Radtke
Williams
Kurz
Saecker 
Ledward
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H arper Owens 
Peterson Pendell
Conrad Lofberg
Neubauer Ingraham
Burnside
Lieberman
Ryan
Burnside
Watson
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
SPECIAL STUDENTS 
Ryan Williams Shaw 
Peterson Streckenbach Parritt Thom lrasek Oberg H all A lbrecht Bidwell Radtke Ritchie 
Ingraham Heal Ledward Stimm Shaw Sizer Burnside Hume 
' 
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Hood
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) 
Nrature ha~ a pidul"eboo~ r Where111 each ot ui may loo~ 
G S,apphire iea a17d r leecy efltr 
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THE ART DEPARTMENT 
The School of Art is an important and well organized 
department of the college. It is well adapted for t he special-
ized and individual instruction so necessary to the student 
of art. 
The school was organized for the purpose of widening 
the opportunities and broadening 'the students of other de-
partments, but the courses have been so enlarged that students 
may now special ize in art and receive a certificate of pro-
ficiency for satisfactory completion of one year's work. A 
diploma is conferred upon those who spend a second year in 
special study in two or more of the departments. All of the 
art work counts towards a college course to a considerable 
extent. 
The courses of study are very interesting and instructive, 
the main purpose in view being development in all lines of 
art. Courses in free hand drawing, figure drawing, color 
study, history of art, and other courses are given, followed 
88 
by illustrative work, design study, and publie school rnctltods. 
The School of Art offers a scholastic, );Ocial atmosphere un-
rivaled by any other similar department. 
The following is a list of instnictors: 
OTHO PEARRE FAIRFIELD, A. 1\1. 
Dean of the School of Art and Professor of A rt Ifo;tory 
and Social Aesthetics. 
ELSIE BUCK BOTTENSEK 
Instructor in Oi l Painting and China Decoration. 
A IM EE BAKER 
Instructor in Drawing and Normal Art. 
ELIZABETH CATLIN 
Instructor in Water Color and Figure Drawing. 
CI,ARA l-I. F AIRFIELD
Instructor in Pottery and Design. 
lill11· 1914 !\rirl 
Jl Corner of Mrs. Bottensek's Stu.dio 
8!J 
Drawing Department- Mrs. Catlin 
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Mrs. Fairfield's Pottery Departrnent 
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Miss Baker's Department 
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/ Jo11oraru Fraternity of Lawrence College 
ESTABLISHED 1911 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP 
l\1en shall be elected lo membership in The Mace for 
excellence in scholarship, in literary activities, in forensic~, 
in athletics, and for recognized student leadership. This shall 
not be interpreted to mean, however, that a person shall nec-
essari ly be elected for excellence in any one of the above 
Ji n es of activity. 
No person shall be elected who has not complelcd two 
and one-half years of college work. 
A person ohall not be eligible who has not obtained at 
least a grade of B in sixty per cent of his studies. 
A person who at any time shall have been convicted of 
cheating, or of any dishonorable act shall not be eligible for 
membership. 
THE P-..OLL OF HONOR. 
CONRAD E . KRANZ, 11 
JOHN P. JOCKINSON, '11 
JOHN STUHLFAUTH1 '11 
WENDELL KUMLTEN, '11 
FRANK FOOTE, '11 
M. AMER CLARE, '11 
PAUL W. IVEY, '12 
CHARLES "IKEY" BEYER, '12 
PAUL AMUNDSON, '14 
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CHRIS. R. ISELY, '12 
GEORGE L. KOEHN, '12 
BENJAMIN C. SIAS, ·1:1 
LEE C. RASEY, '13 
RALPH TIPPET, '13 
WIT.LARD LOWE, '13 
SPENCER WOOllWORTII, '13 
W. CURTIS BOYC'E, '14 
ACTIVE MEMBERS OF THE MACE 
Spencer Woodworth Lee C. Rasey Benj. C. Sias 
Ralph Tippet W. Curtis Boyce Paul A mundson Willard S. Lowe 
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Y. M. C. A. 
OFFICERS 
f're8ide11t . 
Vice-Preside11t 
Se<Tef ruy . 
'/'1 ·eo811re1· 
FRED M. ARNDT 
DUDLEY O. FOWLER 
ROGER BLACKMUN 
WALLACE VELTE 
TIIE CABINET 
lJe1>otio11a/ 
llible St11dy 
llfissio11cc1·u 
Depalalio11 
Sorice/ 
Geueva 
E111ployme11t 
flrokcuv Hall 
P11blicity . 
The Young Men's Ch1·istian Association of Lawrence Col-
lege is one of the most potent factors in the lives of the men. 
Its influence is felt from the moment a new man steps from 
the train, and is met by a representative of the Association, 
and . f'rom then on its weekly meetings and the healthy social 
atmosphere it help8 to crcaLc are innuences towards Lhe better 
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BERT W. HOCKING 
WILLARD S. FORD 
EARL F. STARKEY 
ARTHUR J . JOHNSON 
W. CURTIS BOYCE 
NORMAN E. BROKAW 
EDWARD J. AESCHLIMANN 
EARL V. SCHALL 
PAUL AMUNDSON 
things in student l ife. The work of the employment bureau, 
which assists men to find positions who wish to work their 
way through college, is one of its most practical activities. 
It takes special interest in the college revival services each 
year. This year it sent deputation teams to Oconto and 
Marion during the holidays to work among young men. 
Starkey 
Schaal
l!H1r 1914 Artrl 
Y. M. C. A CABINET 
Naylor 
Boyce 
Fowler 
Blackmun
A rndt
Johnson
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Ho cking Vell e 
Ford Amundson
Aeschlimann 
McK inney 
(i;!Jr 1914 !l.rirl 
Y. M. C. A. DEPUTATION TEAM 
Starkey 
Johnson 
McKinney
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Velte 
Arndt
Bohrnsted
U:l!l' 1914 ~ril'l 
Y. M. C. A DEPUTATION TEAM 
McInnis Amundson
Aeschlimann 
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McClenegan
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Y. VV. C. A. 
THE CABINET OFFICERS 
M issio11a1·y Chairman 
Social Service Chairman 
Devotional Chainnan 
Social Chairman 
Bible Study Chairman 
Geneva Chairman . 
P11blicity Chairman 
RUTH SKEWES 
MONONA CHENEY 
RUTH MIELKE 
ELEANOR TRACY 
LOTTIE CALKINS 
MAY CLARIDGE 
MARY JANE STYLES 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasi,rer 
The Young Women's Christian Association is especially 
stiong at Lawrence. The Vice-President and her helpers 
meet the trains in the fall, and make the new girls feel at 
home at once. The Y. W. cooperates with the Y. M. in some 
of its activities, such as social functions during the year and 
taking charge of Sunday School work at the Mission. One 
interesting phase of the work is keeping in touch and guiding 
the comparatively new Association at Wittenburg. A dele-
gate is sent down every two weeks and she carries the letters 
of the college girls to their little Indian correspondents. The 
missionary committee sends boxes of remembrance to poor 
girls in the larger cities. Another feature is the visiting of 
sick people around town. 
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DOROTHY GREGORY 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
LELA GOBLE 
SARAH MIELKE 
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Y. W . C. A CABINET 
Stiles Tracy 
Mielke Humphrey 
Calkins 
Skewes 
Gregory 
Goble 
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Claridge 
Cheney 
Mielke 
Baker 
Simester 
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STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 
Swanson 
Eichman 
Johnson 
McCray 
Starkey Cheney 
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./ ames 
North 
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THE SOCIAL SERVICE LEAGUE 
OFFICERS 
l'r,,.~ide11t 
V i1"e-Pn>.qi<il'i1 I 
Se('l"e/ary 
1'1°('(18/11"!'/" • 
This latest addition to the organizations of Lawrence 
h:1s come about throug·h the great interest in social work, 
which has grown from the study of recent sociological ten-
dencies. Its more immediate origin dates from the special 
interest shown at the conclusion of Dr. Brown's religious 
work at Lawrence. To a large number of Christian workers 
it has seemed that there is as much, and even more, mission-
ary work at home as abroad. In fact, as Arthur Rugh of 
China recently said: "There is no longer a foreign field." 
The vast numbers of incoming immigrants are creating a 
condition which lends added force to the statement that we 
are indeed "the mixing; bowl of the nations." The social crisis 
everywhere in a ll its comp lexities is calling for Christian men 
and women to take up the fight against political and social 
evils. 'T'o this end the members of this band have united to 
10 3 
ROGER C. BLACKMUN 
HELEN A. KETCH UM 
MARGUERITE D. RIESENWEBER 
ERWIN L. SHA VER 
promote a study of questions of social importance and to 
secure a definite consecration to some form of Christian social 
service on the part of those interested. 
The form of the Social Service League is very simila1· to 
the Student Volunteer Band, the Y. !VI. C. A., or most literary 
societies. The meetings, held week ly, are open to all who 
desire to come, and the membership consists of those inter-
ested in social work and who are planning to take up some 
phases or phase of social service. The meetings thus far 
have been enthusiastic and interesting and it is hoped that 
the purpose of the founders will be fulfilled by the work or 
the members in years to come. The organization is espe-
cial ly indebted to Miss Corkhill and Dr. Bushnell for their 
many valuable suggestions and thoughtful co-operation. 
:itnrtft 
KNOW some men who seem to be 
Like ships adrift upon life's sea; 
-
They have no port in view. They sail ~ 
Now here, now there, as shifts the gale. 
No helmsman's hand is there to keep 
In the safe pathways of the deep 
The ship whose lot it is to go 
Whatever way the winds may blow. 
Blown hither, thither, soon or late, 
They strike the hidden rocks of fate. 
We know not when, or where, or how-
Only-they were, but are 110! 1ww . 
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STUDENT 
AllMINISTRATION 
Spratt
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THE STUDENT SENA TE 
Arndt 
Wolfe
Waterhouse
President . 
Vice-President
Secretary 
Treasurer . 
Brigham 
Lowe 
Klumb
Simester Wea ver
Boyce 
OFFICERS 
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Rasey Sam pson
Lofberg Smith
W. CURTIS BOYCE, '14
Wl LLARD LOWE, '13 
ELLA KLUMB, '13 
CLIFFORD WATERHOUSE, '13 
Wa tson
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BOARD OF ORATORY AND DEBATE 
Sias Spencer 
Woodworth 
Cramer 
Watson Orr 
OFFICERS 
President 
Vice-President . 
Secretary and Treasurer 
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Spratt Barnes Garns 
Amundson 
WALTER SPRATT, '14 
PAUL AMUNDSON, '14 
HAROLD BARNES, '15 
W. Tippet 
Treat 
ATHLETIC BOARD OF CONTROL 
Coach DeWitt Wilkinson 
R. Tippet Dickenson 
OFFICEP-.S 
President . . . 
Vice-Preside11l . 
Secrntary ancl Treas11rer 
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RALPH T IPPET 
EARL TIPPET 
WALTER TIPPET 
E. Tippet 
Sampson 
B. H. G. A. (first Semester) 
Mitchell 
Fowler 
Naylor 
Williams 
OFFICERS 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary and Treasurer 
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Scott 
Vandehei 
C. BEECHER SCOTT 
STEWART WI LLIAMS 
EUGENE VANDEHEI 
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B. H. G. A. (Second Semester) 
Fowler 
Aeschlimann
President . 
Vice-President 
Vandehei 
Naylor 
OFFICERS 
Secretary a11d Treasurer 
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Williams 
FRANCIS T HURBER 
BERT WHITEHOUSE 
EUGENE V ANDEHEI
ID l1 r 19 U A r id 
S. H. G. A. (First Semester) 
Boardwin
Tu ttle Benefiel 
Mielke 
President . 
Vice-Pre.sident 
Sizer 
Faville 
Calkins 
OFFICEP--S 
Secretary and Treas1trer 
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Owens 
Sutcliffe 
ELLEN FAVILLE 
LOTTIE CALKINS 
GWEN OWENS 
Bishop 
Mielke 
wl1r 1914 1'.ril'l 
S. H. G. A. (Second Semester) 
Tuttle
B enefiel 
Boardwin
Gillespie
Calk,ins 
Goble 
Bishop 
Smith 
OFFICERS 
Preside1it . 
Vice-President 
Secretary ancl Treasurer 
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PAULINE GILLESPIE 
LOTTIE CALKINS 
MIN SMITH 
Sizer 
0 
L 
V 
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EQUAL SUFFRAGE LEAGUE 
l'reside11 I . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
OFFICERS 
LEILA NELSON 
DAISY LIEBERMAN 
ADELINE COOKE 
ELLA KLUMB
The Equal Suffrage League of Lawrence College has 
been a potent factor in stimulating interest in the fight for 
woman's rights. During the recent presidential campaign 
the Leaiue was instrumental in carrying one of the wards 
of Appleton for Equal Suffrage. Its work has been educa-
tional and confined chiefly to the college. 
11-1 
THE BURROUGH'S CLUB 
OFFICEP--S 
President . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
In the hope of stimulating an interest in certain aspects 
of Liiological study, there has been organized this year among 
the students in the department of Biology, a Burroughs 
Natu1·e Club of Lawrence College. 
A complete set of the works of John Burroughs has been 
added to the departmental library, which will aid greatly in 
the natural history work. It is the purpose of this new 
organization to cultivate an interest in out-door nature, fol -
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EDWARD AESCHLIMANN 
PEARL RICHARDSON 
RUTH TOBEY 
LYNE PARDEE 
lowing the counsel of Louis Agassiz to "study nature and 
not books." 
Meetings are held at infrequent intervals and the work 
is so planned as to simply make the most of such "hikes, 
jaunts, and tramps" as the normal vigorous young man or 
woman naturally takes. In a locality that is so rich in 
biological material as is the environment of Lawrence Col-
lege, there is a field for an organization having· for its pur-
pose the cultivation of an inte1·est in "God's Out of Doors." 
CHEMISTRY CLUB 
Sutcliffe Vandehei Richardson Hooper Mcl nnis Fell 
Tippet 
Davidson 
Wentworth Taylor Weigle 
Frankel Waterhouse Youtz 
OFFICERS 
President . 
Vice-Pres icleut 
Secretary and Treasurer 
Professors_ 
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Skewes Thurber Zellmer
Colburn H ansen Bennett
FRANCIS THURBER 
H. L. ANDERSON 
CONSTANCE SUTCLIFFE 
WEIGLE AND YOUTZ 
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PHOENIX LITERARY SOCIETY 
Willard Lowe 
OFFICEP--.S SECOND SEMESTEP--. 
President . . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
WILLARD LOWE 
WILLIAM CoLLINGE 
EARL MCINNIS
ROMEO COLBURN 
J l 8 
Bert Whitehouse
OFFICERS FIRST SEMESTER 
President . . 
V1ce-P1"esideut 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
BERT WHITEHOUSE 
PA UL AMUNDSON 
CHARLES MCGONEGAL 
WILLIAM COLLINGE 
PHOENIX 
Youtz Mitchell A usttin Canwrig ht 
Johnson Aeschlimann Jackson Vandehei Wentworth Whitehouse Nigh 
Fowler Russell McInnis Johnson Schaal Bohrnstead
Hocking Scott. Velle Blackmun Crandall Uplegger Lowe 
119 . 
Collinge 
Wright 
PHOENIX 
McCleneghan Jacobson 
Boase Amundson 
Waterhouse Colburn 
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Thurber
Johnson 
Bennett 
Ringrose 
Wilson 
Reade 
President . . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
1'rer1s1trer 
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PHILALA THEAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Erwin Shaver Walter Spratt 
OFFICERS SECOND SEMESTER OFFICERS FIRST SEMESTER 
ERWIN SHA VER 
J . BAKER 
GEORGE EGGLESTON 
HAROLD WHARFlELD 
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President . . 
Vice-President 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
WALTER SPRATT 
L. TICHENER 
E . BAKER 
R. CAVES 
Canwright 
Tichenor 
PHILALA THEAN 
Wharfield
Coleman 
Eggleston 
Ricker Van Dyck
Cooke Carson
McFetridge 
Shaver 
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A rnd t
Lord Wilfred 
Baker 
Zellmer 
Caves Starkey
HenriettaBrigham
President . 
Vice-Presicle11t 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
President 
Vice-Presicle11 t 
Secretary . 
(l; t1r 19 14 ~~ rlrl 
Helen Brayton Ruth De Swarte
ATHENA OFFICEP-..S 
( Officers change every six weeks.) 
RUTH DE SWARTE 
ADEL INE COOKE 
MARY JANE STILES 
FRANCES OSTERGREN 
HELEN BRAYTON 
ALICE WRIGHT 
LELA GOBLE 
1 ,,~ 
~" 
Preside11t . 
Vice-Preside11t 
Secretary . 
Treasurer 
President . 
Vice-Preside11/ 
Secretary . 
Mabel Mates
HENRIETTA BRIGHAM 
GERTRUDE B ISHOP 
ESTER MILLER 
STELLA JOHNSON 
MABEL MA TES 
KRISHNABAI TULASKER 
ELLA MARTIN 
ATHENA 
Daniel Sly Wright Hurley 
Smith Bamford Richardson Peck Jenney Marsh 
Hoag Skewes Cadman Hard Stiles Mates 
Ames Judson Cooke Eastman Martin Ostergren Miller 
124 
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ATHENA LITERARY SOCIETY 
Mccourt Sharpe 
De Swarte Brigham 
O'Brien Johnson
Warnock 
Kirby 
McKay 
Calkins 
Tulasker
Ketchum
125 
Welch Sutcliffe Crurnp 
Goble Roderic 
Bishop Lampert Tuttle
Marcy 
LA WREAN LITERARY SOCIETY 
Helen M cNaug hton 
OFFICERS SECOND SEMESTER 
President . 
Vice-Preside11 I 
Secretary . 
Trea,surer 
HELEN McN A UGHTON
RUTH MIELKE 
PAULINE GILLESPIE 
XENA CADE
12 G 
Ethel Clark
OFFICERS FIP-.ST SEMESTER 
President . 
Vice-P1·esideJ1t 
Secretary . 
T1·eas1wer 
ETH EL CLARK 
R UTH MIELKE 
MARION RICHARDSON 
FRIEDA FRA UKEL 
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LAWREAN
Kitto Humble Nauman Klumb Partridge Craig
Mackin Powell Townsend Braun Wilkinson Kayser
North Hooper Cragoe Plummer Leek 
Kunkel 
North Smith 
Bestow 
Lambert
Hughes Schulte Hudson Gillespie Boyce Willia ms 
U7 
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LAWREAN 
Fell Harris 
Mielke Richardson Bussard Frankel Boardwin 
Faville Cade Ketchpaw Castle 
Beach 
Germond
Cochrane
M iel ke
Goodrich 
Stevenson Wray B . Ross McNaughton Semester Lund Hickock 
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Cheney 
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THE LA Vv'RENCE UNION 
Lymer 
Chafrman 
Oosterhaus
Baker 
Tichenor 
Lowe Blackmun 
OFFICERS 
Secretary and Treas11rer 
ROGER BLACKMUN 
TRESTER OOSTERHAUS 
Co111,111ittee 
W. LOWE L. TICHENOR 
E. BAKER 
Fac1ilty Advisors 
PROFESSORS LYMER AND NAYLOR 
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Naylor 
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I. Full sweet upon a Sabbath day 
The many bells of Broadway ring. 
But none so sweetly sound, they say, 
To call the worshipers to pray, 
As when the chimes of Trinity 
Swell forth their praises to the King. 
II. 0, sainlly spire of lonp: ap:o! 
0, ivy walls caressed by time! 
Hushed are the feet that come and go, 
And count the dead who lie below, 
Beneath green grass 01· driven snow, 
When all the bells of Broadway chime. 
III. Here trod the feet of Washinµ:ton. 
(Within the church his pew still stands.) 
And here the lengthening shadows run 
About the tomb of Hamilton,-
SunlighL and shadow, shade and sun,-
Weaving their wreath with gentle hands. 
iill1r 1914 Arid 
V. In the dank "Sugar House" they di •cl 
'Mid fevered ravings wi ld and strange. 
They built a ramparL deep and wide 
To block the path of Greed and Pride. 
How still they sleep here side by side! 
llow peaceful, how secure from change! 
VI. At night, when Wall Street's widening way 
Is lit by cool electric fires, 
Corruption unrebuked holds sway; 
And even Midnight can not stay 
With her cool draught the cares of Day-
The pulsing of insane desires. 
VII. '!'he night seethes on; at Wall Street's end 
Encompassed by Serenity, 
Her country's honor to defend, 
That Greed no further may extend, 
'!'he nation's friend,-the people's friend, 
Steadfast, unmoved, waits Trinity. 
IV. Here rest the nation's martyred brave V III. Desire, abashed, withdraws her hand 
Who felt the prison's poisoned breath. Before the dead who slumber there. 
And row on row each nameless grave Wealth seems more worthless than the i;and 
Bears witness to the Life they gave, That strews Manl1attan's shining strand; 
That they a new-born land might save And proud hearts, for thefr native land 
From toils mol'c terrible than Death. Send up an unaccustomed prayer. 
I X . 0 Soldier heart,;! Year:,; ebb and !low 
Upon the tireless tides of time. 
You gave Life g'ladly long ago; 
Your Death withstands a dil'er foe. 
Hushed be the feet that come and go 
When all the bells of Broadway chime. 
71/rnnirn Nrln1111 Nnrtl1. 15 
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THETA PHI 
11!111111i'lri'l iu l8!17 
Fratres in Urbe 
ROBERT E. BOYD, B. S. 
GEORGE P. HEWITT, Ph. B. 
KARL E . STANSBURY, B. S. 
L. H. MOORE, D. D. S. 
THOMAS R. MOYLE, B. S. 
H. W. ABRAHAM, M. D. 
PAUL F. HUNTER, A. B. 
ROY W. JONES, B. F. 
CHARLES S. BOYD, B. S. 
RICHARD PATTERSON 
W. L. CONKEY, D. D. S. 
J. s. REEVE, M. D. 
T. W. ORBISON, A. B. 
JAMES A. WOOD,A. B. 
GEORGE W. THOM 
JOHN FAVILLE, D. D. 
ROBERT K. WOLTER, B. S. 
T. E . ORBISON, B. s. 
A. C. PATTERSON, A. B. 
ERNEST T. INGOLD, B. S. 
FREDERICK MOYLE 
CLARENCE WADELL 
CARLTON W. SMITH 
HARRY SYLVESTER 
F ratres m F acullate 
SAMUEL PLANTZ, Ph. D., LL. D., D. D. 
ALBERT A. TREVOR, A. M., S. T. B. 
MARK s. CATLIN, Ph. B., LL. B. 
M. LYLE SPENCER, A. M., Ph. D. 
Fralres m Universitale 
Seniors 
KENNETH S. DICKINSON HENRY ANDERSON 
SPENCER W . WOODWORTH CHARLES C. WILCOX 
RICHARD WHITE PHILETUS S. DICKSINON 
Juniors 
HOWARD SMITH GEORGE FANNON 
CLARENCE BYSTROM 
ROBERT WILEY 
EDWARD T. BARNES 
Sophomores 
DUANE LANGE
Pledge 
ARTHUR PETERSON 
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White 
Bystrom 
Barnes 
Anderson 
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THETA 
Smith 
K. Dickenson 
l 'l•I \)•.) 
PHI 
P. Dickenson 
Wilcox McGowan 
Woodworth 
Lange 
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BETA SIGMA PHI 
F ralres in F acullale 
JOHN HERBERT FARLEY, A. ·M. CHARLES J. BusUNELL, Ph.D. 
Fralres in Urbe 
DR. E. II. BROOKS 
J. A. HAWES 
E. A. EDMONDS 
REV. IL M. MOORE 
FRANK S. BRADFORD 
GEORGE W. JONES 
J.E. THOMAS 
GEORGE U'l'Z 
FRED FELIX WETTENGEL 
Fralres in Universilate 
Seniors 
RALPH TIPPET 
HOWARD WATSON 
GEORGE REYNOLDS 
REX BAUMAN 
STEWART DENIS 
WALTER TIPPET 
RAYMOND GREENE 
.JI rn:i ors 
Sophomores 
NORMAN BROKAW 
EMMET BROOKS 
EUGENE COLVIN 
EARL TIPPET 
·ELLIOT ZEKIND 
CARL McKEE 
ALBERT MILLARD 
HERSCHEL NORTH 
Pledge 
STEWART WILLIAMS 
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Greene
Zeki nd
W. Tippet
Colvin 
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BETA SIGMA PHI 
Millard Bauman Brokaw 
R. Tippet Bushnell
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E . Tippet
Farley
Brooks
W atson
Denis
North 
Reynolds
McKee
DELTA IOTA 
Fralres m Facullale 
WrLLTAM HARPER CARL J. WA'l'F..RMAN 
DAVlll R. MOORE, Ph. D. JOHN SlsAMAN GARNS 
Fralres in Urbe 
DR. G. M. lIENBEST 
G.D. THOMAS 
H. F. HECKERT 
HENRY L. SORENSON 
H. C. HUMPHREY 
C. W. MORY 
JUDSON G . ROSEBUSH, A. M. 
J. D. STEELE 
G. M. MILLER 
F. E. CLARK 
Fralres m Universilale 
Seniors 
WYLIE C. SAMPSON 
WILLIAM W. SMITH, ,JR. 
W. CURTIS BOYCE 
ELMER J. ABRAHAMSON 
KARL M. HAUGEN
HENRY K. HOOLEY 
LEWIS J. KELLNER 
!TARRY E. CRUM 
BENJAMIN C. SIAS 
./ 1111 iors 
ALDEN M. JOHNSTON 
LEIGH S. WOLFE 
S0pho111ore8 
ALDEN W. THOMPSON 
BERT W. HOCKING 
FRED L. MCCLENEGHAN
ROBERT H. CANDLISH
LEO S. BOHRNSTEDT
Pledge 
WALTER SPRATT 
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Candlish Boyce 
Bohrnstedt M cCleneghan Abrahamson
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DELTA IOTA 
Sampson
Wolfe 
Smith
Sias 
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Thompson
Crum 
Kellner
Hooley 
Ho cking 
Haugen Johnson
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SIGMA TAU NU 
Fralres in Facultale 
JOHN L. LYMER, A. M., S. T. B. CHARLES WATSON TREAT, A. M., <]> B .K 
OTHO P. FAIRFIELD, A. M. 
PAUL G. w. KELLER, A. M. 
E. J. SHIVES, M.A. 
JOSEPH KOFFEND, B. A., LL. B. 
C. G. CANNON, B. A., LL. B. 
Patrons 
WILLIAM OTTO, B. A. 
DR. WILLIAM MARSH, M. A., D. D., <f> B K 
P. W. JENKINS, B. A., cJ, I! K 
REV. II. T . WILTSE 
H ENRY W. TUTTRUP, A. M. 
Fralres in Universilale 
8e11iors 
LEE C. RASEY
WILLARD S. FORD 
C HARLES M. PORS 
ROBERT J. WILSON 
PAUL C. WINNER 
IRWIN R. WITTHUHN
FRED ARNDT 
W. HENRY COOKE 
LLOYD WATSON 
RAYMOND L. BOLTON 
WILLIAM COLLINGE 
J1111iors 
PAUL AMUNDSON 
ORVILLE SCANDLTNG 
EUGENE E. VANDEHEI
DUDLEY O. FOWLER 
C. BEECHER SCOTT 
Sophomores 
GEORGE BOUCHARD 
WILLIAM R. BRUCE 
I'led'(Jes 
ELMER WITTHUHN
HENRY BOONE 
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Arndt Cooke 
Vandehei 
Bolton 
Bruce 
Collinge 
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SIGMA T AU NU 
Ford 
Scott 
Lymer
Scandling 
Treat 
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Wilson 
Amundson
Fairfield 
Pors Witthuhn 
Bouchard 
Rasey 
Winner 
Fowler 
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Hll 
Rasey 
Spencer
A mu ndson
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TAU KAPPA ALPHA 
Ford 
Naylor 
141 
Lowe 
Rosebush
Wilcox
Woodworth 
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TAU KAPPA ALPHA 
CHAPTER ROLL 
.. 
Colorado Chapter 
Idaho Chapter . 
Indiana Clwpters 
Massaclrnsetts Chapter 
Montana Chapter . 
New York Chapter 
Ohio Chapter 
Tennessee Chapter 
Virginia Chapter 
Utah Chapter 
Washington Chaple?· 
Wisconsin Cha7Jter 
Arkansas Chapte1· . 
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DENVER UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO 
BUTLER COLLEGE 
DE PA UW UNIVERSITY 
WABASH COLLEGE 
INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI 
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY 
RANDOLPH-MACON COLLEGE 
RICHMOND COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
LAWRENCE COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 
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KAPPA UPSILON 
MRS. C. B. PRIDE 
MRS. J. A. 1-IA WES 
MRS. W. 1-I. KILLEN 
MRS. OLIVER SMITH 
MRS. E. 1-I. BROOKS 
Patronesses 
MRS . .J. S. VAN NORTW!CK 
Mns. JOHN STEVENS 
MRS. w. L. CONKEY 
MRS. MARK CATLIN 
Mrss MABEL EDDY 
Honorary Members 
MHS. KIRBY WHITE 
MRS. U. BLACKBURN 
MRS. HELEN WALDO 
MRS. GEORGE KULL 
MRS. BERT PRrnE 
MRS. HOWARD REEVE 
Miss ELIZABETH Woon 
Mrss CHARLOTTE WOOD 
MRS. MILLIE WAMBOLD WORDEN 
MRS. HENRIETTA FULLER WESGATE 
l\IISS DAISY INGOLD 
MISS CALLA GUYLES 
Sorores in Urbe 
MRS. J. D. STEELE 
Miss JANETTE HAWES 
Sorores m Universilaie 
Seniors 
NINA COYE LEILA NELSON 
JEAN WILEY 
CAROLINE WINEGARD 
FLORENCE STENHOUSE 
JEAN DAVIDSON 
RUTH INGRAHAM 
BARBARA THOM 
Juniors 
VERA CASS 
GWENDOLYN OWENS 
Sopliomores 
CAMILLE COUMBE 
HELEN PORTERFIELD 
IDA MACKIN 
DOROTHY GREGORY 
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Mackin Thom
Porterfield 
Owens 
Winegard 
KAPPA UPSILON 
Wiley
Ingraham 
Coye 
Nelson
Coumbe 
Sten house 
Cass Gregory 
Davidson 
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ALPHA GAMMA PH I 
Patronesses 
l\1R8. llE:NRY A:HRAUAM 
lVlRS. PETER MCNAUGHTON 
MRS. JAMES Rm,v1,; 
MRS. THOMAS ORBISON 
H onorarJJ Members 
Miss MARY BERGSTROM 
MRS. CURTIS BYNUM 
MISS MILDRED FAVILLE 
MISS MARY HARWOOD 
MRS. GEORGE HEWIT'f 
MISS KATHRINE REEVE 
MRS. LESTER ROGERS 
MRS. BENJAMIN RUSSELL 
MRS. LYLE SPENCER 
MISS AMANDA McNAUGHTON 
MISS CLARA STANSBURY 
MISS HELEN THOM 
MISS LOUISE THOMAS 
GLADYS ANDREWS
MARIE CONRAD 
ELLEN FAVILLE
FLOREN CERoss 
PAULINE GILLESPIE 
MARJORY STEVENSON 
Present Chapter 
Seniors 
ELEANOR HARRIMAN 
BERTHA LOFBERG 
HELEN McNAUGHTON 
MAUD SIMESTER 
Jnniors 
MARY HARRIS 
MARGARET STOPPENBACH 
S0vho1nores 
IRMA ERB ETHEL SHERMAN 
MARY JANE STILES 
Pledge 
MARGARET MURRY 
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ALPHA GAMMA PH I 
Harriman Sherman Conrad Gillespie Lof berg
Erb Harris Simester McNaughton Faville Ross
Stoppenbach Stevenson 
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Stiles 
Andrews
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THETA GAMMA DELTA 
MRS. C. W. TREA'l' 
MRS. J. H. FARLEY 
MRS. G. M. MILLER 
MRS. W. FADNER 
OLIVE R. PECK 
EDITH M. ISl,EY 
RUTII WATSON 
MABEL HILL 
PEARL RICHARDSON 
AMY BECKER
DORIS McKAY 
GLADYS CRUMP 
Patronesses 
MRS. G. M. HENBEST 
MRS. PAUL KELLER 
MRS. G. THOMAS 
MRS. R. E. CARNCROSS 
H onorar:J) Members 
MRS. E. B. ANDERSON 
VERNE BENNJSON 
MRS. LULU MARSLAND 
ESTHER MILLER 
Present Chapter 
Seniors 
ELLA KLUMB
M ARY POTTER 
Ju11io1·s 
LOTTIE CALKINS 
JOSEPHINE PECK 
Sophomore.s 
ELEANOR TRACY 
LEORA CONNORS 
RUTH PATTERSON 
Pledge 
GERTRUDE MILLER
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Hill 
Watson 
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THETA GAMMA DELTA 
Tracy 
Connors 
Peck Richardson McKay Calkins 
Crump Klumb Patterson Potter Becker 
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ALPHA DELTA PH I 
Patronesses 
Miss WlN Nll'RED BRIGHT 
MRS. NORMAN BROKAW 
MRS. FRED EDMONDS 
MRS. Wll,LIAM HARPER 
'.\1Rs. CHARLES MARSTON 
MRS. SAMUEL PLANTZ 
MRS. JUDSON ROSEBUSB 
MRS. HERMAN SAECKER 
MRS. OTTO C. SCHl,AFER 
MRS. ALBERT A. TREVi,;R 
Sorore in F aculiale 
LERA M. TIIACKRAY 
Sororcs in Univcrsilalc 
LUCILEBUSHEY 
ETHEL CLARK 
MYRTLE CROSSFIELD 
BERNICE FlSIIER 
MYRTICE KITTO 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
ESTHER BAUMGARTEN 
IRMA BAUMGARTEN 
HESTER COTTON 
MARIE HALL
VERNA GOLTZ 
S e11io1'S 
DAISY LIEBERMAN 
LORA PENDELL 
ALTA POND 
ENID SAECKER 
BARBARA SCHLAFER 
Juniors 
FLORENCE PLANTZ 
ELLEN ROWELL 
So]Jhomores 
RUTH HARPER 
EDITH HORNIBROOK 
MARIEM SM ITH 
Pledges 
JESSl CA NORTH 
THEO NORTH 
1 ::;o 
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E. Baumgarten 
Humphrey I. Baumgarten
Lieberman Harper
Bushey 
Plantz 
Fisher 
Schlafer 
Smith 
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Saecker
Pond 
Rowell 
Clark 
Cotton Hornibrook Crossfield 
KittoPendell 
Alpha . 
Delta 
Evsilon 
Zeta 
Theta 
Iota 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mu. 
Nu . 
Omicron 
Pi 
Rho 
Sigma 
Ta1i 
Uvs ilo·11 
ir l1 r Ill M .i\rirl 
CHAPTER ROLL OF ALPHA DELTA PHI 
1/111unbt>1l ut l!irs lruun lJleumlr ffi11ll t>1Jt' , jjll{urnn , (!/it>11rgiu. 
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W ESLEYAN FEMALE COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS 
"NEWCOMB COLLEGE," TULANE UNIVERSJTY 
SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSI'l'Y 
LA WREN CE COLLEGE 
STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN 
JUDSON COLLEGE 
BRENEAU COLLEGE CONSERVATORY 
WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF ALABAMA . 
RANDOLPH-MACON WOMAN'S COLLEGE 
TRINITY COLLEGE 
I OWA STATE COLLEGE . 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY • 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS . 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS . 
WASHINGTON STATE COT.LEGE 
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Macon, Ga. 
Austin, Tex. 
New Orleans, La. 
Georgetown, Tex. 
Appleton, Wis. 
Tallahassee, Fla. 
Mar ion, Ala. 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Montgomery, Ala. 
College Park, Va. 
Durham, N. C. 
Ames, Iowa 
Boston, Mass. 
Champaign, Ill. 
Lawrence, Kan. 
Pullman, Wa1-ih. 
Alpha . 
Beta 
Gamma 
Delta 
Epsilon 
Eta. 
Theta . 
Iota Alpha 
Kappa 
Lambda 
Mn 
Nu . 
Xl 
Ornic1·011 
Pi 
MU PH I UPSILON 
CHAPTEP-. P-.OLL 
METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC 
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVA'fORY OF MUSIC 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF Musrc 
DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
TOLEDO CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC . 
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
KROEGER SCHOOL OF MUSIC . 
CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE . 
METROPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ITHACA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC . 
BRENEAU COLLEGE CONSERVATORY 
Musrc SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS . 
COMBS' BROAD STREET CONSERVATORY 
LAWRENCE COLLEGE CONSERVATORY . 
1 5::1 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Boston, Mass. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Gainesville, Ga. 
Eugene, Or~. 
Lawrence, Kan. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Appleton, Wis. 
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PI CHAPTE1' MU PHI EPSILON 
MRS. WILLIAM HARPER 
MRS. H. W. ABRAHAM 
Patronesses 
MRS. w. H. KILLEN 
MRS. J. G. ROSEBUSH 
MRS. KATE CORKHILL MRS. MARK CATLIN 
MRS . .J. S. REEVE 
Active Members 
ESTER BAUMGARTEN 
MRS. RUBY C. LEDWARD 
BERTHA LOFBERG 
MARIE CONRAD 
LUCY BENEFIEL 
RUBIE WILLIAMS 
NINA COYE 
LYDIA NEUBAUER 
HILDA EILER 
RUBIE CLARK 
ETHEL CLARK 
PEARL SIMPSON 
MILDRED BURNSIDE 
LUCILE WILSON 
ESTHER BIENFANG 
Alumni! 
LERA THACKRAY 
MRS. E. A. BRAZELTON 
MRS. PERCY FULLENWIDER 
CARRIE SHAW 
DRUSELLA SHAW 
Pledges 
VERNE GOLTZ 
META RADTKE 
HAZEL KURZ 
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Shaw Goltz 
Coye 
Baumgarten 
Neubauer 
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MU PHI UPSILON 
Ledward 
Eiler 
Lo/berg 
Clark 
I ri5 
Conrad 
Clark 
Kurz Benefiel Williams 
Shaw Simpson Burnside 
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C'ocich Mark S. Catlin 
wl1r rn14 Arii>l 
Phil Dickinson 
Manage1· of Athletics 
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Coach E. N. De Will 
"Pink" 
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Coach De Witt 
Pottinger 
M artin Z eeman
Wiley 
Barry 
W. Tippet Hinderman Coach Catlin 
Wilkinson 
Captain Sampson
R. Tippet 
Smith 
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Ewers Colvin Saecker Dickenson 
Abrahamson McClelland Eck 
E. Tippet Wittman 
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CHAMPIONS OF WISCONSIN COLLEGES 
RESULTS 
Wisconsin 13 Lawrence () 
Oshkosh Normal 0 Lawrence 20 
Beloit 0 Lawrence 0 
Northwestern () Lawrence 59 
Carroll 0 Lawrence 33 
Ripon 0 Lawrence 7 
161 
SENIORS 
"There are no finer athletic men, 
morally, mentally, or physically, 
lhan the men that make up the 
Lawrence team today; gen Uemen 
Lo the core, men that will stand up 
under any test, men that can be 
relied upon absolutely,-mcn that 
you are proud of, men that I am 
extremely proud of, and men that 
honor their Alma Mater upon every 
occasion. 
"How does this come about? You 
have heard it said that to become 
great, a man must first learn to 
obey. Our football men have 
learned this lesson; they obey like 
seasoned soldiers; they discard 
pelty jealousies and work as a 
uni L- one for all, and all for a 
common end-the glory of Law-
rcnce."- COACll CATLIN. 
Wiley Sampson, Clasg of 191::J 
"Ruf" Tippet, Clas.~ of J.C/13 
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"Red" T ippet
Captain-Elect 
REVIEW OF THE SEASON 
TH E Wisconsin intel'-collegiate championship football season opened October 19th and closed Novembel' 23l'd. 
The schedule was a difficult one fol' Lawl'ence, as the 
Lhl'ee hardest games were to be played on fo1·eign territory. 
In spite of this fact, the outlook was encoul'aging, fol' all but 
one of three of the 1911 champions we1·e back in the ranks 
and an abundance of good material from the entel'ing class 
had joined the squad. 
On October 5th, Lawrence met the Western Conference 
Champions at Madison, and held them to the lowest scol'e o.f 
their schedule. The game was played in mid-summer schedule 
weather. Wisconsin scored hel' points in the fil'st half on 
two effectively executed forward passes by Captain Hoeffel 
and Ofstie. Wisconsin kept the ball in her territol'y most of 
the first half, Gillette, Bl'ight, and Van Ripper gaining most 
of the ground fol' them. In the second half Lawrence 
steadied and forced the fighting . Abrahamson, R. Tippet, 
and W. Tippet carried the ball to the Badger's one-yard line. 
Wisconsin held, and Moffett intercepted a f01·ward pass, 
Wiley to E. Tippet. Gillette kicked forty yards. Lawrence 
again started down the field, but time was called on Wiscon-
sin's thirty-yard line. 
On October 12th Lawrence administered to the heavy 
Oshkosh Normal team their one defeat of the season. The 
Normal team outweighed their opponents twenty-five pounds 
to the man, and came down confident of victory. Their 
weight looked formidable, but the Blue and White took the 
aggressive from the start, and secured the first touchdown 
on a forward pass, Beny to Wiley, who ran twenty yards to 
the goal line. 0 hkosh 1;ave us a bad scare when Captain 
Wolfe recovered a Lawrence fumb le and started down the 
1G 3 
Lawrence vs. Marqi1ette Courtesy Milwaukee Sentinel. 
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open field. Cap Lain Samp:,;on reli vcd Lhc tension; afLer a 
twenty-five-yard sprint he tackled Wolfe. The second touch-
down was made in the second quarter, Walter Tippet ioing 
over on a tackle play. The other touchdowns were made in 
the last quarter, "Red" Tippet making the first and Walter 
the second by intercepting a .forward pass and making a 
pretty fifty-five-yard 1 un. The final core was 27 to 0. The 
defeated Oshkosh team later won the Normal School cham-
pionship of the United States. 
The first Conference g·ame of the season was played at 
Beloit on October 19th. It was Beloit's Alumni Day, and the 
battle proved worthy of the occasion. After four sessions of 
fierce struggling both goals were uncrossed. ln the first 
quarter, Lawrence rushed Beloit off their feet and forced the 
uall to the fifteen-yard line only to lose it on a fumble. In 
the second quarter, neither goal was in danger; the ball see-
sawed back and forlh. The strength of the Lawrence defense 
was thoroughly tested and proved in the third quarter, when 
Beloit recovered a fumble on the Lawrence four-yard line. 
With four yards to go in four downs it looked like certain 
defeat. Eek was the center of attack, and four times the 
Lawrence line held. The ball was given Lo Lawrence on her 
three-yard line and kicked out of danger. From then on there 
I 6ri 
was liltle chanee of scorinp;. Lawrence made first downs 
.fourteen Limei:; to B loit's seven and in bolh offense and de-
fen ·e outplayed their opponents. 
The team next journeyed to M ilwaukec ,tnd defeated the 
heavy Marquette team 12 to 0. It was a hard fought game, 
but greater speed and endurance won for the Blue and White. 
Abe proved the worth of his toe, booting several drop kicks. 
Lawrence piled up the high score of 59 to O against 
Northwestern in three quarters. The game resulled in a 
march towards the N 01 thweslem goal. The features of the 
game were a ninety-yard run for a touchdown by "Ru[" 
Tippet, and Abrahamson's fifly-yard run through the whole 
Northwestern team. Northwestern made firsl downR but 
once, while Lawrence was successful in the use of the forward 
pass, completing· seventeen out of twenty-three attempts. 
Cano II proved an easy mark and in spite of a nwddy 
field we ran up a score of 33 to 0. Had the field been good, 
the score would have been doubled. Only once did Carroll 
make first downs, and that was on a Auke forward pass. 
Lawrence completed the required distance thirty times. 
On November 23rd the team went to Ripon, aecornpanicd 
by the band and a special train of lwo lrnndred rooters. Thi s 
game proved Lo be one' of the hardest fought football contests 
llfltP 1914 _\\rt.rl 
ever played between Lhe old rivals. Captain Sampson won 
Lhe toss and chose to defend the south goal. Ripon kicked 
off to R. Tippet, who returned to the forty-five-yard line. 
A forward pass was intercepted by Ripon, and Brinkly lost 
four yards. Neither side was able to gain consistently, and 
the quarter ended with Lawrence in possession of the ball on 
Ripon's twenty-five-yard line. In the second quarter Ripon 
had their only chance to score when they tried a drop kick, 
which failed. Lawrence then rushed the ball to Ripon's 
twenty-yard line, when Abe failed to drop kick. 
The second half opened with Lawrence kicking to Corey, 
who returned the ball eighteen yards. McClelland made ten 
166 
yards, E. Tippet added twelve more, and Wiley one, while 
Ripon was penalized fifteen yards for roughing. McCellancl 
lost five yards, but Sampson gained twelve on the peanut 
play. Abe lost two, but W. Tippet gained five, Barry three, 
and then McCelland went over for the touchdown. After that 
Ripon played like demons, but could not gain consistently, 
and the game ended with the ball in the center of the field in 
Lawrence's possession. 
Thus ended a strenuous season with the championship 
still resting with Lawrence and her goal line uncrossed for 
two consecutive seasons by any of the State Conference 
colleges. 
Mix 
McKinney
McCleneghan 
Kurtz 
Whisten 
Planske Hocking
1G7 
Caves Bouchard 
Gilmore 
Reynolds 
Morse 
Johnston
BASKETBALL TEAM 
E. Tippet 
E. Witthuhn W. Tippet 
Saecker 
Dickenson 
De Witt
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A brahamson
Thompson O. Witthuhn
JJooley 
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LA WREN CE this year has prnbably the best basketball team in its history. There was a bunch of fast material in the squad 
and Coach De Wilt produced a swift and snappy team. In the 
first game, Milton College was defeated by the score of 76 to 6. 
It was an uninteresting game, but gave the students a chance to 
see the team in action. 
The next game was played at Beloit, and the state liners man-
aged, by playing an exila five minutes, to defeat the Lawrence team by the 
score of 24 to 21. The following nip;ht the team defeated the fast Milwaukee 
Normal bunch 20 to 14. It was a rough game, but Lawrence clearly outclassed 
the pedagogues in spite of the hard game the night before. 
On January 17th Ripon was defeated at Ripon by the decisive score of 33 to 18. Lawrence led all the way and 
was never in danger. Thompson starred by scoring nineteen points. The following evening Oshkosh Normal was 
given an unexpected drubbing, 4.6 to 8. On January 31st, they were again defeated, 22 to 9. Carroll was beaten 
:rn lo :32 and again at Lawrence gym by a more decisive score. In the last game of the season, Ripon defeated u• 
on our own floor 13 to 12. It was a fiercely contested game. Brilliant blocking and team work won the game for 
Ripon. This left the championship undecided. 
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SOPHOMORE BASKETBALL TEAM 
Z eeman 
Witthuhn
Hooley 
Abrahamson
170 
Thompson 
T ippet 
WISCONSIN HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
First 
Second 
Third 
Fourth 
Janesville T eam 
RESULTS 
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J ANESVILLE 
LA CROSSE 
MENOMINEE 
ASHLAND 
Colburn 
Baker Smith 
Crum 
Smith 
Neevil 
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TR.ACK TEAM 
Catlin Sawyer Tichenor
l ·vey Abrahamson Ewers A rmstrong
Vandehei, Captain McKinney 
- .. 
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LA WREN CE in 1912 had a championship track team, defeating· Ripon in a dual meet and 
winning the inter-collegiate meet from Beloit, 
Carroll, and Northwestern, Ripon withdrawing at 
the last moment. 
Ripon was defeated on May 25th, by the final 
score of 91 to 33. Howard Smith broke two Law-
rence records in the hurdles. He lowered the 120-
yard high hurdles from 17 Yi, made by Adams in 1903, 
to 16J;s, and the 220-yard low hurdles from 27, held 
by Andrus since 1902, to 25 'l,5 . 
firsts in the meet. 
Ripon won but two 
Cn June 1st the state meet was held on Lawrence field. Lawrence easily outclassed the other schools 
and won by the score of 81 points. Beloit was second with 52, Carroll third with 9, and Northwestern 
fourth with 1 point. Howard Smith again lowered the record in the high hurdles, running it in ] 6 flat. 
Capt. Mose Smith lowered the record in the 880 to 2 minutes !3%. seconds. The record of 2 :05 was for-
merly held by Hanson. Vandehei lowered the mile reconl, held by (']are, from 4 :44 to 4 :34 11 . Law-
rence won more points Lhan a11 of the olher colleges. 
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SUMMARY OF STATE MEET 
120-yal'd Hul'dles-H. Smith, Lawl'ence, fil'st; Spoonel', Beloit, second; 
Collins, Beloit, thil'd. '11me, 16 seconds flat. Rec01·d. 
100-yard Dash-Martin, Beloit, fil'st; H. Smith, Lawrence, second; 
Crum, Lawrence, third. Time, 10 seconds flat. 
One Mile Run-Vandehei, Lawrence, first; Ghanity, Beloit, second; 
Fairfield, Beloit, third. Time, 4 :34:rs- Record. 
440-yard Run-M. Smith, Lawrence, first; Colburn, Lawrence, second; 
Wolcott, Beloit, third. Time, 53.Y§ seconds. 
220-yard Dash-Willard, Beloit, first; Martin, Beloit, second; Tichenor, 
Lawl'ence, third. Time, 23 .Ys seconds. 
220-yard Hurdles-H. Smith, Lawrence, first; Darrenogue, Beloit, sec-
ond; Spooner, Beloit, third. Time, 26 seconds. Record. 
880-yal'd Run- M. Smith, Lawrence, first; Vandehei, Lawrence, second; 
Fairfield, Beloit, third. Time, 2 :03)i. Record. 
Two-mile Run- Ewers, Lawrence, first; Yoemans, Carroll, second; 
Gharrity, Beloit, third. Time, 10: 187s, 
Pole Vault-Abrahamson, Lawrence, first; Collins, Beloit, second; 
Leuckel, Northwestern, third. Height, 10 feet 3 inches. 
Discus Throw- Abrahamson, Lawrence, first; Neevel, Lawrence, second; 
Brown, Carroll, third. Distance, 116 feet 5 inches. 
High Jump-Abrahamson, Lawrence, first; Spooner, Beloit, second; 
Sawyer, Lawrence, third. Height, 5 feet 6 inches. 
Shot Put-Abrahamson, Lawrence, first; Brown, Carroll, second; 
Buelow, Beloit, third. Distance, 37 feet 8 inches. 
Hammer Throw-Buelow, Beloit, first; Neevel, Lawrence, second; 
Brown, Carroll, third. Distance, 122 feet 7 1h inches. 
Broad Jump-Abrahamson, Lawrence, first; Cowing, Beloit, second; 
Aldrich, Beloit, third. Distance, 20 feet 9 % inches. 
One Mile Relay-Armstrong, Vandehei, Colburn, M. Smith: Lawrence, 
first; Beloit, second. Time, 3 :17}§. 
Half-mile Relay- Willard, Cowing, Aldrich, Martin: Beloit, first; Law-
rentC>, second; Carroll, third. Time, 1 :28.)1. 
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JUNIOR. PENT A TH TEAM 
Ford
Vandehei 
Colvin 
Colburn 
Scott 
Velte 
Spratt 
Winner
SOPHOMORE PENT A TH TEAM 
Jackson
Sophomores 
Juniors . 
Freshmen . 
W escott 
Baker 
Green 
Nigh 
Abrahamson 
Bouchard
Crum
Bohrnstedt 
RESULTS 
First 
Second 
Third 
"Abe" 
Class of 1915 
Individual Point Winner 
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LAWRENCE OUTDOOR RECOl<..DS 
100-yard dash, 1895 
220-yard dash, 1895 
440-yard dash, 1895 
880-yard run, 1902 
1-mile run, 1908 
2-mile run, 1908 
120-yard hurdle, 1903 
220-yard hu_rdle, 1902 
High Jump . 
Broad Jump, 1907 
Pole Vault, 1903 . 
Hammer Throw, 1908 
Shot Put, 1908 
Discus, 1908 . 
Meni II, 9:Vs sec. 
Merrill, 23 Ys sec. 
Babcock, 53 sec. 
M. Smith, 2 min. 3 sec. 
Vandehei, 4 min. 34 sec. 
Jackson, 10 min. 7 sec. 
Smith, 16 sec. 
Smith, 25 sec. 
Sherger, 5 ft. 8 in. 
Houghton, 21 ft. 11 J/2 in. 
Adams, 10 ft. 4 in. 
Beyer, 144 ft. 4 in. 
Beyer, 40 ft. 4 in. 
Beyer, 119 ft. 5% in. 
IN DOOR RECORDS 
25-yard dash, 1907 
220-yard dash, 1911 
440-yard dash, 1911 
880-yard run, 1911 
1-mile run, 1910 
2-mile run, 1911 
25-yard high hurdle, 1911 
25-yard low hurdle, 1911 
High Jump, 1907 . 
Broad Jump, 1908 . 
Pole Vault, 1903 
Shot Put, 1903 
Relay . 
Barnes, 3 sec. 
Watson, 25 3-10 sec. 
Watson, 57 3-10 sec. 
Clare, 2 min. 10 .V:( sec. 
Vandehei, 4 min. 48 Ys sec. 
Clare, 10 min. 58% sec. 
Smith, 3Ys sec. 
Smith, 3 sec. 
Sherger, 5 ft. 7 in. 
Houghton, 19 ft. 101h in. 
Adams, 10 ft. 3 in. 
Beyer, 38 ft. 1 1h in. 
Hinderman, Chunn, Winn, 
White-3 min. 42 sec. 
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"Vandy" 
Class of 1914 
Inter-Collegiate Mile Record 
4 minutes 34 seconds. 
Lawrence Indoor Record Mile 
4 minutes 48 seconds. 
Schlytter
Fowler 
Hooper 
Hooley 
Coach Catlin 
Fries 
Hompe
178 
White 
Vaughn 
Van Valin 
Bouchard 
.. 
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BASEBALL has been of little importance for the past two years. Last spring we were unable to secure a good schedule, and most of the efforts and material 
were given to track. Two games were played with Ripon, one 
with Sacred Heart College, after which the team disbanded. 
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A good schedule has been secured for this season and 
an abundance of material promises a good record. The men 
are practicing daily and Coach De Witt is confident of turn-
ing out a good team. 
IDl1r 1914 J\rirl 
THE Tennis Club has planned a vel'y active campaign for a sp{·ing tournament to be held about May 25th. The tennis courts are to be fixed up, and a series of elimina-
tion games are to be played as soon as they are in good shape. 
Mr. Norman Bl'okaw, the past president of the Tennis Club, 
has rendered very efficient services, and will undoubtedly head 
this organization the coming year. 
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18 1 
PAUL WILLIAMS 
W.W. SMITH 
EARL TIPPET 
LESTER STRANG 
ROBERT HARNESS 
WALTER ECK 
CARLTON SAECKER 
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ERS Of THE "L 
HARRY SYLVESTER 
CHESTER ROBERTS 
CHARLES SHELLEY 
ED. HUNT 
P. DICKINSON 
LESLIE DUKET 
ROBERT WILEY 
HENRY HOOLEY 
1910 
HAROLD NEEVIL 
FRANK CHARLESWORTH 
LEE GRIFFITH 
HOWARD WATSON 
WILLIAM ANDREWS 
WALTER HOOPER 
LEO COLLAR 
JAY VAN VALIN 
DICK WHITE 
MILTON McGOWAN 
FRED KRANZ 
K. DICKINSON 
IRWIN WITTHUHN 
1911 
ELMER ABRAHAMSON 
CLYDE EWERS 
DITMAR LARSON 
1912 
RUSSELL WILKINSON 
WALTER TIPPET 
EUGENE VANDEHEI 
REMEO COLBURN 
C. BEECHER SCOTT 
JUSTIN BARRY E. WITTHUHN 
ALDEN THOMPSON ARTHUR WITTMAN EARL POTTENGER JOSEPH MCCLELLAND 
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Profess01· F'. Wesley Orr, Coach of Oratory and Debate 
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llliltnr.rrs of ilistinrtiu.r "tG" 
FRANK FOOTE, '11 GEORGE L. KOEHN, '12 
lllilrar.rrs of ]forrn.sir "tG" 
HARLEY NERF, '10 DELTON HOWARD, '10 WILLARD LOWE, '13 LEE C. RASEY, '13 
HOWARD LEWIS, '10 W. S. FORD, '14 SPENCER W. WOODWORTI-I, '13 P. AMUNDSON, '14 
R. D. JENKINS, '11 ARNOLD OTTO, '11 PAULW. IVEY, '12 
.!\U-<!J:olltgr ili>hat.rs &itttl' l!l09 
Lake Forest-Lawrence, May 14, 1909 
Hamline-Lawrence, April 8, 1910 
Carleton-Lawl'ence, April 15, 1910 
St. Olaf's-Lawrence, March 3, 1911 
Hamline-Lawrence, March 10, 1911 
Albion-Lawrence, April 4, 1911 
I-Iamline-Lawrence, March 8, 1912 
Albion-Lawrence, April 3, 1912 
St. Olaf-Lawrence, March 7, 1913 
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Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Won by Lawrence 
Lost by Lawre11ce 
Won by Lawrence 
ST. OLAF , LA WR ENCE DEBATE TEAM 
William Collinge Paul Amundson Robert J. Wilson 
Won unanimously by Lawrence. 
Question 
Resolved, 'l'hal the policy of fixing a minimum wage by state boards is desirable. Neg·ative supported by Lawrence. 
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ALBION , LA WREN CE DEBATE TEAM 
Willard Lowe W. S. Ford 
Charles M. Pors 
Resolved, That the policy of fixing a minimum wage by state boards is desirable. 
Lawrence supports the negative. 
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FRESHMAN DEBATE TEAMS 
BELOIT VS. LA WREN CE 
Mitchell 
Cawley Whiston 
QUESTION 
RIPON VS. LAWR.1£NCE 
Youtz 
McInnis
Franzke
Resolved, That the policy of fixing a minimum wage by state boards is desirable. 
Won by Lawrence 
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LAWRENCE ORATORS 
Lee C. Rasey 
Inter-Class Contest, '12 . 
Inter-Collegiate Contest, '12 
Inter-Class Contest, '13 . 
Inter-Collegiate Contest 
Oration 
First Place 
Second Place 
First Place 
Second Place 
"Carlyle, a Prophel of Reform." 
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PA UL C. WINNER 
Inter-Class C011teRt 
Oration 
Second Place 
"'f.'he Call for Lhe Agitator." 
wire 1914 .Ariel 
Lawrence 1'epresentative in lnter--Collegiate 
Peace Oratorical Contest 
NORMAN CAWLEY 
Oration : "The Evolu11on of Peace." 
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Associate.s 
Paul McKinn.<Z-y 
Vera Ce.ss 
ford 
ilJ~e 1914 Arid 
MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 
~be llamrence llatini!)'t 
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . . . . . . ALICE WRIGHT 
Associates 
MONONA CHENEY MARGARJ!:T STOPPENBACH 
· ~be llamrence l5ulletin 
~be ~tboot of <!Etpre!)'!)'fon l5ulletin 
m:be Qton!)'erbatorp of .®u!)'it l5ulletin 
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.An ® lh 1.Crgruh ]Irrtfirh 
SOMEWHERE there lived, but 1vhere I cannot tell, A man who loved his ease a nd quiet well, And cared but littl e for t he better things 
An earnest love of G0d and Heaven brings. 
Each Sabbath morning when the church-bell's chime 
Tolled far and near that it was worship-time, 
He sought some place in which to pass away 
In lazy, selfish ease t he holy day. 
His wife was not as he, for clear and strong 
We1e her perceptions of a ll right and wrong·, 
And love of God throngh a ll her nature ran, 
And made her mindful of her Maker's plan. 
Il er heart yearned strongly for her husband's good 
As every loving Christian woman's should, 
And she besought him oft to change his ways, 
And f.cek with her God's holy house of praise. 
But always, when she asked him, he would say: 
"Go thou to church t hi s pleasant Sabbath day, 
And when, with others t here, you bend the knee, 
Why, then, dear woman, pray for thee and me." 
Now it so happened that one night he slept, 
And dreamed a dream whose record I have kept. 
Though fast asleep was he upon hi s bed 
He thought that he and his good wife were dead. 
Their earthly life concluded, hand in hand 
They started off toward t he Belter Land, 
And reached at last, faint, tired, worn and weak, 
The gates of Heaven, which a ll g·ood Christians seek. 
He kno:ked, not doubting that beyond the gate 
Was welcome waiting, for his faith was great. 
St. Peter came and wung the door ajar, 
And questioned, by lhe legend, who was there. 
~ ·===============!J 
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"Why, I," was the quick answer, "and my wife. 
We've just departed from the earthly life, 
And now, good old St. Peter, let us by, 
For we're most wretched tired, my wife and I." 
"Please wait a moment," good St. Peter said. 
"You stayed at home while your good woman prayed. 
You bade her go to church and bend the knee, 
And pray, while she was there, for her and thee. 
"Now as she prayed for both herself and thee 
For thee and her her rest in Heaven shall be. 
For if she prayed, while you remained at home, 
Then you've no right to enter. Woman, come!" 
Then through the gate his wife passed out of view 
And left him longing for an entrance through-
Left him to realize, when it was too late, 
The rest worth striving; for beyond Heaven's gate. 
Amazed, he questioned: "Have I then no share 
In heavenly things in answeL· to her prayer? 
Now I can see, as others like me will-
This proxy-praying doesn't fill the bill." 
The sense of what he'd lost struck home so deep 
That it awoke him from his troubled sleep, 
And he was very much rejoiced to find 
That he was still on earth among his kind. 
"If Heaven," he 1·easoned, "is not worth the pains 
Of praying for, who can expect the gains? 
We've got to pray for our own selves to win 
A right to Heaven. That's as sure as sin." 
Next morning when the church-bells rang at ten 
And called to worship all the sons of men, 
His wife was much astonished, at the gate, 
To see her husband by the roadside wait. 
"I've done some thinking since last week," said he; 
"In quite a different light some things I see. 
Hereafter in our worship we'll combine. 
You do your praying and I will do mine!" 
1Eltrn 1E. i!rxforll. 
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All~College Day; Freshmen, 14 ; Sophomores, 12. 
108 
Sept. 15 Y. M. Y. W. Walk Around. 
Oct. 31 
Feb. 22 
Faculty entertains at Hallowe'en Party. 
Washington's Birthday Party. 
All-College Yacht Ride. 
All-College Rink Party. 
May 17 May Day Fete. 
l!:l !) 
wlir lg 14 1'.rirl 
CLIFTON, ON LAKE WINNEBAGO 
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!truelatinn 
EVE LA TION ! Through all ages men have touched the various keys; 
Here a chord and there an octave of creation's harmonies-
Touched, and passed beyond our seeing toward the holy mysteries: 
Died, and others caught the rythm,-knew these men as God's elect; 
Built above their tombs the Credo, part the truth and part defect! 
Built, until their falling hammers others grasped from fingers checked. 
Here an old, worn Grecian scholar drinking of the hemlock draught; 
There the holy Maid whose mission ceased ere deep of life she quaffed; 
Yonder one who lived superbly for a Dream at which m~n laughed! 
The e, and countless more, unnumbered, unremembered, who alone 
Found the import of their being, fought their battle, made no moan, 
But sent up a shout of "Victory!" that rose to Heaven's throne! 
Men have named them Poet, Dreamer, Wanior, Enthusiast; 
Each soul found some chord responsive to its own note's feeble blast, 
And so voiced a greater music than it dreamed of first or last; 
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These threw down life's g1·osser meanings as men dl'op their prison bars; 
Fl'om each truth stripped off the error,-from each good the thing that rnars,-
As the hand of Night, the scenist, dl'ops the veiling from the stars. 
They were men like us- had failings! like us too, grew faint of heart: 
Agonized beneath their burden till the sweat of blood did start; 
Lived their gospel ! Died to prove it! And so rent the Veil apart, 
Wherefore men now boldly enter where of old the Terror dwelt,-
Walk with faces fair and sunward where in dust their fathers knelt, 
And fol' Truth hold greater reverence than old devotees e'er felt. 
Do the old forms age, and crumble into shapelessness and dust? 
Comes the new "This course wel'e wiser," fol' the ancient "Man, thou must?" 
Is the ancient Temple shaken ?- Still abideth Love and Trust! 
Still the thoughts of God come manward, stooping to the souls that climb! 
Wider the horizon round us as we scale the steeps of Time! 
Clearer rings the welling music of the Harmonies Divine! 
W,U!.'1! 31. iijugl1rn, '!lll. 
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Professor Naylor 
President 
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THE CHAUTAUQUA TOURS 
This page represents a Lawrence activity that previous 
ARIELS have not duly recognized . For six years The 
Chcrntcmqua Tours have been managed from and for 
Lawrence. The managers, all Lawrence men, have sim-
ply asked the privilege of assuming all responsibility and 
any loss, and of devoting dividends to Lawrence College. 
Although it is not an official part of Lawrence College, 
it is by personnel, purpose, and inherent right, a 
Lawrence activity. 
Prof essor Fairfield 
Vice-President 
This extension of Lawrence to the world of travel is annually set forth in artistically 
designed brochures whose composition and style are most enticing. The scope of opera-
tions is not confined to the Lawrence campus, but comprises twenty-five annual tours 
to Europe and the Orient, as many to all parts of America, and an annual world tour. 
Professor· Rosebush
Treasurer 
H is not the extent and number of travel possibilities 
offered, nor the scrnpulous attention given to mechanical 
details, but rather that travel is viewed and conducted 
as a fine art that differentiates the Chautauqua Tours 
from other travel programs. It is not where one goes, 
but to what purpose; not what one sees, but how well; 
not how much, but with what discrimination in selection 
and emphasis. The Cha11tauq1ta way is travel as a fine art. 
Anders P. Anderson, '02 
Secretary-Manager 
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~be ~uesbap jfitlourning Jest 
RUBBISHED WEAKLY BY THE WINDY BORED 
OUR MOTTO 
"Truth Crushed to Earth Shall Rise Again" 
EXTRA SCANDALOUS EDITION 
w~r 1914 Arirl 
~be ~utsbap fflourning Jr.st 
ENTERED AT APPLETON 
as ::Hst class matter for indiscriminate distribution 
among the rabble. 
<lttttiticatr ot @nmtt'3bip 
'l'o Who in It May Not Co11cen1: 
In compliance with all of the unwritten and mis-under-
stood laws of journalism, we, the Guilty, beg to announcti 
that we are the soulless owners and rubbishers of THE 
TUESDAY MOURNING PEST. 
THE WINDY BORED. 
OUR MOTTO: 
"Truth C?'ll.slwcl to Earth Shall Rise Agai-11." 
E DIT ORIALS 
If perchance, dear reader, you come upon some article 
within these pages which disp leases you, pause and consider 
well before you commence the slaughter of the Guilty Ones. 
The citadel of authority, the college catalogue, decrees that 
our book be spicy. You are the victims and you must suffer 
for your popula1·ity. If some of the following articles cause 
you pain, remember your window, which is always suffe1·ing, 
and if you then decide that your outraged dignity demands 
some compensation we respectfully refer you to an applica-
tion of Winslow's Soothing Syrup. If this does not afford 
instant relief, let the Gold Dust Twins do the work. 
Above all things, seek not the splinters of the boa1·d; 
None will be found in this metropolis. They have taken a 
short and compulsory trip to the State Hospital. Later letters 
may reach any one of them by addressing St. Petersburgh, 
Russia, where they have been assured complete protection 
from all your wrath. 
The soulless object of THE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST is to 
bring before the students of Lawrence the truth of conditions. 
We regretfully invite contributions to this paper; any 
trouble which you may be in at present or any time in the 
future will be greatly augmented if you will only allow us 
to help you. We thank you in advance for your appreciation, 
for we won't get the chance after you have read it. 
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'l' H u: 'I' U I iJ 8 I> A Y M O U R N 1 N G 1> E S '.I' 
WHO IS WHO AT LAWRENCE 
AND WHY 
Another Sheboygan Man Makes Good at Lawrence. 
Walter Spratt, a graduate of the Sheboygan High School, 
in the class of 1914 is taking the place of George Koehn, 
another Sheboygan boy, who was prominent at Lawrence 
College, but who graduated last year. Mr. Spratt has been 
popular at Lawrence eve1· since his Freshmen year, when he 
was elected marshal of the Philalathean Literary Society. 
He was then elected treasurer of that society, and is now 
president, an office which carries with it great honol'. Mr. 
Spratt has been very active in forensic work, winning third 
place in the State Peace Oratorical Contest last year, beating 
Milton College in a close race. In view of this good work, 
Mr. Spratt was elected president of the Board of Oratory and 
Debate, w hich office he considers very important. In the 
Inter-Class Oratorical this year against a field of thirty-two 
contestants, Mr. Spratt won t hird place. Mr. Spratt is a lso 
a member of the troupe which made a tour of the state with 
Dickens' "The Cricket on the Hearth." He had the leading 
part of John Perrybingle. 
In view of the prominence given Mr. Spratt in the past 
three years at Lawrence, he will make an enviable record 
and one which has been seldom approached by any Lawrence 
man in the past. Sheboygan people might well be proud of 
theil' college students.- Confrib11ted. 
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THE ADVENTURES OF PAUL 
THE PINK 
"Aha!" quoth Paul the Pink, as he receiveth ye engraved 
invitation from ye fiand of ye retainer of ye Theta Phi fra-
ternity. "Aha! Once more I shall see ye light fantastic trip, 
but prithee, valet, it cometh deucedly late. But th en, fuJJ 
fifty decades from this hour we shall never know the differ-
ence, so what care I?" 
" I wil1 hie me e'en now to yon Ormsby Hall, that abode 
of all ye sweetest things on earth, and straightway find a 
lady fair, e'en though the hours ere the assemblage meets 
may on ye fingers of one hand be numbered." 
Straightway he mounteth his noble charger and rideth 
post haste to ye po1'tals, where he loudly demandetb adm it-
tance. Now his trouble beginneth-one maiden fair h ad e'en 
now gone to ye town-another upon ye river rowed-and 
sti ll a third was lying s ick abed. A fourth he trieth, t hen a 
fifth, a sixth, an d then e'en a seventh time he trieth, but still 
without success. But nothing daunted and with courage un-
diminished, he trieth yet again- and in ye last few minutes 
he succeedeth. 
All tales must have a moral; t hi s hath a double portion: 
Send not ye bid five hours before ye assemblage taketh 
place. 
If at first ye success is not perceivable, try Williams' 
Shaving Soap. 
wl1r 1914 i\rirl 
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HAD TO SPEND NIGHT IN A TREE 
Young People from Freeport Caught in 
the High Water. 
To be stranded on a country road and be forced to spend 
the greater part of a rainy night up in a tree to keep out of 
the high water was the fate of E. L. Shaver, a college student 
who is canvassing in Freeport this summer during his vaca-
tion, and Miss McDermott of this city, during the storm Sun-
day night, says the Freeport Journal. The thrill ing experi-
ence they underwent will undoubtedly remain in their minds 
for some time. 
They had been out riding during the day and were re-
turning home when they were overtaken by the storm. They 
were on the Lena road bound for Freeport and when they 
reached the Preston bottoms about two and one-half miles 
from town the water had reached a dangerous depth and 
they were unable to drive the horse either way. 
It was about 11 :30 when they reached the bottoms and 
the water was several feet deep at that time. The horse 
refused to move one way or the other and they were forced 
to stay in the road and wait until the animal decided to go. 
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The water was steadily rising and finally reached the top of 
the buggy seat. 
CUT THE HORSE LOOSE. 
Both of the young people were considerab ly frightened, 
and Mr. Shaver finally cut the horse loose from the buggy 
and, taking the lines helped the young· lady to g·et on to the 
horse's back and over to a tree. They both climbed the tree 
and he tied Miss McDermott to t he tree with the reins. 
Here they were forced to remain until four o'clock the 
next morning, when the water had dropped to a point where 
it was only waist deep and Mr. Shaver could get into it ane 
hitch the horse to the buggy again. This he had difficulty 
in doing, as he had cut the horse loose from the buggy. 
He finally fastened the horse to the rig and drove to the 
Lacey farm about half a mile away, and here the young 
people stayed until later in the morning, when they returned 
to Freeport. 
Mr. Shaver said that it was the most thrilling experience 
he had ever had and that he would not go through it again 
for a good deal. Neither he nor Miss McDermott suffer ed 
any bad results from their soaking, but they were rather cold 
and stiff when they reached the farm house Monday morn-
ing.- Roc/./ orcl Daily Time.~. 
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ADVISE TO THE FORLORN 
Conducted by a Prominent Co-Ed Who Wishes to Withhold 
Her Name 
(Please enclose a stamped envelope.) 
My Dear Editor: 
I am placed in a most peculiar situation. The young 
lady who rules my heart is one of unusual talent. She scorns 
my true Jove, however, for a career. Where shall I turn for 
aid? Despairingly, 
LEOPOLD WHISTON. 
Dear Fric11d: 
Your distressing situation touches me deeply, having 
experienced a similar despair myself. I am sure I can help 
you. My aid lies in the direction of a cue which I can give 
you, but which must be followed tactfully and with great 
consideration for the lady's fee lings. It is rumored that she 
has said, "I was never meant for an old maid." You can 
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readily see from this what her true feelings are. Hoping 
that I have been of some assistance to you, I remain 
Ever your cheerful distress reliever, 
THE EDITOR. 
Ambitious Senior (to rich co-ed who is fond of him but 
does not love him, of which £act the Senior is well aware) : 
"Will you be mine, dearest?" 
Rich Co-ed: "No, I couldn't think of it." 
Ambitious Senior: "I knew you wouldn't." 
Rich Co-ed: "Why did you propose, then?" 
Ambitious Senior: "Oh, I just wanted to sec how it 
would feel to lose two million." 
There was a young lady named Fitch 
Who heard a great rumbling, at which 
She awoke in despair, 
And found in her hair, 
That a rat was asleep at the switc h. 
Therefore we should support the tournament. 
m11r 1914 ~rid 
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DEFINITIONS 
A la the 1914 Ariel Board 
(Written especially for this paper.) 
R1u;/ii11g-A cross between proposing to a girl and lassoeing 
a coyote. 
Politics-A mysterious wrenching process, used to extra::t 
offices from the unsuspecting public. Synonym, "Sias." 
Faculty-A necessary nuisance around a college. 
Slttdrmt Preache1·-A wart on the neck of progress. (We had 
Lo li ck Brother McKinney to get this in.) 
Recitation- A situation in which a student tells all he does 
not know, and a teacher does the same thing. 
Cu-ed-A (rare) creature seldom found on Lhe campus after 
7:30P.M. 
Orm.~by Hall-The house of a thousand wonders. No admit-
tance Lo t he private sanatorium, except on rare o::casions, 
and then on ly to brothe rs and fathers. Syn.- Prison 
W aupun (When locked in). That place. 
Crcun111i11g-A delighLiul but concentrated stuffing for im-
posed occasions, usually followed by a sinking heart. 
llijou-A two-hour course, no pre-requisite, necessary for 
culture. 
Proctor-Calm thinking villain, whom pity never keeps from 
crooked counci ls and dark poli tics. 
Conl'ersation Period-An excruciating situation which arises 
at all formal parties at Lawrence in which both parties 
talk about nothing. Usual topic, dancing. 
Report Cai ·cl-A given signal for father to decrease the 
allowance. 
A Se1·e11acle-(The Lenlh one in five days) A cross between 
a sick cal and a burglar alarm. (The assistant business 
manager just got through singing.) 
Chapel-A place to be studiously avoided except on Tuesday 
morning. 
f'leclg c--A person who is scorned to his face and praised to 
outsiders. 
TllB 'l'llBS D AY MOU H N J NG P MS'J' 
ADVICE TO THE DESPAIRING 
JJea1· Edito1·: 
I am coming to you for aid in a very delicate matter- one 
which we seldom mention. I have a growing tendency towards 
inability to talk fast enough to keep people interested in what 
I am saying. Can you give me help in this matter? 
Hesitatingly yours, 
ALITA BUSSARD. 
.1/y Deco· l\Jiss Bussard: 
There is one remedy which I can recommend very highly. 
To the Editor: 
Sm: I fain would be a business manager. ls it within 
your limited experience and knowledge to aid me along this 
line? I should not have come to you but that I thought you 
might accidentally have a good idea. 
SEE C. WILCOX. 
My Dear Mr. Editor: 
I am suffering from a severe swell ing in the head. I de-
sire instant relief. Please give me some advice. 
Immensely yours, 
EMMET JAMES BnooKS. 
Tf you will glance through our advertising pages you will sec Dear Brooks: 
an announcement of one of the finest lubricating oils ever There is no help for you this late in life. You should 
made. Apply this and secure immediate relief. have worn a night-cap in infancy. 
Sincerely, Regretfully, 
TIIE EOJTOR. TUE EmTOR. 
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WHO IS VEILED LADY? 
Lohrnstedt Offers Reward for Her Return. 
Mi·. Beo Lohrnstedt of Lawrence College has offered a 
reward of one thousand dollars for information which will 
lead t.o the discovery of the veiled lady who appeared at 
Ormsby Annex on March 8. 
On the day in question, Mr. Lohrnstedt, according to his 
usual custom, called at the Annex in the even ing and sent a 
message to his friend, Miss Maybe Oardman, wishing to know 
whether she desired to attend any of the functions which were 
to take place that evening. After a long wait, Lohrnstedt 
saw a lady descending the stairs dressed in a cloak and hat 
that were perfectly familiar to the gentleman. She nodded 
to him, and, as she wore a veil, he followed her out, thinking 
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that she was his friend. At Mr. Lohrnstedt's suggestion they 
went to the Movies. 
On the way to the picture show the gentleman thought 
that his friend was strangely silent, and during the perform-
ance she kept her veil drawn. After at.tending the movies 
the couple went to Van Wyck's, where the lady drew back 
her veil. Much to our friend's surprise, the person whom he 
had been escorting during the evening was a woman whom 
he had never seen before but would like very much to see 
again. 
The reward is payable on the day of Mr. Lohrnstedt'3 
successfu l proposal to the veiled beauty. 
SOCIETY COLUMN 
Miss Harriet Noyes attended the Mermac on March 8. 
iil~t 1914 !<.rh•I 
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BAND MEN ON A RAMPAGE 
AT BELOIT 
Mickey M'Kee Conductor of a Comic Band Concert 
on Streets of Southern City. 
Grand Chief Mischief Maker McKee, after the game at 
Beloit, partook of a ham sandwich, which cheered (but did 
not inebriate) him considerably. On his way to the train 
after this most momentous event he overtook a number of 
his fellow band-men, and as is his wont, said, "Come on, fel-
lows, let's play 'Cheer! Cheer! The gang's a ll here'." His 
friends, persuaded that this was t he proper and elegant thing 
to do, joined in and the Impromptu Band marched to the 
depot in the fo ll owing order: 
Grand Chief McKee . ... . ...... . Conductor, First Alto 
P. McKinney .................. Second Alto 
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Chase Mix ..................... First Clarinet 
Raymond Green ......... ....... Second Clarinet 
Tubby Kurz ... ................ First Cornet 
L. McKinney .......... .. ..... . · Basso Profundo 
Speck Mory ....... . ............ Snare Drum 
The Program was pulled off as arranged in the mind of 
the Grand Chi ef a the environment offered inspiration. The 
first selection was "Cheerf Cheer!" by the band ensemble. 
At the old granite watering trough Basso Profundo McKinney 
played as a solo, "How Dry I Am." He was accompanied by 
the band. The next number was from the famous German 
opera, "Ach Du Lieber Augustine." At the depot the cele-
brated production, "There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town 
To-night," was rendered whi le the procession wound in and 
out among the benches of the ladies' waiting room. On the 
platform Mr. McKee, accompanied by the band, sang his 
favorite solo, "I'd L ike to Live in Dreamland with a Girl Like 
You." At this point the special train arrived and all the 
audience sought safety and quiet within the same. 
illl1t H114 ~ritl 
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THINGS THAT THEY WANTED TOLD 
Spencer Woodworth l'eally does enjoy fussing. 
Sarah Mielke sometimes surpi-ises people by smiling. 
Fred McCleneghan occasionally visits Ormsby. 
Lee Wolfe never does what Fred sometimes happens to. 
Francis Ostergren and Arthur Skewes enjoyed hymns 
during the Easter vacation. 
Henry Van Dyke's central name is Button . 
The School has an Annie Laurie (Stroud) . 
Norman Brokaw thinks that North is a pretty good 
climate. 
T he Mechanical Drawing Class is much more interested 
in the beauty of the natural green than the glow of Lhe head · 
light within. 
Edward Aeschlimann played a very successful ( ?) joke 
in the Ormsby dining room April first. 
Wiley Sampson is really some lonely. 
2 1S 
May Claridge says something once in a whi le, although 
she talks continually. 
Romeo Colburn fain would imitate his famous namesakt, 
in the balcony scene, but her room is too far straight up 
and west. 
Frances Hogg grew two inches during the Easier recess. 
Jean Davidson hopes to live in Milwaukee some time. 
John Alexander is repo1ted to have had a little common 
sense in early infancy. 
May Mapelet Craig should have been named Mapleine. 
Mabel Plummer is tipping the scales at a little less than 
a hundred and seventy-five at present. 
Leo Whiston is an Ormsby caller frequenily. 
Ruth Ingraham has "settled down" this year. 
There is nothing so admirable in a man as being able tf) 
assist the woman about the house. See Brokaw and Reynold !'; 
in Home Decoration. 
Eleanor Harriman still has a giggle. 
Amy Becker went to church thl'Ce times one Thursday. 
OJI1t> l!ll4 Arirl 
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KICKERS' COLUMN 
( The management assumes no l'esponsibility for the 
following communications.) 
To Theme Corrnctor Number One. (Loren McKinney). 
You marked my last paper with a dis regard of your 
reference book. on 38 you will find, by careful perusal of the 
article, that it expresses a doubt as to whether those words 
should be capitalized or not. Just before the illustration 
words it says, "written generally." Also I don't like the way 
you hand out your slams. Do not think that because you 
happen to be a corrector, you are the only one that knows 
anything. Bear in mind that there is a distinction between 
criticising and finding fault. Anyone can find fault, but few 
can criticise. It won't do you any harm to remember these 
few facts when you correct papers. 
Also, you may think that the mistake I mentioned is the 
only one I found in your corrections, but be not deceived, for 
I have found others, mostly where a t11ing can be used in 
more than one way. The simple crossing out material and 
slamming on red ink means your place as a corrector, I judge. 
They mean more to me, for the more reel ink you put on the 
nearer I am coming to be associated with Dl'. Spencer, in 
study next year. However, I still retain some hopes of pass-
ing which have not been obliviated by the quantity of red ink 
you have smeared. 
Also, I would like to know how it is that sometimes I get 
for ,a summary "interesting," and when the standings come 
out I get less than 50 %. 
No. 16, 10 :30 CLASS. 
To the Editor of The Tuesday Mourning Pest. 
SIR: I wish, sir, to emphatically condemn the flooded 
conditions of the sidewalks on the campus, sir. There is more 
water, sir, than sidewalk. I repeat it, sir, in the immortal 
words of the poet, one must either sink or swim when one 
goes to one's classes. Are we ducks, sir, or geese, sir, that 
we are thus compelled to imitate their method of locomotion? 
Answer me, sir. I demand an explanation or dry sidewalks. 
Yours, Sir, in the People's Cause, 
Decirest Bubb/es: 
We condemn it, too. 
rest of them 
BUBBLES. 
LcL's keep still and paddle with the 
EDITOR. 
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One Day's Menu 
BREAKFAST 
Shredded Latin Club 
Annex Green Peaches 
Kappa Upsilon Gems 
Scrambled· Union Stunts 
LUNCH 
Alpha Garn Hash 
Ministerial Stude Prunes 
Tumbling Team Rolls 
Ormsby Delicacies 
DINNER 
Dramatic Club Supe 
Theta Phi Lobsters Roasted J. T's 
Half-Baked Burros 
Cabbage Salad al la German Club 
Sigma Tau Nu Pudding 
with Theta Gamma Delta Sauce 
Squeezed Betas 
with Delta Tau Beta Cocktail 
Students Robbed Openly 
McKINNEY BROS. 
ARE PREP ARING FOR THEIR 
Grand Spring Opening 
( Of other people's purses.) 
lVE lVJAJ(E A SPECIALTY OF MAKING MIDNIGHT TRAINS 
If your trunk is going on the 1 :28 A. M. train, don't get it ready till 
12 :00 midnight. 
We are kind and courteous to the most impetuous. 
Freight shipped to all parts of the world. 
McKINNEY BR.OS., 761 Durkee Street 
Wanted: A First,Class Charge 
LARGE MEMBERSHIP AND SALARY REQUIRED 
I have a forceful presence and my delivery is "inflamed oratory on wheels." 
(When I kissed the Blarney Stone I bit out a "hunk.") I am not married, but 
eli gible. I work hard; I will start something which I can't finish. 
Address, Care of The Pest, N. CAULEY. 
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Ads Too Late to be Classified 
WANTED-A cul'e for smiling. Have 
been afflicted all my life and can't 
find a l'emedy. "Something's sure 
to tickle me." Reward if the cure 
is effective. 
MARJORIE SWEETMAN. 
WANTED-A Wright person to go 
into a life partnership. Further 
information if desired. 
LOST-All my patience in trying to 
collect Junior Class dues. Reward 
for retul'n to 
R. BLACKMUN. 
FRENCH TEACHER-Fluent and 
elegant French taught. Lessons as 
long as necessal'y. Will promise 
that you can speak the language if 
) ou live long enough. 
GLADYS ANDREWS. 
HANSONS MITTENS 
Sent Free upon Request. 
See Alice in Wonderland. 
DO YOU WANT SOX? 
JV ell, we have them. 
Beautiful, dazzling, and showy. Come 
in and look 'em over. 
JOE JACKSON 
BROOKS 
TICHENOR 
AESCHLIMANN 
and 
VAN DYKE 
GET YOUR IDEAS PATENTED 
Big rewards offered for good ideas 
other than my own. Independent of 
any trnfit ! 
RUSSELL CHENEY. 
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DO YOU KNOW HOW TO 
FURNISH A HOME? 
We are exerts. 
We have studied the art. 
Terms Reasonable. 
Call at Mothel''s and see us. 
NORTH & BROKAW 
( Inc. for Life.) 
DO YOU WANT TO GO WEST? 
SEE L. PENDELL 
I have a representative in St. Paul 
to see that you get settled. 
Young Girls need not apply. 
STOP! LOOK! LISTEN! 
Do you want Free Rides on Trains? 
I have the never-fail system. 
Write for details. 
STEW WILLI AMS. 
,, 
ii!~r ig14 .Ariel 
"We are not sure of this case yet" 
Absolutely no hope . 
Divorced. No hope of reconciliation 
Getting there in the same old way 
Just a little flirtation . 
Guess if you can 
(ALL VIEWS USED BY SPECIAL PERMISSION) 
/ 
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Class I. 
Class II. 
Class III. 
Class IV. 
Class V. 
Class VI. 
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BLUffERS!! 
Wind-bass 
Sound-producers 
WATCtt OUR 0Eli'81CS 
..... , .... 
1914 
CITIZENS OF APPLETO 
e ·EWAR E,, 
THE f'OX FOR THEM! 
Sl(''.;f l ( I~ <'f (11 I 
- II •1 tfT, C... :..,:,. ~ 
"A.~ Freshmen first we Lawrence hail." 
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MR. HAROLD BARNES 
PRESENTS 
HIMSELF 
In a Heart-Throbbing, Soul-Piercing 
Playette, 
"The Grip of Iron or How I Shake Hands" 
ADMISSION, FIVE CENTS 
Curtain will rise when anyone gets there. 
MR. JAY GRISWOLD 
PRESENTS 
MISS NINA B. COY 
In a delightful, dazzling, dainty, 
dippy, dreamy opera entitled 
'' Absence Makes the Heart Grow Fonder" 
Ad111issio11 by COHJ)Oll 011/y 
22 7 
MR. MERLE MAR 
OF CUBA CITY 
Begs to announce to the theatrical , 
is ready to accept any position offer 
is an opening for a position as a l 
Guaranteed not to be homE 
See the 1914 Ariel for pict1 
ADVERTISEMENT. 
WANTED-A boy to shove scenery. 
APPLE 
The Pest ads bring results 
MR. SEE. SEA. WILCO: 
PRESENTS 
MISS DORIS McKA 1 
In a Stirring Melodrama entitl, 
"The Silent Woman" 
CAST OF CHARACTERS 
The Silent Woman ........ DORIS McK 
The Silent Man ............ PAUL AMUI 
The Villain .............. . H. BUTTON 
The management regrets they have lost 
of other characters. 
ffil1r 1914 Arirl 
GOOD MANNERS AND GOOD FORMS 
Never get to class on time. If you come in late t he class 
can look you over while you are climbing over them. 
Never pay attention to notices read in chapel; they are gen-
erally four days old, anyway. 
It is considered poor form for the professor to be on 
time to his classes. 
It is perfectly proper for a Junior to use a Senior key 
if she doesn't get caught. 
It is very impolite for a teacher to interrupt a conversa-
tion going on during class time. 
Don't throw biscuits at the waiters. It is not their fault 
t hat they are so hard. 
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Oblige the proctors by giving them a chance to show 
their authority. 
Talk as loud as possible in the dining room at Ormsby. 
It aids the digestion. 
If the men are present at Ormsby's famous meals, look 
at them as much as possible. They like it. 
Don't put your feet on the table until the disli'es are 
removed . 
Always eat the hide as well as the stuffing of the pie. 
Always make a noise like a leaky faucet when you eat 
soup. It attracts attention to your good manners. 
In a street car don't let a lady sit on your lap. Rathe1· 
give up your seat. 
• 
• 
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Letters to "The Pest " VYhich 
VY ere Never VY ritten 
THE DYE HOUSE 
Dear Father: 
I-low I wish you had brought me up differently. 
You remember in my last I .told you I was having trouble 
with my speech. Well, now I am tongue-tied, possibly for-
ever, and the Doc says it is all because I have failed to use 
my organs of speech enough to keep them in good working 
order. You will remember that you have always impressed 
upon me the value of silence, until when I reached colle~;e I 
hardly cared to talk at all. For that very reason, I can get 
along· nicely without the use of my voice, but my friends all 
miss it. Yours, 
WALTER. 
I 11 1 Ill I 
2 2 9 
THAT DEAR ORMSB Y HALL 
Dear Bess: 
I have been having such fun this week. I can scarcely 
wait until I tell you about it, and then how you will envy me! 
My week started out with Y. W. Sunday night; that 
always sort of puts me in tune for anything that might fol-
low. The next blessing was one of Miss Carter's "Lovely 
Mothers' Meetings" Monday night. She gave the grandest 
talk on manners. I never realized all my defects quite so 
plainly before, and I am honestly going to try to do better. 
Then Wednesday night, Dr. Shaver led prayer meeting. His 
talk was a perfect inspiration. And to pour the last drop 
into my cup of happiness there was a missionary tea at the 
Methodist church that a bunch of us girls went to. Just 
think of it, Bess! Out every night this week; that is, all 
but three. Your gay and giddy 
LEILA. 
P . S.- Lawrence is the place for the social whirl all right. 
U:I1r 1914 .!\ml 
THETA PHI 1-.lOUSE. 
!)('a /'<'St j\Jol/1(''/'; 
I know you must be surprised to hear from me every 
day, but I have been thinking that I might just as well write 
you to pass away the time. 'fhere is absolutely nothing here 
for a fellow to do. Every afternoon I study my lessons for 
the next day, and get mighty good grades, I tell you. I only 
wish that there were some girls here who were anywhere 
near attractive. I never was much of a fellow to fuss, but 
I get almost desperate at times, wondering what I can do 
for excitement, besides sleep, study, and-do nothing. 
This is a pretty lengthy letter for a fellow of my reti-
cence, so I will say good-bye. Maybe I will write again 
tonight. 
Your loving, dutiful son, 
SPENCER. 
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Dearest Rachel: 
Really, dear, I have tri ed hard to get time to write you, 
but I have been in such a whirl since I came home I have 
not even written to Bert· to thank him for his kindness the 
day I fled from town. Isn 'L he a peach? I grow crazier 
about him every day. 
But to come down to recent history. I have not had a 
minute to myself since I came home. Father met me at the 
station in the car and he say.Ii he has not seen me more than 
two minutes since. I have had a date every afternoon and 
evening, while ;I put in my mornings sleeping. I can simply 
say that I am by far the most popular girl in town. That 
is what Lawrence did for me. Well, I must go; one of the 
boys is waiting down stairs for me. I will tell you all the 
rest when I g·et back to dear old Ormsby Hall. 
Your ever humble room mate, 
HELEN BRAYTON . 
Confessions Made 1n Confidence 
THEY'RE "THE REAL THING." 
Nwne: 
BOYCE 
M. R I CHARDSON 
BISHOP . 
SJMESTER . 
SIMESTER . 
.JEAN DAVIDSON 
MACKIN 
SUTCL!FJ>E 
HARRIS . 
Sad Accident at Waupaca 
LAWRENCE CO-ED APPROACHES WATERY GRAVE 
Rumors have just reached us of a sad accident which 
was narrow ly averted while Miss Hornibi-ook of Ormsby Hall 
was enjoying a vacation at Chain 'o Lakes. While out can-
oeing with a college friend, the son of a prominent boiler-
maker of Appleton, the canoe was overturned and both fell 
into the water. Friends were not on hand to rescue them, 
but both were able to reach the shore safely. They had 
another falling out that night, from which neither of the 
young people has recovered. 
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Idea of Happines.~: 
"A good long sleep." 
"Squelching kids." 
"Box from home." 
"If I can be by him." 
Idea of Misery: 
''If I can't." 
·'Old maid school teache1·." 
"Being alone." 
"An hour with M. L. Spencer." 
"Marriage." 
Co-Ed Slumbers Disturbed by Hoodlums 
ORMSBY GIRLS ABANDON BACK PORCH 
A number of co-eds who come from the airy country 
around Emerald and St. Paul, tiring of the stuffy atmosphere 
of their rooms in Ormsby, took to sleeping out on the porch 
at third floor back. On the morning in question they did 
not arise with the sun. When they would arise they discov-
ered spectators in Science Hall, and were forced to remain 
in bed until they could attract the attention of their com-
panions within. They came to their aid with blankets which 
were held up while these airy creatures crept into a near-by 
window. 
The "Best Light." 
Makes and burns its own gas. 
The C. C. Wilcox Lamp. 
Stop Forgetting! 
The Farley method of Memory 
Training. 
Play Billiai·ds at Home. 
N. Johnson Billiard and Pool Table. 
Conspicuous Nose Por(e)s! 
Use Richardson's Facial Soap. 
Vacuum (Sweeper) Agents. 
Hompe and Wilford. 
ilH1r 1914 Ariel 
How I Succeeded in College 
OR 
My Good Luck in Getting A's 
Ford- By working hard and doing my I 
duty in Y. M. C. A. 
J. North-By giving money to the 
Latin League. 
Simester-A winning smile accom-
plishes much. 
J(lumb- 1 just roll them in. 
TVarfield 
Ringrose }The trouble is we had 
La11ge no luck. 
B erger 
Brokaw-By entertaining the faculty. 
A/e:i:a11der-By giving money to the 
College. 
P. Plantz-My dad is president. 
Cadman- Smiling at Prof. Moore's 
baby. 
Bill Smith-Goodness only knows. 
Boyce- A rolling stone gathers no 
moss. 
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Do You Want to l<-,,aise Your 
Salary? 
Then learn lo drive a car. 
Chcwffe11rs receil•e hi.qher .salarie.~ 
them College Prof es8ors. 
An extended course, including trips 
to Clifton, Oshkos h and Little Chute 
(when father doesn't want the car). 
CARL HAUGEN 
DIRECTOR 
Address Schlafer Hardware Co., 
Appleton, Wi s. 
(I always u~ Sias' Lubricating Oil.) 
Patro11i:::e our ad1•ert iser.q. 
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THE ROAD TO BEAUTY 
- Send 24 stamps to cover complete 
recipes and samples of necessal'y 
mate1·ial. 
Also pictures of great beauties. 
Address: 
REXFORD BAUMAN. 
LOST AND FOUND 
( Pi1•e /'euf,; per yard. No check.~ 
accepted.) 
FOUND-1\Iy ideal woman. 
LEO WHISTON. 
WANTED- Gossip to repeat. 
GRACE WENDT. 
FOUND-In Gladys Grump's laun-
dl'y, one white towel, mal'ked D. F. 
No reward is offered, for ii is gone 
forever. 
WANTED-A hat. 
ARTHUR SKEWES. 
FOUND- An assistant enand run-
ner. MONONA CHENEY. 
WANTED- A date every night. 
JEAN DAVIDSON. 
LOST- Iler balance in a spring mud-
puddle. MRS. LEDWARO. 
LOST The way out of Miss Carter's 
room. DR. MARSH. 
LOST- The way to get thru Law-
rence on two hundred and fifty dol-
lars per year.- Everybody. 
WANTED- An orig-inal opinion. 
MISS CORKHIU,. 
WANTED-Popularity. 
LEO BOHRNSTEDT. 
FOUND- Math teaching not so easy 
as it looks. CHARLES WILCOX. 
LOST- My desire to appear in pub-
lic. DR. ATKINSON. 
HOUSEHOLD HINTS 
Ormsby-Brokaw Bread P11clcli11g. 
Abject apologies to the l\1isses King and Naylor! 
Eg-g-s not consumed at breakfast are 
remelted and diluted with milk, a lit-
tle sour, sweetened with the maple 
sug-ar formed by the crystallization of 
left-over sirup. Sicken the mixture 
with chunks of brittle or leathery 
toast as desired and season with any-
thing ripe with age. Pour into a 
number of baking pans and heat thor-
oughly over a cold fire. Serve to one 
hundred sixty disdainful damsels. 
Carefully preserve the remains for 
next time. 
Club Sandwich. 
Pul betwC>en two thick layers of 
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concentrated cramming (which is a 
"birds-eye view of sordid situation"), 
two headaches dampened with a towel 
soaked in ice water, three generous 
pinches of grouch, two and one-half 
fat novels to be read in one hour, and 
a four thousand word paper unwrit-
ten. Gamish the whole with a few 
green sprigs of ignorance. This is 
most effective when served between 
the hours of 8 :00 P. M. and 2 :00 A. M. 
and is splendid as an appetizer for a 
"lit" quiz beaten stiff. 
THETA GAMMA DEL TA 
begs to announce that their pledp:e 
list is now open. They offer the fol-
lowing advantages: 
They are going to hm•e a sorority 
house (never) 
They need YOU. 
They have no fus.~i11g at their 
var ties. 
READ THE TUESDAY MOURN-
ING PEST! 
Contains all of the Latest News. 
Our Want Ads bring Results. 
Published every once in a while. 
numages- F'ifty cents per ceHlury. 
TIIE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST 
BECOME A FUSSER 
No person can afford to be without 
this course. 
Would you adopt the most attract-
ive profession open to everyone to-
day-a profession that will be of ad-
vantage to you whether you practice 
it or not? 
Then let us teach you to become a 
fusser. 
ROSS-WHITE CO. 
FLUNK 
The Be.~t Game 
Flunk has become the most notice-
able and unpopular game in Law-
rence. Merit alone has won it this 
position. Played with carefully scrib-
Lled quiz papers beautifully red-inked. 
There are rules for Flunk that make I 
it easy for Al or C students. 
Free to All. 
SPENCER-MULLENIX CO. 
Movies on Week Nights Requires 
a Senior Key. 
"There's a Reason." 
BOYCE-FAVILLE CO. 
HOUSEHOLD HINTS 
Grinds' Divinity. 
Take five difficult lessons to pre-
pate, mix well, with a superhuman 
ability to concentrate. Flavor with 
the essence of pleasure given up and 
you have the most temptin11: dish im-
aginable. 
Fussers' Pudding. 
Take a pretty girl and an attentive 
admirer, add a troll lasting a long 
time which seems unbelievably short. 
Mix in a few moonbeams and a com-
fo1 table bench on the river bank. Af-
ter the mixture has boiled ten minutes 
pour in the realization that the dormi-
tory doors have been closed fifteen 
minutes and the damsel has no key. 
You will find this the most acceptable 
dish you can offer young people. 
Sqnelch Su11dae. 
Take a room full of girls at 11 :00 
P. M., let remain for ten minutes. 
Add a chafing dish caught fire mixed I 
well with screams unprepared. Sprin-
klP with flashlights if desired. Serve 
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with a grouchy proctor, undiluted, and 
four nights in. 
THE LOCK-IN CURE 
Por '1'nssers 
and Noise Contributo1·s. 
A scientific treatment which has 
cured about three out of one hundred 
in the past six years. Administered 
by crabbed, non-fusser, revengeful 
expert , at House Council Institutes 
only. 
For full particulars, write to 
Rooms ;24 and 58. 
AUTOMOBILE TOURS 
Trips a)l(l circnmstances made lo 
order. 
BERGER-STROUD TOUR CO. 
BE HUMOROUS 
llal'e Your Own Witt. 
Learn how lo entice Witt to your-
$elf. I lnve had experience and suc-
cess and can teach :,.ou how. 
Yours for humor, 
PAULINE GILJ.P.SPIE. 
THE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST 
(Political ad. authorized and paid 
for by Della Iota.) 
Do You Want to be 
Governor? 
Tlic11 Join Delta Iota, for: 
We own this school! 
We control the senate! 
We can put you in off'tce! 
RUSHING COMMITTEE 
Sias, Bohrnstedt, McCLcncg-
han, Kellner, Haugen 
Company 
ON CORPORA TED) 
(Our perfected methods won 
seventeen last year.) 
(Political ad. authorized and paid 
fo1· by Beta Sigma Phi.) 
Join Our Frat 
We own the Glee Club. 
We own Bauman. 
We own the "Tippet Triplets." 
What more could one own? 
Brooks & Bennett 
ADVERTISING AGENTS 
Mr. -- - --, a reporter of the I 
Tuesday Mourning Pest, secured the 
following interviews on the Senior 
moustaches for exclusive publication 
in this paper: 
Z. A. Smith: "Those Senior mous-
taches tickle me." 
Theo. North: "It is pretty hard on 
the young· ones." 
Vera Cass: "The unsanitary things.'' 
Willard Ford: "A good custom to 
start, I think." 
Paul McKinney: "Faint tokens of the 
approaching dawn of manhood." 
Maud Simester: "Nie Simon looks 
real cute in his" (?) 
Senior Class: "A grand fizzle." 
Amos Lawrence (deceased): "Rather 
forced affairs." 
May Roderick: "Aren't they hideous?'' 
Freshman Class: "Something to 
strive for.'' 
Rev. Shaver: "It makes me look more 
distinguished." 
Ellen Faville (tee hee) : ''Oh! I don't 
know. I absolutely refuse to be in-
terviewed on the subject." 
VAN DYKE RUNS PENT ATHA-
LON IN GOOD SHAPE 
Due to the eff'tcient management of 
Henry Button Van Dyke, Chief Clerk 
of the Hurdle Removing Committee, 
the Pentathlon this year was one of 
the most successful ones that has 
taken place in years. Mr. Van Dyke 
was everywhere at once, assisting in 
every possible manner. It is certainly 
a pleasure to see a student put his 
heart and "sole" into his work, and 
the gentleman from Kansas is to be I 
cong-ratulated upon the example he 
has set. 
(Political ad. authorized and paid 
for by Theta Phi.) 
Wanted! Freshn1en! 
Do you want to attain high scholar-
ship? 
Do you want to be successful? 
Do you want to lead society? 
Then .Join Theta Phi. 
See Lawrentian for April 22, HH2, 
for plans of our new $70,000 .frat 
house. 
DICK WHITE 
Recruiting Officer. 
(Political ad. authorized and paid 
for by Lawrence Union.) 
Kill the Frats ! ! 
The Lawrence Onion 
will save this school. 
Get back to Nature and the Simple 
Life. We dance Captain Jinks and 
the Virginia Reel. 
We do not rush! 
COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP 
EVERYBODY 
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The Winged Message 
Most Said in Least Time. 
Cadman Telefellow Co. 
The Everstick 
The only invisible rubber in exist-
ence. 
Local Agent---KUND E 
Keep Your Razor 
Sharp 
USE 
SIAS' LUBRICATING OILS 
Guaranteed Smooth Talking! 
TANGLEFOOT GETS PROCTORS 
Sticky Plot Siicceecls in Brokaw. 
While Doctor Naylor and the other 
"powers that be" at Brokaw were 
away at the Y. M. C. A. Convention 
at Eau Claire, McClelland and 
Nichols decided to test the efficiency 
of the proctor system. Accordingly, 
they put several sheets of tanglefoot 
before the door of the room of Presi-
dent Scott of the House Council. This 
task being completed they proceeded 
down the hall to a safe place. A great 
hubbub ensued. President Scott and 
Proctor Vandehei sprang from their 
beds and, as was their wont, threw 
open the door and charged down the 
hall after the evil doers, incidentally 
taking the tanglefoot with them. Be-
ing handicapped by the presence of 
the sticky material, they were unable 
to overtake their tormentors. Quiet 
was soon restored, and except for a 
few snickers here and there, nothing 
was heard but the noise made by 
President Scott and Proctor Vandehei 
as they endeavored to remove the 
tanglefoot from their persons. 
TO THOSE WHO GET WARM IN 
THE LIBRARY. 
Mr . Shaver. 
I thought you knew that we do not 
like sweaters without coats in the 
library. Please wear your coat here. 
Very truly, 
Z. A. SMITH. 
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Spencer's Heating 
System 
Temperature kept low all times of 
the year. 
For full particulars, 
SEE 
Fresh1nan Class 
1916 
The A .. dvantages of 
Drinking 
Demonstrated by 
McC1·ay's Cocoa. 
Mede-McCray Co. 
( IN CO RPO RATED) 
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THE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST 
Weaver & Mitchell 
The Most Artistic Place 
in Brokaw for a Svread 
All conveniences close at hand. 
Bring your ladies. 
Chaperones not provided. 
"Lock ins" Guaranteed. 
An tics in Antiques 
Some things that have given the 
American Dealer a jolt. 
Disvlayecl UJJ011 1·eq11(!st by 
Prof. Youtz 
Miss Carter 
Kunde 
ARIEL BOARD MAKES HUGE 
PROFITS 
Members Amply Repaid for Their 
Strenuous vV ork. 
By the latest figures from the Busi-
ness Manager, the Ariel Board will 
clear over one dollar and twenty-eight 
cents ($1.28). There will be about 
eight cents left over in the stamp de-
partment, which will bring the grand 
total up to one dollar and thirty-six 
cents. The budget of the expenditures 
of this amount will be as follows: 
Ice cream for Board ..... $1.30 
Class Treasury . . . . . . . . . .08 
Total ................ $1.38 
(Published for the benefit of the 
Student Senate.) 
ATTEMPTED ASSASINATION 
Chief Robe1·ts' Life Attemvted by 
Means of S1tlvhuric Acid Bomb. 
Chester Roberts, '12, while acting 
as assistant in the chemistry depart-
ment, was almost despatched via the 
sulphuric acid route. His presence 
had become obnoxious to certain of 
the first-year people, and what was 
evidently a deep-laid plot all but suc-
ceeded in putting him out of the way. 
One of the conspirators crept up be-
hind him and poured a test tube of 
sulphuric acid clown his neck. Mr. 
Roberts recovered, however, and most 
magnanimously declined to prosecute 
the perpetrators of this plotted deed. 
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LESSONS 
IN 
PHYSICAL CULTURE 
For a thorough t1·aining of all muscles 
at one time, try 
Winner's Method 
I give all the latest artistic poses. 
Lung development a specialty. 
Winner 
The Noise Producer 
Repairs Needed 
Doors, Roof and Veranda. 
Theta Phi Hoiise. 
Patent Your Ideas 
$9,000 offered for original ones. 
' ltlliiilHI 
RUSSELL CHENEY 
Advance Agenl 
THE TUESDAY MOU R NING PEST 
You Can Weigh Exactly 
What You Should Weigh 
I can build i1p your heart action 
an d extend your walk ing ab ility. 
Write for booklet. 
F R AN CES NAUMAN. 
Docs Your Hair Fall 
Out? 
Try My Prohibition Hair 
Tonic 
G11aranteecl Not to Contain 
Alcohol or Spirits. 
T estimon ials from Spencer Wood-
worth and many of the Faculty. 
I t does the work. 
RAYMOND CRAEMER 
Dealer in Junk 
I pay highest market p r ices for old 
br ass and t in medals, and other junk. 
I also keep on han d a lot of 
Second Hand Athletic 
Records 
For Sale Cheap! 
E . ABRAH AMSON. 
Matrimonial Bureau 
Give Us a Trial 
We have on hand a n assor ted lot 
of material su itab le for all men. Our 1...--------------- man ager has had wide experience. 
The editor regrets that the manage-
ment was not successful in placing the 
above picture in the section entitled 
"The Manied an d N ear Married." 
It belongs to Class III, " Divorced, 
with no hope of reconciliation." In-
asmuch as the above gentleman in the 
picture was so keenly disappointed in 
not being put in his proper class, we 
have gone to the expense of giving 
him special notice. 
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OR MSBY H ALL. 
M. E. C ARTER, 
Chief Directress and Ma11ager. 
ARE YOU A SOCIALIST ? 
If not, com e and l isten to one of my 
insp iring recitations and be con-
vinced. 
Admission free. 
STEW WILLIAMS. 
THE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST 
(Political ad. a uthol'ized and paid 
fol' by Sigma Tau Nu.) 
LET SIGMA TAU NU START 
YOU WRONG! 
We have a man who attends dances. 
Add1·ess invitation s to the lodge. 
Winnel' wou ld get them anyway. 
We arc affiliated with the Brewel's' 
Association. 
We get it free. 
We are the hot ail' shooters. 
We make boys out of men. 
C. M. PORS 
SOLE PROPRIETOR 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Alpha Delta Phi 
Begs Lo announce that their pledge I 
li st is now open for signatures. They 
offel' the .following 
INDUCEMENTS: 
They lia-i1e a chapter 011 each plcuzct. 
Thry hane a coat-of-arms . 
They are the best! 
ANOTHER LAWRENCE MAN A 
FLOOD VICTIM 
Loses Equilibrium and ll'els His 
Clothillg-Friends and Relatii1es 
Very Prompt in Relief Work. 
Rev. Al'thur Johnson, '15, of Apple-
ton, went through a hair-wetting ex-
perience, and incidentally through a 
sheet of rubber ice, while awaiting a 
train at Minnesota Junction during 
his activities as spiritual advisor to 
the Glee Club. Rev. Johnson, while 
pursuing his labors in that capacity, 
endeavored to cross a small body of 
water, and thinking that all would be 
well if he but trusted in the ice, he 
ran down to the ice's edge and started 
hi s sliding enand of mercy across the 
pond. When at about the middle of 
the pond the ice and his faith gave 
out, and he did St. Peter one better by 
going in head first. His friends 
quickly rescued him and relatives 
were gfad to contl'ibute clothing. He 
was able to continue his wol'k without 
sel'ious intenuption. 
We look not in vain for the hand of 
Providence in thi s event. The depth 
of the water was such (two feet) that 
his li fe was not at any time in dan-
ger. His efficiency as a worker has 
been greatly increased, for where ou1· 
Baptist breth1·en fol'merly were loath 
to take his advice, they will now re-
ceive him and his admonitions gladly. 
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KA PP A UPSILON 
Takes gTeai p leasure in announcing 
the publication of their 
Catalogue of Spring 
Sty]es 
fJ irect from Pcll'i~. 
Come ear ly and see Lhe Living 
Models on exhibiti on anywhere. 
ALPHA GAMMA PHI 
ANNOUNCES THE 
Spring Opening 
Of their shop on Alton Street. 
A. JOIINSON 
JANITOR 
Proceeds go towards coercing 
Freshmen. 
TUE TUESDAY MOURNING PEST 
EXERCISE THE MUSCLES 
OF THE FACE! 
Restore Youthful 
Expression 
BOOKLET FREE 
PROF. ROGERS 
182 WIGLEY . TREET 
SPRATT'S 
Slan1 Proof Hides 
For Sale by any 
Dealer 
Last Longest : : Stand Most 
Try 'em! 
DE WITT TO COACH FOOTBALL 
NEXT YEAR 
Pro111i11e11t Co-ed of Lawre11ce A11-
1101111ces the Good News. 
A prominent co-ed of Lawrence 
College has given an exclusive inter-
view to a reporter of The Pest to the 
effect that Coach De Witt would coach 
football here next year. Earlier in 
the season it was rumored that the 
coach would leave for larger fields, 
but according to this authentic infor-
mation given by one who is so close 
to the inner workings of the athletic 
department, the students are to be 
honored by his services next year. 
The Pest congratulates Mr. De Witt. 
NOISE FACTORY IN ARMORY 
RIVALS BROKAW HALL 
Chicken Show on Febr11ary 20-28 
Makes Much Noise Which ls At-
tributed to Brokaw by Natives. 
On February 20-23 the Fox River 
Valley Poultry Association held its 
first annual show at the Armory in 
Appleton, with much talk and a great 
amount of cackling and other noises. 
Residents of the city of Appleton 
were drawn to the locality by this 
noise and were heard to remark, "My! 
those fellows over in Brokaw make a 
lot of noise." 
~-10 
SHAVER'S 
SHA YING SOAP 
Solves big Troubles. 
One Trial will 
Convince! 
SEE EUROPE 
ON A MOTORCYCLE 
For Full Particulars Address 
P. & K. DICKINSON 
APPLLffON, WIS. 
Mr. Charles M. Pors of Marshfield, 
lhe energetic ( ?) and hustling (never) 
business manager of the 1914 Ariel, 
has decided not to enter business at 
Dollar Bay, Mich. 
ENGAGEMENTS ANNOUNCED 
Dr. Plantz takes great pleasure in 
announcing the engagement of Karl 
Moritz as resident jack-of-all-trades 
in the college. 
Alpha Delta Phi and Delta Iota an-
nounce the engagement of Miss Hester 
Cotton and Leigh Wolfe for a dinner 
at the Menasha Hotel next Sunday. 
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~be ~otial Wbirl 
The admirers of the Lawrence Glee 
Club will be sorry to learn that John 
Alexander and Duane Lange have 
handed in their resignation. The Club 
is almost demoralized with grief. 
Rev. Norman Cawley spent the 
week-end at Oconto Falls, where for 
a short time he was a guest of Miss 
Elsie Plantz. 
Gladys Hyde ente1-tained all her 
friends (that would come) at a din-
ner party. Everyone present reported 
a delightful time. 
Emmett Brooks spent Sunday, Mon-
day, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
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Friday, Saturday, etc., with .friends 
at New London. 
Misses Maud Spear and Florence 
Thomas beg to announce their ina-
bility to obtain any photographs of 
themselves for the Ariel. 
Society was recently taken by 
storm when Miss Irma Hard, the 
"dark horse" basso reliefo, gave her 
recital in the Third Street Conserva-
tory. Her repertoire consisted of 
many classics, ranging from "The 
Soul Kiss" to "Everybody's Doing It." 
All are anxiously ( ?) awaiting her 
next appearance. 
llll1r HIM Arirl 
LETTERS TO DOCTOR PLANTZ 
President Pla11 lz : 
Could you kindly humor our little Buiton in his 
despondent moods, and u1 ge him not to overstudy? 
Yours respectfully, 
M11. VAN DYKE. 
Sleepy Eye, Minn. 
D ear Doctor: 
We hearn as how Willaim has taken up this here weakly 
Larenchun work. Naow Willaim aint overly strong and 
goodness knows he has got enough on his mind already what 
with his girls and football. 
w. H. SMITH. 
R e·v. Dr. Plantz: 
We are entrusting to your care a beautifully womanly 
character which we trust will be appreciated. Kindly see 
that Merle is not allowed to sit on the floor in Mothers' meet-
ings for she is not adapted to this . 
shy and retiring we fear he may be very lonely. 
Very truly yours, 
MRS. WITTMAN. 
My Dear Dr.: 
You will find I fear that Ve1·onica will need some re-
straint. She is nervou!' and very much inclined to put more 
energy than she can afford on church work and studies. We 
want her social nature to be developed. 
Dr. Sc111wel Pla11l z. 
Dear Sir: 
Respectfully, 
MR. GREEN. 
Could your daughter or some faculty lady please give 
Estelle a liiile word or two of advice in regard to the styles 
of dress. We do not wish her to be out of date. 
Yours truly, 
MR. BERGER. 
Dear Dr. Pla11l z: 
MRS. McCRAY, Green Lake, Wi s. Could you use your inOuence on Arthur and endeavor 
Dear Dr. Plantz: 
Will you please see that Arthur meets some of the inter-
esting young people of the college and the town. He is so 
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to persuade him to use his hat? Ile is liable to catch cold 
and I fear his hair will fade. 
Very truly, 
Mrrs. SKEWES. 
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FAMILIAR QUOT A TIO NS 
~~~tiir~~-,7,1:::'5;mJ>»3il~TJ~.JiJlci-17~TJg;;3il='%jlii=~dl=1Liia,:=,;,;-.,,:dWlri,;-17~TJ~3iJ~-ng;;3il~tiii~~lii~, lll-~~~~2'~~ """d'2'~~~2~= '~~ [{["~Ci.~&.!WJ~2'~'.'?J~2'.;{iC"?]~~~=tp ~ Jean Davidson: "I thought I'd bust." Miss Smith: "The school library is for fussing-not,IJ 
lli~ May Claridge: "Why, don't you know-_-?" studying. I think everyone should know that by • " 
this time." I] Irwin Witthuhn: "Is that so?" 11. Monona Cheney: "I wonder if Miss Carter wants any-
Professor Moore: "Cast yom· eyes southward." thing." 
~
~1· lw~ ~ Frances Ostergren: "Shoore." Professor Farley: "Now for a concrete case." "Stick ~ Willard Ford: "Why doesn't he ask rne?" to the point!" ~. ! 
Miss Corkhill: "We will continue from this point to- ~", 
Miss Carter: "Now I am sure that no one of my girls morrow. 
Professor Rufr': "Don't get sassy! I guess the profes-
~I would even think"-etc. ~~ Ormsby Hall Bulletin: "Mothers' meeting tonight. sors in this school know as much as the students." 
I~~ Roll call." · Professor Gerechter: "Ladies, ladies, dis is · no time 1~,~!~l Professor Bagg: "Why, I could show you a place-. fo1· fun making." I have spent days digging out those beautiful fossil fish scales." Doctor Naylor: "Now let all sing hymn number-" 
~ Harry James: " I wish I had time to go fussing Haugen: "I'll have to get someone to break these shoes ~ID lli~ tonight." in for me." ~ 
~ Freshman Cawley: "There must be some mistake. I'm Professor Bushnell: "These great social problems-" ~ID 
lli~ not married." Miss Eddy: "N'est-ce pas?" ~ 
~k=~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J 
~:el ~ ' ~="JJJ~ ~~(lt"=il'i ~ "'7][{["~ ~ "'7] ~~ [{[":.m1 ~ "'7][{["~ ~ "'7][tr=<l'i  SJ~[¥'~~ <C:,..~~ 
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FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS 
ltf'~'iilt&=,u,»iillcii~,,J:>»iilta:--w~::m~iilLcii:17_,,,~:m~iilt&17~,,~.lL~~)~:mJ:>»iillrii=,,~iilli,i:;.,=~F(ig;~,,J:>»iillriii17~,,~iil1n~1 r~~':"']~~~~2'~~~2'~~~2~~~~~2'~'.'?!J~=:"?!)[11::!lla(l<~d'.iijj~~"?!J~2'=:~~ 
I 
De Wilt (very deliberately) : "There will Le a basket- Maud Simester: "What's the use of lab at 9 :30 when 1· 
ball game tonight." "We can dispense with these I want to go walking with him?" I 
witticisms." Charles Wilcox: "I'll never teach a mathematics prac- ~ 
Professor Youtz: "Now look here!" tice class again as long as I live." ~ ~ 
I Professor Mullenix: "Now let me get back to my n0out:~11.': Joe Jackson (coming in from fussing, meditatively): ~1~~~S Professor Trever (with great emphasis): ' ·You ,., " "My, but she has strong arms.'' 8'1 to know that.'' Gladys Andrews: "Bold hussy!" Professor Spencer: "Howevah, youah woik is much Ella Jackson: ''I'm so tired and I was so mad at 
I~ bettah. Ah'll give youah fohty-eight." Petebus." IL£~w~ 11.i Professot' On: "That's it.'' Ellen Faville: "Oh dear!" ~ I Professor Garns: "I just wish to announce - - -." Eugene Colvin: "Hope you choke!" I Professor Atkinson: "Louder! Louder!! Don't every- Professor Treat : "M-m, yes! Now what do you think • 
I 
body speak at once." of t hat?" 1· ~ Marion Richardson: "I'll ask Dorothy.'' Florence Oberg: "The color didn't leave my cheek." I I Ida Mackin: "Don't you think so?" Mabel Owens (rushing madly out into the hall every ~ 
~ ~ Grace Wendt (contradicting): "No! Tt was this way." time the bell rin11:s): "Say, was that the mai l?" ~ ~ 
~iL~li,i:;.,~~~~?~iiJ(ii:;.,~~~li,i:;.,.J/)i!j.e,;-,P~~.J/!i!>.e,;"P~~~@~iil~.Jl!'!>.e;"P-::..i::l~~iil~@~iil~~iilrn; 11 
~[11::;.,<i'i 5  ~[11:::.<i'i ~~(l[~CL~d'.~[11::~Q~""?jc=,,,JJyn, ~[11::~Q~(t:E] =-. ~~  ,r ~~t. 
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JUST OFF THE PRESS 
~~:~ 
"Rexall's Hair Tonic. " A hair-raising melodrama by 
Woodworth. 
"Slipping It Over on Dl'. Sammy." A botanical tl'eatise by 
Remely and Bauman, collaborators. 
Testimonial: "We have read the book, and havin~ 
fol'merly covered the ground ourselves, pronounce it 
without an equal. We only wish it had been printed 
before."-Tippet and Colby. 
''Six months With a Circus," or "Selling R ed Lemonade," by 
Mary Harris. 
''How to Fool 'Em," or "The Silent Fusser," a scientific ex-
planation of the methods of slipping out the side door 
silently; supplied with full chronological tables (time 
tables). By Fred Arndt, P. D. Q. 
"Self-Satisfaction: Its Benefits and Use," by Elliott Zekind. 
"Helpful Hints on Entertaining: They Have Worked and 
They Will Work Again." Practical demonstrations 
every Sunday noon at Ormsby and every afternoon at 
other places. Apply to Wray and Ross, inc. 
24(; 
"Sour Grapes," or "We're Not Running a Boarding House." 
Theta Phi, Beta, and Sigma Tau Nu Frats. Published 
May 1, 1912. 
"Chasing a Basketball in Its Native Haunts." A whoop of 
despair in nine wails. Ask Wettengel for details. 
"Chickens: Their Haunts and Habits," by White and Lange. 
"The Ups and Downs of a Pug," by Bess Williams. 
"Meddlesome Sing-Song," a light ariel fantasy by Lowe. 
"Elementary Physics." Containing chapters on Hydraulics 
and Light, by Plummer and Day, and a special section 
devoted to Levers, answering such problems as the fol-
lowing·: Can Ruth or Ethel Tippet? If the Leander 
Choate should sink could a safety razor? 
SONGS 
"Knock-wood" (reversed). A forceful and continuous ballad 
by George Russell. 
"What Does One Do With a Girl in the House?" Frantic 
trio by the Tippet Bros. 
" BOYS VVILL BE BOYS " 
A Farce in O ne Act 
(Written especially for The Pest.) 
Place-Miss Corkhil/'s recitcition room. 
Time-4:45 P. M. (Volley ball game schec/11/ecl at 
five o'clock.) 
D,·arnatis Personnae-The Faculty of Lawre11ce College 
in meeting assembled. 
DR. PLANTZ (Comes in five minutes late, with his coal 
on wrong side out. Raps violently on the table) : "Th~ 
meeting will please come to order!" 
VOICES: "I move we adjourn." 
Mo1rn VOICES: "I second it." 
Miss CARTER: "My dear Mr. Chairman, I rise to a deli-
cate point of parliamentary procedure-" 
DR. PLANTZ (suddenly interrupting): "Canied-Er no, 
I sustain the point. We have a very important malter to 
bring up this afternoon . We have received a demand from 
Mr. George Russell that we paint the flag-pole on Main Hall. 
What do you wish to do about it?" 
:l lfi 
DR. NAYLOR (glancing toward the gym): "I want to be 
Captain tonight. I move that we adjourn." 
Miss CoRKHILL: "This is a solemn occasion. I suggest 
the Doctor calm down, inasmuch as this is a lofty matter." 
DR. PLANTZ: "Well, inasmuch as it was demanded we 
have no choice in the matter but to proceed at once. Are 
there any suggestions as to colors?" 
DR. MOORE: "Well, dear little Lizzie does love to wave 
her childish hands at barber poles. I suggest that the pole 
be thus painted. I move we adjourn." 
DR. SPENCER : "Wall, Ah'd like tuh knoaw, who 'ahs 
running this school, Lizzie oah Mistah Wussell? This mat-
tah, Suh, is of great impawtance, and Ah cawn't see, Suh, 
why----
Dn. TREVER: "Speaking of balls, I think that it is time 
to play volley ball." 
UNKNOWN VOICE: "Stick to the point!" 
Mrss CARTER: "I would like to suggest,-it is only a 
suggestion, but one worthy of consideration, that the flag-
pole be painted a delicate sky-blue to match the heavens 
above." 
PROF. BAGG: "Now, when I was down in Mexico collect-
ing datar, I--" 
PROF. ORR: "This is all very interesting, but I fear that 
. the flag-pole,-or, no, I mean the discussion, is soaring 
above us." 
PROF. ROGERS (winding his watch) : "It is getting late. 
Let's call for volunteers." 
PROF. NAYLOR (indignantly): "I said I was Captain 
once. I-I-I, you,-you !-" 
DR. PLANTZ: "I call for volunteers to paint the flag-
pole." 
Dead silence. Everyone looks towards the gym. 
DR. ATKINSON: "When I was but a little boy, 
I loved to climb the trees, 
And now that I'm a great big man 
I do just as I please-about painting 
the flag-pole." 
DR. BUSHNELL: "This is a great burning question of 
the day, and I think afte1· due consideration, I can aid my 
country in no better way. I therefore volunteer." 
' 
2-17 
DR. WRIGHT: "The Latin League will send one repre-
sentative to aid in this great work." 
OLLIE MEADE (coming in late, with his watch in his 
hand) : "Hurry up, boys! It is nearly time-" 
DR. PLANTZ: "Mr. Meade, er no, I mean Oley, you 
come to order." 
PROF. RUFF: "Vell, chentlemen, vat in de vorld ! How 
vill ve get up de1·, anyways?" 
PROF. MOORE: '"'Well, my Lizzie is pretty good at get-
ting people up, and I will just bring her over--" 
Dismal g1·oans jrom everybody. 
MISS CORK HILL: "If I might be allowed to say a few 
words, I would suggest that if Mr. Russell wants the flag-
pole painted, let him do it himself." 
Stampede towards the door. Several voices heard in 
the uproar: "You be on my side." "Oh, go on, who lost the 
game the last time for us?" Voices die away in the direc-
tion of the gym. 
Miss Carter and Miss Corkhi ll look around and sigh. 
Mrss CARTER: "Boys will be boys." 
C!Lurtain 
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Uncle Rastus: "Yes, Dinah, sense Ah's bin up dere in-
spectin' <lat Law'ence Cemeta'y Ah's come to <le exclusion 
<lat if we's gwine to gib our Ma'y Liza an' Moses de highah 
cultshaw, de fust t'ing fo' to do is to jine 'em to de greased 
Jettah lodges." 
Aunt Dinah: "Fo' de Ian' sakes, Rastus, do be mo' 
pacific an' splain yo'self. Ah doan knows a greased lettah 
lodge frum a basket of chips." 
Uncle Rastus: "W'y, dey's a sort o' cross between a 
Y. W. C. A. an' de Labor Union an' de Elks' lodge. Up dere 
dey calls deyselves flatori tes an' saternities, de fo'mer bein' 
fo' de sternah sect an' de lattah fo' de wimmen folks. 
"But to presume whar Ah was disrupted, dem lodges am 
full ob de highah cultshaw. Now take our Mose, fo' instance. 
All de studies in de cemeta'y, frum orthodoxy to gastronomi-
cal progressions, couldn't larn <lat boy not to spill his gravy 
all ovah hisself an' not ter stir his coffee wid his knife. But 
Ah insures yo' <lat one month ob congregatin' wid de flater-
nity dey calls De Eyes would make a cauliflowah outen a 
cabbage an' a gentleman outen <lat young Mose. W'y, dey 
tole me up dere <lat w'en he fust come, a fellah by de name 
ob Sampson was about as polished as a fried aig. He'd nevah 
had no cultivatin' nor even plowin'. Well, De Eyes jined 
him an' now he's de berry cream ob sassiety in de cemeta'y. 
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In fac' all ob De Eyes am swells an' dey house what dey lives 
in vindicates it. Dis house dissemble de White House berry 
much, in color. Furdemo', De Eyes am politicians ob de 
fust watah, dey ain't a t'ing about gTaftin' <lat dey <loan 
know an' de way dey runs fo' offices in <lat cemeta'y am some-
thin' sublime. Ob co're, dey comes out de little end ob de 
horn occasionally-bein' as dey's nuttin' but humans." 
Aunt Dinah: "Yas, Rastus, Ah's berry much in favah 
ob jining Moses to De Eyes an' yo' bettah make an appliance 
fo' membahship to 'em right away. Howsomeevah, Ah's mo' 
anxious fo' Mose to go to Sunday School dan Ah am fo' to 
have him be a politician." 
Uncle Rastus: "Well, den dere's annudder flatority dat's 
noted fo' its religion. W'y, one ob der fellahs by de name 
ob Ford am de beny Jibing image ob our preacher, Brudder 
Johnston. W'y, dis Ford am so pious <lat his face fairly 
eradicates religion. An' de whole kit an' kerboodle am berry 
lak <lat mo' or less. Dey all hab strong principleh, dey all 
am firm believahs in matrimony an' dey lives it out in der 
daily lives." 
Aunt Dinah: "Yas, ob co'se we wants Mose to be 
'ligious an' all dat, but Ah wants him jes' bad enuf to be 
human-lak." 
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Uncle Rastus: "Sholy, sholy-an' dey's a flatority at de 
cemeta'y dat 'spressly supplies dat element. Dey's jes wicked 
enuf to be berry spicy an' de fac' dat de president ob de 
cemeta'y belongs to this lodge am de barbed wiah fence dat 
keeps dem in de straight an' nanow way. Ob co'se some-
times one ob dem wanders frum de fold, fur instance dey 
say <lat Cha'les Wilcox smoked once." 
Aunt Dinah: "Rastus, how many times hab Ah tole yo' 
not to believe eberyt'ing yo' hears. Maybe dis pore boy jes' 
tried to larn an' neber succeeded. Bless his soul!" 
Uncle Rastus: "As Ah's about to remark, when yo' in-
terpolated me, Mose mus' be wid boys what am careful ob 
dere close an' dere language. Now dey wac one mo' ob dem 
greased lettah lodges dat had de nicest, mos' ladylike boys 
Ah ever seed. W'y, one ob dem dat dey called Bauman 
spends all his spare time jes' washin', breshin', an' combin'. 
Ah tells yo', Dinah, when dat boy grows up he will be a 
monumunt to Ivory Soap." 
"Ob co'se all dese lodges hab dere drawbacks. Fur in-
stance, in spite ob de Methodis' atmosphere dat percolates 
dat cemeta'y, Ah heard de mos' scandalous reports ob how 
sometimes some ob de e boys fall frum grace so far as to 
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stub de light fantastic toe. But den, Ah doan 'spose once or 
twice would hurt 'em. Den agin, one ob dese lodges hab a 
actres named Watson an' ob co'se we doan want Mose fo' to 
'sociate wid no actresses." 
Aunt Dinah: "Well, Rastus, Mose shall jine hisself to 
dese flatorities fo' sho'. But now de infernal feminine in 
me demands dat yo' 'cuss de saternities. Ah sholy wants 
Ma'y Liza to jine sever'! ob dem." 
Uncle Rastus: "Yas, indeedy ! an' dat will be berry 
easy fo' her. W'y, dere's one ob dem saternities dat takes 
in ebery body in de United States. Ah reckon dat's w'y dey 
calls it de Nashunal; anyway, Ah lak dat patriotic spirit." 
"An' all ob dese wimmen's lodges am so berry kind to 
de pore fresh girls, 'hurryin' 'em,' am what dey calls it. Ah 
t'ink dey does everyt'ing to make 'em comfortable an' happy 
an' all becuz dey am dat lovin' <lat dey cain't help bein' nice 
to 'em. Ah knows yo' will libel me a statumental liah when 
Ah tells yo' dat a certain Ida Mackin, ob de lodge wid a 
snake on its badge, done spent de whole ob fifteen cents one 
month jes' 'hurryin'' some girls. Dis snake lodge am ex-
tinguished 'specially by two things-der hair an' de Y. W. 
C. T. U. President. Ah nevah seed so much hair anywhere's 
'ceptin' in de city store. Ah sholy would lak Ma'y Liza fo' 
to acquiah hair lak dem girls. An' dere close! W'y, Ah 
'specs dey am imported straight frum S~ear an' Hoeback 
dey sef." 
Aunt Dinah: "Yas, yas, but ef her intelleck am gwine 
to be deviloped she mus' also be wid de berry smartes' g'irls 
in de cemeta'y." 
Uncle Rastus: "Bress yo' soul-dere's one <lat can sup-
ply de brains. Ah disremembah de name, but de ca'ys mo' 
tooks around where dey goes dan yo' eber seed in yo' life. 
An' dey's dat brillyunt dat dey neber studies at all an' dere 
teachahs dey marks dere iessons way up to C. 
"Den dey's anudder saternity dat hab de honor ob habing 
part ob de faculty ob de cemeta'y keepin' comp'ny wid a girl 
dey calls Peg. De res' of dat lodge am a berry varigated 
'sortment; dey strongly 'minds me ob dat 37 variety pickles 
sign down in de lowah pasture." 
Aunt Dinah: "How 'bout de drawbacks ob de saterni-
ties? Eben wimmen folks hab dere faults, Ah mus' confess. 
Uncle Rastus: "Well, A h's mos' afraid de snake lodge 
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am too much de manyin' kind, but den, <lat am no mo' per-
nikertus an' de holdin' hands idee on de Nashunal saternity's 
bade. Den dat smart lodge hab a element dat's powerful 
perilus fo' Ma'y Liza. Dey hab two extremes in dat lodge: 
one half of dem jes' possessed wid only one idee an' dat am 
pursooin' a man; an' de oder two fifths ob dem am mos' 
ready fo' de Ole Ladies' Home. Doris McKay and Lottie 
Calkins, 1·espectibly, am de representatibs ob dese fractions. 
An' las' ob all, dat varigated saternity hab a girl dey calls 
Pauline an' she am de terror by night in de house where dey 
keeps de girls-she am de berry sheriff incarnation; eben 
de Beau of Wimmen shivers when she hears her comin'." 
Aunt Dinah: "Well, maybe all dese drawback folks will 
be granulated from de cemeta'y befo' de chillun git dere." 
"Ah t'inks yo' bettah make de appliances right--Lan' 
sakes alive! Rastus, do yo' see dem two wo'thless pickinin-
nies ob yourn? Well, Ah do, an' dey's plastahed deyselves 
an' dey close all ovah w1d mud pies. Ma'y Eliza-Moses 
- yo' come here dis instance an' yo' mammy will administah 
de highah cultshaw herself- wid a shingle." 
~~~~~r CALENDA~ r~~~~~ 
•-------------------· 
March 
21 Professor Bag-g broke hi ankle. Geology class sorry, pleased and 
so forth . Spring vacation over . Doors open until eight o'clock. 
25 Jennie Harker and Win Wilson get Senior keys. So do a few others. 
27 Andy and Bleeker anive with their hopefuls from the north. 
30 Tournament, tournament, tomnament! Madison wins. 
Glee Club returns. 
April 
1 Van Wyk puts red pepper in hi salted peanut samples. As usual 
everybody samples. 
Girls arise at Ormsby at 5 A. M. in obedience to rising bell . 
2 A belated joke. Woman's suffrag-e league formed at Ormsby. 
3 Glee Club tickets sold in the cold grey dawn. 
5 1911 yell heard in chapel. 
~!~~ 
~ / C, ,, C 
-
6 Alpha Gamma Phi dinner. Kappa Upsi lon an nua l banquet, 
Hotel Menasha. Theta Gamma Delta banquet, French room. 
8 Home Concert of Boys' Glee Club. 
9 1914 Ariel Board elected. 
10 Smith goes North to hear Kubelik. 
11 Glee Club banquet. 
FORMAL RVS HINC. BEGH1S 12 Albion w ins debate from Lawrence. 
14 Beta's flowering penolias am cabbages. 
Dean Smith coll ects t he money. 
;i ~ (' 
;-, 
~ ASEJ3ALL SEA;ON OPENS 
15 Girls' Glee Club left for their annual trip. 
17 First meeting of the 1914. Ariel Board. Motion made to install 
elevator in Science Hall. 
18 Lawrence Union organized. 
19 Tennis Club organized. "Cricket on the Hearth" presented by the 
Dramatic Club, at Appleton Theater. 
20 Baseball season opens. 
22 Joint Glee Club concert at Oshkosh. 
27 Rushing season closes. 
28 Frat men and Freshmen walk in opposite sides of the streets. 
%1 
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COMMENCEMENT 
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Mu!J 
1 Pledge Day. 
3 Lawrence-Carroll debate. 
Lawrence Union entertains. 
4 Lawrence-Ripon baseball game. 6-1 in four inning-s. 
5 Carroll Y. W. and Y. M. representatives speak at Lawrence. 
8 Browning anniversary in chapel. Dr. Marsh speaks. 
10 Philal-Athena stunt at the chapel. 
11 Miss Melcher leads Y. M. and Y. W. joint meeting:. 
23 Biology Class have a novel feed in the Laboratory. 
24 Edith Isely crowned Queen of the May. 
25 1913 Ariel out. 
27 
28 
29 
31 
Jwie 
1 
3 
7 
10 
Field Meet, Lawrence vs. Ripon. Lawrence wins. 
Maude Adams speaks in the Congregational Church. 
Election day. 
All-College yacht ride. 
Beta yacht ride. 
Kappa house party at Green Bay. 
Lawrence wins State Championship in Track. 
Examinations begin . 
"Bridge of the Gods" in the new Amphitheater. 
Commencement. 
14 Fraternities leave for Waupaca. 
2G2 
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September 
11 First chapel; Farley forgets to go upstairs. 
12 Professor and Mrs. Garns receive for Expression students. 
Three Sophs make the acquaintance of the Fox. 
13 Y. M. and Y. W. stags. 
15 Ormsby bell begins to get warmed up. 
16 Election of All-College Club president and Lawrentian associate 
in chapel. Sophs indulge in a shower of classic posters. 
17 All-College day at Clifton. Freshmen take the hono1·s. 
Paul Amundson addresses Miss Smith as Zelia Ann. 
Marguerite Kirby does not get left. 
Freshmen march in with green caps to the inspiring strains of 
"Onward, Christian Soldiers." 
18 Matriculation address by Dr. George Trever. 
Junior colors appear on stone. 
20 The annual Walk-Over. (Miss Judson's version.) 
21 Philalathean stag for Freshmen. 
22 Phoenix-Lawrean reception for F1·eshmen. 
October 
4 Philal-Athena reception for Freshmen. 
5 Lawrence, 0; Madison, 13. 
11 
12 
13 
17 
19 
25 
26 
28 
29 
31 
Lawrence Union entertains at Brokaw Hall. 
Oshkosh Normals, 0; Lawrence, 27. 
Mothers' Day at Vespers. 
Ormsby girls give annual reception to town ladies, with Miss Zona 
Gale as guest of honor. 
Beloit, 0; Lawrence, 0. Band sports new suits. 
Trip around the world. Did you smell South America? 
Marquette, 0; Lawrence, 12. Junior Hallowe'en party. 
Holiday Sophomore stunt at Potato Point. 
Dr. Coleman speaks at chapel. 
Hallowe'en stunt in Gym, Observat01·y and Chapel. 
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JUNIOR HAT ,S 
-
.=;-p .. MERRY CHRISTMAS 
November 
2 N oi-thwestern, 0; Lawrence, 39. 
Dr. and Miss Naylor entertain the two cabinets. 
Athena and Lawrean initiation. 
6 Seniors spring caps and gowns. 
7 Senior-Freshman rink party. 
10 to 17 Y. W. week of prayer. 
15 Juniors spring hats. 
16 Canoll, 0; Lawrence, 33. 
22 Lawrence admitted to the A . C. A. 
Lawrence Union stunt. 
23 Ripon, 0; Lawrence, 6. 
26 School closes. 
28 Ormsby entertains the left-overs. 
29 Brokaw Hall boys entertai n Frat boys and collect 10 cents next day. 
Deceniber 
2 School begins. 
6 Debate try-out. 
12 Demonstration of the Physical Training Class. 
13 Rasey wins the Oratorical. Juniors take second and third. 
14 Football banquet. 
16 Choral Club concert. 
17 
20 
Sophs win the inter-class basketball toumcy. 
Vacation begins. 
2!:i4 
a i"' F !NAL EXAMS 
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PENTATHLON 
!El7r 1914 J\rirl 
.f ciuuary 
4 Classes resume. 
8 Lawrence, 76; Milton, 6. 
9 Senior moustaches started. 
10 Senior sleigh ride to Kaukauna. 
11 Y. W. C. A. Cabinet entertains Y. M. Cabinet in Rest Room. 
17 Lawrence, 33; Ripon, 18. 
18 Lawrence, 46; Oshkosh Normal, 8. 
21-27 Groans and imprecations. 
23 Junior-Freshmen 1·ink party. Caw ley impersonalcs a gra1:;shopper 
with fifteen understudies. 
27 Y. M. and Y. W. inter-university track meet. 
Harvard meets Cheer Leader Munenix. 
28 Special chapel services at 4 P. M. Faculty at the chapel and the 
students at the rink. 
Lawrean-Phoenix formal party in the chapel. 
29 Delta Iota banquet. 
Febrttary 
1 Lawrence, 33; Milwaukee, 9. 
6 Dr. Plantz returns from the south. 
7 Lawrence, 38; Carroll, 22. 
8 Alpha Gamma Phi banquet. Alpha Delta Phi banquet. 
Y. M. C. A. election. 
10 Y. W. C. A. election. 
12 "Everyman" presented in the chapel. 
14 Faculty win championship in volley ball. No !,olid•ty. 
15 Sigma Tau Nu banquet. 
19 Lottie Calkin's Senior recital. 
20 Sophomores win the Pentathlon. 
21 Win from Carroll in basketball. 
22 Washington's Birthday party in chapel. 
28 Ripon, 13; Lawrence, 12. 
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(A Freshmau's Idea of All-Coller;e Day.) 
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i IIE Ariel Board wishes to thank their critics, Professors Treat and ~ ~ Farley, for the kind suggestions and advice the.,· have given t 
l to make this book a publication worthy of our school. \Ve are i especially indebted to Professor and Mrs. Fairfield for their criticism of the book and to the art department for their contribu -tions. To Mr. Hugh J. Hughes, Mrs. Mildred McNeal Sweeny, 
~ and Mr. Eben E. Rexford, alumni of LmHence, we ,Yish to express our sincere ~ 
l appreciation and thanks for poems which the)· donated. And lastly, but not least, i we wish to acknowledge the co-operation of the student bod.,· of Lawrence whose loyal support makes this publication possible. 
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LIST OF ADVERTISEMENTS 
BANKS 
Citizens' National 
Commercial National 
First National 
BARBERS 
Cozy Barber Shop 
Roock' s Barber Shop 
CANDIES AND ICE CREAM 
Gmeiner 
Van Wyk 
CLOTHING 
Continental 
Schmidt and Sons 
Thiede 
COLLEGE 
Lawrence College 
Conservatory 
CREAMERY 
Potts, Wood & Co. 
DRY GOODS 
Pettibone-Peabody Co. 
DRUGS 
Downer 
Kamp and Sackstedter 
Roemer and Belling 
Schlintz 
Voigt 
ENGRAVERS 
Bureau of Engraving 
FOOT APP AREL 
Heckert 
FURNITURE 
Saecker and Thompson 
GROCERIES 
Durdell 
Mike 
HARDWARE 
Schlafer 
Tesche 
HOTELS 
Menasha 
Sherman 
INSURANCE 
Wettengel 
LAUNDRY 
Palace 
LIVERY 
Smith 
MACHINERY 
Appleton Machine Co. 
MUSIC 
Koletzke 
Voss Phonograph Co. 
Irving Zuelke 
2GO 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
Harwood 
Stimson 
PLUMBERS 
Patterson 
PRINTERS 
Castle-Pierce Company 
RESTAURANTS 
Cozy 
White Front 
TAILORS 
Hughes & Co. 
Meyer 
Waltman 
THEATERS 
Mer-Mac 
TYPEWRITERS 
Schannon 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Bachman and Moriarity 
Carr Bros. 
Lake Superior Knitting Works 
Novelty Cleaners 
Onward Manufacturing Co. 
Over Fifty-eight Thousand Testimonials 
UNEQUALLED PROOF OF A THOROUGHLY 
WELL SATISFIED MEMBERSHIP 
Other companies publish a few hundred letters from 
policy-holders, expressing satisfaction as members of 
the company. Very Good: The Northwestern Mutual 
also gets them, hundreds of them, highly appreciates 
them and could publish them. But then in addition The 
Northwestern Mutual is receiving 
OVER ELEVEN THOUSAND SIGNED 
TESTIMONIALS ANNUALLY 
For more than 11,000 old members annually express 
their satisfaction by taking additional insurance in the 
Company. 
Following is the number of old members taking new 
policies: 
Over 11,000 out of a total of 36,655 New Insurers in the year 1908 
Over 11,000 out of a total of 36,530 New Insurers in the year 1909 
Just 11,400 out of a total of 37,624 New Insurers in the year 1910 
With 11,871 out of a total of 39,246 New Insurers in the year 1911 
And 13,634 out of a total of 47,345 New Insurers in the year 1912 
Over 58,000 old members signed Applications for 
New Policies, each application a Signed Certificate of 
Satisfaction. 
An average of almost THIRTY PER CENT of all new insurers. No other company can anywhere 
near equal above record. For further information ask 
Commercial llank 
Building 
FRED FELIX 
GEORGE R. 
WETTENGEL 
WE TT ENGEL 
Managers for Fox River Valley 
:l 61 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
Phone 1081 
"The Test of the Pudding 
is the Eating" 
Why not make that next purchase of Men's wear from the 
"Quality Store" - the store where Quality talks? 
We talk "Quality" because we sell "Quality." 
Test the "Quality" way - you will like it. 
~att !,cbmibt & !,on 
HATTERS AND FURNISHERS 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
:lG2 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
ARIEL OFFICE RULES 
1. Never bother the Editor; he wishes to appear busy and 
overworked. 
2. .Give your card to the office boy and await outside for 
permission to enter. 
3. No smoking will be allowed except by the Assistant 
Business Manager, who will be allowed one corn silk 
smoke a day. 
4. Do not take the leaves off the calendar; leave that for 
the Business Manager, he must be kept busy. 
5. Souvenirs will be found in the waste paper basket; 
please leave them there. 
6. Only members will be allowed, except Art Wittman, 
who may come five seconds before meetings close.* 
7. Don't expectorate in the inkwell; it spoils the ink. 
8. If at meetings you become too much board, go to sleep 
and saw some off. 
9. Let the Editor straighten up the desk; it helps him look 
overworked. 
10. No holding of hands when more than two are around. 
Punishment for violation of these rules will be hanging by the neck or 
by a rope or by both, depending upon the nature of the offense. 
THESE RULES MUST BE LIVED UP TO 
* Obsolete 
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THE HOME OF 
The 
Pettibone 
Peabody 
Company 
APPLETON 
WIS. 
The institution which has grown u1> side by side with Lawrence College and 
which. with Lawrence College has made Appleton broadly known throughout the 
state in educational and commercial circles. 
Of the hundreds of graduates of Lawrence who are living in all parts of the 
world, a large percentage of them shop at Pettibone's or deal with them by mail. 
They still consider Pettibone's the most satisfactory shopping place. 1f YOU are one 
of those who live away, may we not have your name on our mailing list? 
You Want Clothes of the Times 
Here they are 
HART, SCHAFFNER &MARX 
AND 
THE L SYSTEM 
Clothes for Young Men will set your 
enthusiasm boiling. The makers meant 
that they should and they will. 
Never in your life have you seen such 
charming styles. Never have you seen 
such shapely well tailored shoulders -
they're great - and fabrics that will 
please you when you see them. 
We knew what we were doing when we 
purchased these clothes. If you know 
what you are about, you'll purchase them. 
At least take a look at them. 
$18.00 to $25.00 
THE CONTINENTAL 
2 (j.l 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
May we all unite and never strike 
on Mike's Grocery 
MIKE 
EVERYTHING TO EAT 
BOTH PHONES 
FOR SALE (Cheap) 
One Pair Scissors (rusty) 
One Waste Paper Basket (slightly worn ) 
One-half Bottle Ink - red and black mixed 
Three Blotters 
Two Old Ideas 
1914 ARIEL BOARD 
Van W y k Brothers 
jf ine <!anbies 
SODAS AND SUNDAES 
Everything First-class 
726 COLLEGE AVENUE 
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Be The Whistle, Not The Echo - Your "up-to-the-minute" friends at College are our customers 
THIEDE, Good Clothes 
2GG 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Do You Like to Read? 
COME TO THE 
Library 
WE HAVE FRESH AIR AT ALL TIMES 
LIGHTNING SERVICE 
llamrcncc <!tollcgc lltbrarp 
POTTS, WOOD & CO. 
Pastuerized Milk, Cream and Butter 
supplied to Ormsby Hall 
WHOLESALE MILK AND CREAM SHIPPING 
A SPECIALTY 
Telephone 91 Appleton 
5 
5 
2 07 
Cozy BARBER SHOP 
Where all the Students go 
for First-Class Work 
GRITZMACHER & HEDSTRUM 
PROPRIETORS 
THE COZY LUNCH ROOM 
The Place for Eats 
THE HOUSE OF Ul'-'1'0-DATE 
MOVING PICTURES 
5 
5 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
How Is My Sweater Coat for Fall? 
Sweater Coats will be worn more this summer 
and fall than ever before. 
The style will be the Shakerknitt in the Ruff 
Nack. 
The best colors are Silver, Maroon, White, 
running about in order named. 
The standard of Quality is the coat we make 
under number 889, which is sold by the best 
dealer in your town for $7.50. 
If he does not have it, write to us and we will 
see that your wants are supplied. 
Lake Superior Knitting Works 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
:ms 
The Real Dope on the 
Shoe Subject 
H. F. H E C K E R T 
DEFINITE 
"THE SHOE MAN" 
773 College Avenue 
Appleton 
PLANS 
Are necessary to the successful business; 
they are just as essential to the accum-
ulation of money. No other plan for 
conserving small sums and building 
them into one large sum is so rational, 
so common sense in its operation as a 
growing bank account. Try this plan. 
<!titi;cnG' .fflational JJ5anlt 
UNITED STATES Ol~POSITORY 
A R T E L A D V E RT I S E l\ l E N T S 
"Say" 
Have you tried 
DURDELL'S GROCERY 
It's the place you've been 
looking for 
BOTH PHONES 720 COLLEGE STREET 
Spring - Time - Kodak - Time 
Take a Kodak 
With You 
Everything for Kodak-
ery at our store 
Prompt Developing 
and Pri nting 
VOIGT'S DRUG AND KODAK STORE 
PRE-HISTORIC HONOR 
=--F'IRST STUDE: 
SECOND S'T' UDE: 
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ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
The College Man vs. Eating 
It's a great game, boys, that takes place at al l times, at the we ll 
known and well liked WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT. 
Nearly every Coll ege man knows this Popular Food Emporium, 
and those that don't, are certain ly missing something and will 
do well to make themselves acquainted. 
Those delicious, appetizing, mouth watering meals that are 
served there, do surely hit the right spot. 
Catering to the students wants is a special feature with us. 
WE'RE ALWAYS OPEN COME IN ANY TIME 
WHITE FRONT RESTAURANT 
811 COLLEGE AVENUE NOOYEN BROTHERS 
CARR BROS. 
BILLIARDS AND POCKET BILLIARDS 
COLLEGE AVENUE 
ED. F. MEYER 
THE TAILO:R 
616 ONEIDA STREET SECOND FLOOR 
Ladies and Gents Clothes Re pairing and Pressing 
270 
TOILET ARTICLES STATIONERY • 
THE REXALL STORE 
PERFUMES AND POWDERS 
EVERYTHING GOOD THAT'S KEPT IN GOOD DRUG STORES 
KAMP'S & SACKSTEDER'S 
NOTICE 
GET YOUR ORDER IN EARLY FOR 
A 1915 ARIEL 
THERE IS NO POLITICS IN OUR BOARD. WE WILL 
BEAT THEM ALL 
HOCKING· JACKSON CO. 
'" __, 
.... 
Let 
the 
KODAK 
tell the 
Story 
of 
Your (J 
Vacation j 
Kodaks, Premos, 
Brownies 
AND EVERYTHING FOR 
Pi c tur e M a k in g 
OUR STOCK OF FILM AND PAPER IS COMPLETE AND ALWAYS FRESH 
MAIL US YOUR FILMS FOR 
Developing and Finishing 
WE PAY RETURN POSTAGE 
SCHLAFER HARDWARE Co. 
~.~~-~~L===a=w=-=r=e~~,~1:=T=;=-~ :~:=s=Y=:A~;-v=a=t=o=r=y====~~ 
(Qj Appleton, Wisconsin ~ 
[] 
(A DEPARTMENT OF LAWRENCE COLLEGE ) ~, 1 
PRQf,'ESSIONAL Sc hool in its si x ty-third yea r fo r th o ro ug h-going stude nts. Ample 
equipm e nt. Expe ri e nced teac he rs o f pro ve n abilit y. Complet e courses leadin g 
11 
10 diplomas or specia l wo rk in o ne o r m o re brun c h es as desired. · T h e Co ll ege I] 
gin~s c redit for music \\·ork don e in th e de partm e nt. Pupils o f a ll g rades receh ed. 
Fac ulty of note d speciali sts, Cho ral Socie ty o f 150 vo ices, Orc hes tra , R ecita ls by \Vorld's 
Arti sts, Alw,i c F csth·a l, Fac ulty Conce rts, S upe rior Publi c Schoo l J\fus ic Course, N orm al 
Course fo r Pian o T eachers, Pi ano , V o ice, Vio lin , Ha rm o ny. Do rmitori es fo r stude nts. 
[
(al Seodfo, ~ rnlog. WILL I AM HARPER, DE AN 1:illal• 
i.============="il APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
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ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
NOVELTY CLEANERS AND DYERS 
J. 0. WOEHLER, Proprietor 
735 COLLEGE A VENUE F. R. V. PHONE No. 623 
Headquarters for College Girls and Boys. \Ve can 
clean, repair, press and make your clothes last 
twice as long as they would otherwise. We get the 
goods out promptly. Bring your garments and 
gloves in and let us show you. We also remodel 
ladies' suits. 
NOVELTY 
AND 
CLEANERS 
DYERS 
PATRONIZE 
OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
HOTEL MENASHA 
MENASHA, WISCONSIN 
JOHN B. STITGEN 
PROPRIETOR 
21i 
ARIEL ADVERT1SEMENTS 
THE SHERMAN 
J. W. CONWAY, Proprietor 
Appleton, Wisconsin 
Modern European Hotel 
IIANDSOME NEW VENETIAN ROOM 
FIRST CLASS CAFE AND LUNCH ROOM 
Dainty French Room for Banquets and 
Private Dinners 
ROEMER & BELLING DRUG CO. 
The College Boys' 
Drug Store 
788 COLLEGI> AVENUE APPLETON. \VIS. 
Your can dress better and save money 
if you buy from us. 
LET US HAVE YOUR MEASURE TODAY 
HUGHES & CO. 
1<lrbt ~bop ot <ll:ltbtt <n:Iotb£~ 
APPLETON, WIS. 
736 COLLEGE A VE. BOTH PHONES 
Bijou Theatre 
APRIL 1, 1923 
The Midnight Spread Co. 
PRESENTS 
MISS ELLA JACKSON and MR. ARTHUR PETERSON 
ln an elaborate produclion of 
"Daily Dates" 
Assisted by an AH .. Star Cast, iricluding 
MISS RUBY LAKE, as Alternative, and MR. STEW 
WILLIAMS and ORMSBY HALL BEAUTY CHORUS 
FEATURING 
"We Won't Get Home Until Morning" 
AND 
"We are Members of the Midnight Crew" 
AND A SELECTED MEDLEY OF 
BROKAW BALL SONGS 
ADMITTANCE 10 PINS 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
WHY IT WILL PAY YOU TO BUY YOUR 
FURNITURE AT THIS STORE 
I N the first place, because every piece of furniture that leaves this store is sold with the understanding that it is all we say it is-
that it is reliable and will give you perfect satisfac-
tion - or 111oney back every ti111e. Secondly. you'll 
save money by making your purcha es here. 
Because doing such a large volume of business on 
a fixed expense, the cost of doing business is re-
duced to a 111ini111u111; in other words, it costs us 
less to sell a dollar's worth of goods than it does 
the smaller dealer. Therefore our prices are the 
ve;-y lowest. Besides-being fortunately situated 
in regard to capital and credit, we are enabled to 
offer our patrons the most liberal terms of credit, 
and under the most favorable conditions. 
SAECKER THOMPSON Co. 
Jfine jfurniture 
789-791 COLLEGE A VENUE APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
275 
jf tr9't jlattonal Jianlt 
~ppleton , lllllt~con~tn 
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS, $400,000.00 
Respectfully solicits your Banking Business 
whether Large or Small. 
All will receive Prompt and 
Courteous Attention. 
"TIME TRIED, TESTED AND FOUND SOLID" 
t.:> 
... 
C> 
!~ 
-
== 
~ 
1Lawrrncr C!Collrgr 
appleton, [(Ilisconsin 
SIXTY - FOUR YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL HISTORY 
ADVANTAGES 
I. Excellent Buildings. 2. Superior Faculty. 3. Large 
and well selected Library. 4. Good Museum. 5. 
Over two hundred courses offered. 6. Fine Dor-
mitories for both men and women. 7. Moderate 
Expenses. 8. Excellent Reputation for the highest 
grade of college work. 9. Pleasant fellowship be-
tween students and teachers. 10. Special Courses 
in education for those desiring to teach. 
DEPARTMENT OF ART 
Five Teachers and Superior Advantai:es 
SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION 
GENERAL CULTURE COURSE-PLATFORM ARTISTS 
COURSE-TEACHERS COURSE 
This department has a wide reputation 
for superior work. 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
See add elsewhere in this book. 
Catalogues sent free on application. 
SAMUEL PLANTZ, President 
' 
~ 
~ 
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ARIEL ADVERTi k; EMENTS 
Appleton Machine Co. 
BUILDEl<S OF ALL 
JHNDS 01' 
Pulp and Sulphite 
Machinery 
Al'PLJ>TON, WISCONSIN 
277 
Roock's Barber Shop 
IN ARMORY BLOCK 
699 College Avenue Satifactory Work 
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION 
FO I~ SALE- One good hat. Never been wom. 
- ARTHUR SKEWES. 
WA NTED- Iniroduction to girls who are being " rushed," 
by a good dancer.- CHAS. DAY. 
TO tET- Several good roughnecks. Guaranteed to make 
g1)od on all occasions.- REP Ro BATES. 
WA!\rTED- Anotl1er frat to ru sh me. 
- "HAL" JOHNSTON. 
LOS1 '- My r ea sons for not joining a fraternity. 
ARTHUR PETERSON. 
WAN'l'ED- Time to study another language. 
- CLIFFORD WEAVER. 
HELF WANTED- Some one to make me look nicer. 
- MISTER GORDONIAS O'CONNER 
If in need of anything in the Hardware Line, Baseball Goods, 
St,,ves, Ranges, Furnaces - it will pay to first 
see the variety and get best prices of 
WM. TESCH 
li36 APPLETON STREET, APPLETON 
Opposite Hotel Ritger and Northwestern Hou se 
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SIXTY - FOUR YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL HISTORY 
ADVANTAGES 
I. Excellent Buildings. 2. Superior Faculty. 3. Large 
and well selected Library. 4. Good Museum. 5. 
Over two hundred courses offered. 6. Fine Dor-
mitories for both men and women. 7. Moderate 
Expenses. 8. Excellent Reputation for the highest 
grade of college work. 9. Pleasant fellowship be-
tween students and teachers. 10. Special Courses 
in education for those desiring to teach. 
DEPARTMENT OF ART 
Five Teachers and Superior Advanta~es 
SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION 
_ GENERAL CULTURE COURSE-PLATFORM ARTISTS _ 
, COURSE-TEACHERS COURSE 
This department has a wide reputation • 
for su perior work. 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
See add elsewhere in this book. 
Catalogues sent free on application. 
=='=== === 
SAMUEL PLANTZ, President 
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ARIEL AD\IERT18EMENTS 
Appleton Machine Co. 
BUILOERS OF ALL 
KINDS OF 
Pulp and Sulphite 
Machinery 
Al'Pl,ETON. WISCONSIN 
277 
Roock's Barber Shop 
IN ARMORY BLOCK 
699 College Avenue Sa ti factory Work 
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION 
FOR SALE-One good hat. Never been worn. 
-ARTHUR SKEWES. 
WANTED-Introduction to girls who are being· "rushed," 
by a good dancer.-CHAS. DAY. 
TO LET-Several good roughnecks. Guaranteed to make 
good on all occasions.-REP Ro BATES. 
WANTED-Another frat to rush me. 
-"HAL" JOHNSTON. 
LOST- My reasons for not joining a fraternity. 
ART II UR PETERSON. 
WANTED-Time to study another language. 
-CLIFFORD WEAVER. 
HELP WANTED-Some one to make me look nicer. 
-MISTER GORDONIAS O'CON NElt 
If in need of anything in the Hardware Line, Baseball Goods, 
Stoves, Ranges, Furnaces - it will pay to first 
see the variety and get best prices of 
WM. TESCH 
6:16 APPLETON STREET, APPLETON 
OpJ)os ile Hotel RitKer and Northweste rn House 
A R I E L A D V E R T I S E J\I E N T S 
THE $15 MADE - TO_ 
MEASURE STORE 
H's no secre t, there' ll be 
money in your pocket if 
you buy your s uit. here. 
F irs t • clnss materials. 
S uperi o r workmanship. 
Just the thing. 
SU ITS TO YOU R 01w1m 
$15 
E. WALTMAN 
BIJOU BUILDING 
PLUMBING, STEAM AND HOT 
WATER HEATING 
Vacuum Cleaner Appar;1tus and 
Water Supply Systems. 
THE BEST OBTAINABLE 
W. S. ~ATTERSON CO. 
737 College Avenue 
Appleton, Wis. 
411 e,' , ..... lv-
I --=:: 
PRE-l-JI5TORIG FOOT-BALL. 
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ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Three Per Cent Interest Paid Upon Savings 
COMMERCIAL NATIONAL 
BANK 
APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
Capital and Surplus, $250,000.00 
Tl. C: . l' REEMAN, Pres ident JAS. A. WOOD. Vi,·e President 
C. 8 . DICKINSON, Cashier 
279 
THIS IS YOUR STUDIO 
We are always ready to follow your instructions 
ft)ar\uoob ~tullio 
NEXT TO PEITIBONE'S 
DOWNER'S PHARMACY 
College Stationery 
(Monogrammed ) 
Toilet Articles High Class Sundries 
802 COLLEGE AVENUE 
~be ~meet ~pop 
HOME MADE CANDIES AND 
ICE CREAM 
One nlock from Cam1ms G MEIN ER, Proprietor 
PALACE LAUNDRY 
NEENAH, WISCONSIN 
Phone 456 
The Student's Best Friend 
TRUNKS LEATHE R GOODS LAUTER 
Voss 
Phonograph Co. 
MANSFIELD 
Pianos 
821 College Avenue, 
AP P LR'l'ON, WIS. 
Opposite Pett ibone's 
A P PLETON. WI S. 
READ THE LATEST BOOK! 
2SO 
Edythe Thompson's 
latest hit. 
"THE GAY LIFE" 
ARIEL ADVERTISEMENTS 
C. F. SMITH LIVERY & 
TRANSFER COMP ANY 
Livery, Hack, Baggage and Transfer Line 
Special Attention given to Students. 
Finest Equipment in the City. 
GIVE US A CALL 
BOTH PHONES 10;; LAWRENCE AND APPLETON STREETS 
BACHMANN & MORIARITY 
See Pat's new line of 
Pipes and Candies 
ONEIDA STREET 
28 1 
SCHLINTZ BROTHERS 
Prescription Druggists 
BOTH PHONES 114 
CORNER COLLEGE AVENUE AND ONEIDA STREETS 
FERDINAND KOLETZKE 
DEALER IN 
Musical Instruments, Pictures 
Frames and Mouldings 
733 COLLEGE AVENUE 
PROTECT 
Your floors and floor coverings from injury; also beautify 
your furniture by using Glass Onward Sliding Furniture 
and Piano Shoes in place of casters. Made for all weights and 
styles of furniture. also metal beds. If your dealer will not supply you 
write us. 
.©nlllarb ~f g. <to. 
MENASHA, WIS., U. S. A. CANADA FACTORY, BERLING. ONT. 
E. W. SHANNON 
TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE SUPPLIES 
Whether you go into business, or choose an academic or professional career, 
you should know how to use a typewriter. It is an easy matter to own one 
and to learn to run it. Let us demonstrate for you. We sell, rent and 
repair all makes of typewriters. 
SPECIAL TERMS TO STUDENTS 
Office Supplies and Equipment 
DIAMOND BRAND RIBBONS, CAR-
BONS AND PAPERS ARE 
UNEXCELLED IN QUALITY AND 
PRICE. WARRANTED SATISFACTORY. 
For Student use, Card Index Systems are the thing. Unsurpassed for lecture note taking, 
laboratory notes, etc. Classify by date or subject. We have many 
such helps for your work. 
GET ACQUAINTED WITH MODERN BUSINESS METHODS 
E. 
687 COLLEGE A VENUE 
NEXT TO ARMORY 
w. SHANNON 
. APPLETON, WISCONSIN 
~83 
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Some Books We Made in 1912. 
Castle-Pierce Printing Company 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
THIS BOOK IS A PRODUCT OF OUR SHOP 
Co n s ult u s about y our 
C olleg e A nnual s 
~ ===========-
TO THE READERS OF THE 
1914 ARIEL 
HE firms whose advertisements appear in 
these pages have assisted very materially 
in the production of "The Ariel." The 
Board takes this opportunity of thanking 
them for their support. 
Our parting advice is, "Patronize Our Advertisers." 
u 
p 
~ 
PRESS OF 
CASTLE- Pl ERCE CO. 
OSHKOSH 
~ 
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